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Abstract
This Thesis titled Microeconomic Applications in International Trade Theory aims
at examining the role of government intervention in a number of likely scenarios on an
International Trade level.
The Introduction provides a general overview of this work. Chapter 1 provides a so¬
lution to the inefficiency problem arising when a cost asymmetry is introduced in a strategic
trade framework, when oligopolies compete in the third market. A lobbying contest is used
to identify the cost efficient firm, which then receives a subsidy a la Brander and Spencer
and exports in country three. Welfare enhancement opportunities arise from this interven¬
tion. Chapter 2 analyses all the potential for cooperational agreements to arise between
firms and policy makers in the Strategic Trade context, when monopolies operate in the
two producing countries. The measures used by the governments and the consumption lev¬
els in the three countries involved will define the likely outcome of such schemes. Chapter
3, looks into the role of government in providing incentives to a foreign firm that aims to
enter its market, in such a way that it will alter its optimal entry mode, should this dif¬
fer from the welfare enhancing, and thus preferred, mode of the government. The findings
show that there is potential for mode switch incentivising measures to be accepted, par¬
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Introduction
International trade protectionist tools, in the form of subsidies and taxes, and their
potential effects on the welfare and profit levels of countries and firms respectively have
been widely analyzed by trade theorists.
According to the theory, countries can take two different approaches towards inter¬
national trade: oppose or embrace it. In the former case, the protectionist tools can be used
in an effort to deter the entry of foreign firms in the market, in order to protect their na¬
tional firms, whereas in the latter case, policy instruments can be used as incentivisation
measures to attract more trade. Particularly for the latter case, lower taxation can be used
as a measure to attract foreign direct investment that has been gradually replaced exporting
as an international trade method.
The following analysis will draw from both theory streams and focus firstly on the
theory of strategic trade, where subsidization is used as a tool of promoting the position of
the one country's own firms in an importing country, relative to their rival's (Brander and
Spencer [8]). Thus, the policy measures provided are used as protectionist tools. As will
be described in the thesis overview, Chapter 1 focuses on the cost efficient firm identifica¬
tion in a situation where an oligopoly competes against a monopoly for rent shifting from
the importing third country. The second chapter focuses on the potential arising of cooper-




Turning to the situation where governments may not oppose trade, but actually wel¬
come it, in the form of efforts to attract foreign direct investment or increasing trade by
relaxing potential barriers, Chapter 3 focuses on the role of government policy in a bid to
influence a foreign multinational's entry mode choice.
Thesis Overview
In summary, the aim of the analysis undertaken in the three chapters comprising this
work is to examine the role of the government in the decision making of firms in a number
of situations on an international trade level.
The first chapter aims to provide an answer to the inefficiency problem arising from
the introduction of a cost asymmetry in an oligopolistic model of Strategic Trade Policy.
In this we find that the use of a lobbying contest in the heterogeneous market can succeed
in revealing the highest efficiency firm, as through the use of a contest, firms will expend
efforts according to their abilities. Consequently, the lowest cost firm will expend the
highest effort, and so the winner of the contest will be the firm that the government seeks
to reward. The exertions of the participants in the contest therefore serve as signals of
the particular ability of the players, hence the highest ability one will be the winner. This
will be the most advantageous option for the government to set as the national champion
that will compete in the international level against a single foreign firm. This in turn leads
to the reduction of the a la Dixit oligopolistic asymmetric cost strategic trade model to
a monopolistic one, which will either entail a cost asymmetry between the rival country
monopoly firms or a cost symmetry. This will depend on the cost of the national champion
compared to the cost of the foreign rival. We also show that the lobbying contest can be
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welfare enhancing compared to the asymmetric oligopoly model under certain market and
cost conditions.
The second chapter examines all the possible co-operational outcomes, when the
assumption of no cooperation introduced in the seminal paper by Brander and Spencer in
their strategic trade model is relaxed, when the two rival monopolies are characterised
by cost asymmetry. Firstly, a brief overview of the three potential types of agreement is
provided, followed by a detailed examination of the outcomes using a linear approach. The
particular outcome of the scheme, under constant marginal costs is shown to depend on
the level of cost asymmetry and the consumption levels in the producing countries. The
cost asymmetry level and the market size play a significant role in a decreasing marginal
cost setting. The willingness ofpolicymakers to support cooperation is crucial for the final
outcome.
The third chapter is based on the observation that in recent years, a number of coun¬
tries have been providing incentives to attract FDI, mostly in the form of lower taxation
levels or some form of subsidisation. It aims to analyse the situation where a government
would use subsidisation or taxation policies as incentives for firms to change their mode
of entry towards the most welfare enhancing for the host country, when the firm optimal
and the government optimal entry modes differ. To do so, we compare the three alternative
entry modes that a firm may adopt in its effort to enter a foreign market, namely exports,
greenfield FDI or acquisitions (brownfield FDI). The examination takes place in both a full
and asymmetric information environment and the ability of the policymaker to affect the
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entry mode depends on the level of the greenfield investment cost relative to the particular
policy measure adopted.
Chapter 1
A Contest Application in Strategic Trade
Theory
1.1 Introduction
The theory of strategic trade policy has been a major issue of debate amongst trade econo¬
mists throughout the years. The original Brander and Spencer [8] model, where the monopoly
firms of two producing countries compete in a third country, which only imports the good,
was based on a set of simplifying assumptions, which when relaxed lead to alterations to
the results of the analysis. In particular, Dixit [25], in an oligopolistic version of the Bran¬
der and Spencer model of strategic trade policy, shows that the number of firms in each of
the two competing countries will define the optimal uniform policy measure, under the as¬
sumption of firm cost symmetry. The allocation of the optimal measure may be inefficient,
when cost asymmetry is introduced. Hence, when the firms operating in the exporting
markets diverge in their production cost levels it should no longer be optimal to allocate
uniform measures and subsidise/tax all firms in a similar manner depending on their num¬
ber.
In the a la Dixit framework, particularly for the case where the number of firms in
the country with the active government is greater than the number ofproducing firms in the
rival country, the optimal measure would be a tax. The inefficiency that this taxation would
try to overcome would still exist in the form of the inability (due to the tax) of the lowest
5
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cost firm to alone compete in the international market and succeed in the profit shifting aim
of strategic trade policy.
Particularly for the case where the social cost of funds exceeds one, and the policy
measure is not a pure transfer, Leahy and Montagna [52] have suggested a solution to this
uniform measure allocation inefficiency. This takes the form of the provision of firm spe¬
cific measures, with the lowest cost firm awarded a positive subsidy that will facilitate com¬
petition in the third market framework and firm specific taxes to the remaining less efficient
firms, to deter them from producing for exports in the importing third market. The short¬
coming of this approach is the lack of an identification mechanism as the cost for each firm
is assumed to be privately observed by the firm. Focusing firstly, on the situation where
the policy measures are a pure transfer (in contrast to the Leahy and Montagna model),
and taking the above shortcoming into consideration, the following analysis provides a so¬
lution to this inefficiency problem arising from the provision of uniform policy measures
in an oligopolistic model. As Leahy and Montagna suggest, the allocation of firm specific
measures would be more efficient, enabling only the lowest cost firm to compete and shift
rents from the third market. I find that the use of a lobbying contest in the heterogeneous
market can succeed in revealing the highest efficiency firm. This in turn leads to the modi¬
fication of the a la Dixit [25] oligopolistic model, under cost asymmetry, to a monopolistic
one; the actual level of the national champion's cost will define whether this monopolistic
model will be similar to the one introduced by Brander and Spencer [8], which is charac¬
terised by cost symmetry between the two rival monopolies or the one analysed by Neary
[61], which is characterised by cost asymmetry.
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Hence, a lobbying contest is used as an identification mechanism. Using a contest
model, where the optimal bidding of the firms depends on their particular production ability
(the lower the marginal cost of production, the higher the efficiency) we derive the follow¬
ing results: the most efficient of the firms will be the one submitting the highest bid, and
therefore will be the winner of the contest. This then will receive the award provided by
the government (subsidy) whilst the rest of the firms will only incur the cost of entering the
contest and will not be able to produce for the international level. This could be thought
to serve the same purpose as the firm specific tax suggested by Leahy and Montagna, al¬
beit in our model the cost is sunk and is not included in the welfare function. Therefore we
are able to provide a solution for the specific shortcoming, both in the case where the pol¬
icy measure is a pure transfer and when it is not. We also show that the lobbying contest
can be welfare enhancing compared to the a la Dixit asymmetric oligopoly model, under
certain market and cost conditions, both in the case where there is a social cost associated
with the provision of the policy measures and when there is not.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 1.2 provides a review of the lit¬
erature on strategic trade theory and the use of lobbying as an identification mechanism.
In Section 1.3, the lobbying contest model is introduced, followed by a welfare analysis,
firstly for the situation of a pure transfer policy measure and then for the case where a social
cost of funds is associated with the measure provision. Section 1.4 concludes. Supporting
proofs are contained in Appendix A.
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1.2 Literature Review
The two main models of international trade theory directly related to the following analysis
are firstly Brander and Spencer's Export Subsidies and International Market Share Rivalry
[8], in which two national monopolies compete in a third market framework to shift rents
with the assistance of policy measures provided by active governments. The second is
Dixit's International Trade Policy for Oligopolistic industries [25], in which more than one
producing firms operate in the two competing countries and provide output to be exported
in the third market.
In more detail, the seminal paper by Brander and Spencer [8] states, that unlike previ¬
ous models of international trade theory where in the case ofperfectly competitive markets,
protectionism was not an optimal strategy, when the market was for any reason imperfect,
then the most advantageous tactic for governments would be to safeguard their markets.
Two producing countries compete for their share in the sales and profits derived from a
third non-producing country. Production in each of the two countries is undertaken by a
monopoly, that receives a subsidy by their respective government. This aims to assist in
the shift of rents towards the country receiving the highest policy measure. Essentially, as
Brander described in his literature review [7], a government can not help its own firm in
any other way, apart from the provision of a protectionist measure that provides a credi¬
ble threat and assists in placing the firm in a Stackelberg leader position. This is the reason
why, when both governments are active in this model, a subsidy war arises, in which each
government expends an effort to assist its own firm. The basic model, with only one ac¬
tive firm, takes the form of a two stage game, in which the first stage involves the decision
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of the government to set the optimal export subsidy for its firm and the second stage sees
the setting of the optimal production level to export in the third market simultaneously by
both firms. Backward induction is used to derive the optimal subsidy level, set by the gov¬
ernment that seeks to maximize its objective function, the welfare function consisting of
the profits the monopolistic firm captures in the third market, minus the subsidy bill. A
number of extensions of the particular model were introduced in the literature, based on al¬
terations of the assumptions used by Brander and Spencer, such as the introduction of cost
asymmetry between the two rival monopolies, as described by Neary [61]. A more detailed
exposition of the Brander and Spencer [8] model and the Neary [61] extension is provided
in section 1.3.1, as it is important for the analysis of this paper.
The more general case ofoligopolistic rival markets was addressed by Dixit [25]. He
used a reciprocal market model with more than one symmetric firm operating in the two
competing markets. The reciprocal market model implies that in contrast to the original
monopoly model, the two countries are able to export to each other's market. The result
that he arrived at was that in contrast to the outcome of the Brander and Spencer article,
if the number of domestic firms is higher relative to the foreign ones, then a subsidization
policy might worsen instead of improve domestic welfare. Then, the suggestion was for the
government to follow an export taxation policy, rather than subsidization of the producing
firms. In order to exhibit more clearly the difference between the policies suggested by
these two models of strategic trade policy, a third market model could be used, without loss
of generality (Montagna, SGPE 2003/2004 lecture notes). The results remain unchanged:
if the number of domestic firms n exceeds a critical value, the optimal policy is taxation.
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This, because of the fact that a subsidy has two contrasting effects on domestic welfare: one
stemming from the rent shifting (comparative advantage result) and one from the domestic
competition (excessive domestic production). The first promotes domestic welfare, whilst
the latter reduces it. The higher the number of domestic firms relative to the foreign ones,
therefore, the more likely it is that the negative effect will dominate, and so a subsidy will
cause the decrease in domestic welfare.
The analysis of the above models is based, however on the assumption that the coun¬
tries are symmetric and that firms within each country are identical. In the real world that
would be rather unlikely to occur. If cost asymmetry was introduced in the oligopolis¬
tic framework, incorporated in the difference between the number of domestic and foreign
firms ( i.e. domestic firms more than foreign ones and so the optimal policy is a tax, or
with the opposite results), then we would depart slightly from Dixit's conclusion. In this
case, as N.Van Long and A. Subeyran [76] show, the concentration of the firms, measured
by the Herfindahl index1, along with the concavity or convexity of the demand curve will
define the optimal protection policy. Hence, they come to the conclusion that in the cases
where (i) the demand curve is convex ( P" > 0) and the index is high and (ii) the demand
curve is concave ( P" < 0) and the index low, the subsidisation policy is beneficial as it
increases domestic welfare. However, in the two opposite cases, where (iii) the demand
1 The Herfindahl index of industry concentration measures industry concentration by imposing added
weight to the bigger firms. The formula is: H — (%Si)2 + (%S,2)2 + ... + (%Sn)2, where S counts
the share of the market owned by each of the company in the market. In the case where the costs are not
identical, then some firms will have a higher share, and some lower, compared to the case of identical firms.
The greater the difference of the shares captured by the different firms, the higher the index and therefore the
higher the concentration of the market power in the 'hands' of a small number of firms. Thus, the lower the
competition within the market. The index takes its highest value of 10,000, in the case of a monopoly, where
all the market power is concentrated on one firm. The larger the number of firms and the lower the dispersion
of the costs, the lower the index.
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curve is concave and the index is high and (iv) the curve is convex with a low index, then if
the government were to impose a subsidy, it would lead to a reduction ofwelfare. Thus, in
these two cases, the optimal policy would be to tax exports. The government will impose
a uniform tax for all firms, leading to an inefficient outcome as the output of the most effi¬
cient firm will be restricted. This firm in any other situation would be the one managing to
shift the highest amount of rents from the second competing country (if it were to compete
on its own). The government would be able to increase domestic welfare if it could find a
way to award only the most efficient firm.
A proposed solution to avoid the inefficiency ofuniform policymeasures comes in the
analysis of Leahy and Montagna [52], [53], [54], which suggest the following strategies. In
the last of these papers [54] they consider the case of the implementation of a firm-specific
subsidisation policy, when only the domestic government is policy active. They show that
when the social cost of funding this policy is not too high, then the firms should receive
subsidies according to their production abilities (i.e. production costs). Consequently, the
higher the deviation of the marginal cost from the market average, the higher the subsidy
they will receive, and so the higher their level of production in the international level. If
on the other hand the social cost is high, then the optimal policy is a set of firm specific
taxation measures, with the lowest cost firm, which has the highest production capability,
required to pay the highest per unit tax. This will ensure production of only up to the
level the government allows. The policymaker, when the social cost is high is interested in
minimizing the subsidisation costs and no longer in the maximisation of the profit shifting.
Therefore, the argument of rent-shifting that originally drives the activity of the government
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is weakened. The minimisation of costs is granted through the taxation of the firms with
the larger share of the market, i.e. the cost- advantaged ones.
The social cost of funding plays a major role in the models, as this cost will define
whether a policy maker would be at all willing to provide a positive subsidisation measure.
When the parameter capturing this cost is unity, and equal weight is put on the government
expenditure and the profits of the firms, then the most likely policy is subsidisation, as seen
in models such as Brander and Spencer [8], However, in reality, it is rather unlikely that
this should occur, for reasons that as Leahy and Montagna [53] state, vary from the fact
that 'a cost is incurred by society in the process of transferring purchasing power from the
taxpayers to the government' or that firms may not be fully owned by domestic owners and
thus 'not all profits will accrue to domestic owners'. Therefore, different policy measures
are to be adopted, especially in the case of a domestic oligopoly. When the parameter is
greater than one and thus the subsidy payment is no longer a pure transfer but is more costly
for the government, then providing a positive uniform subsidy to all firms in the market
proves welfare reducing as it distorts the economy. The analysis in Leahy and Montagna
[53] suggests that: 'the government should select winning firms within industries', or in
other worlds they should try to select and support an industry champion.
This in Leahy & Montagna [52] is done through the provision of a firm specific sub¬
sidy to the most efficient firm and firm specific taxes to all the remaining ones, instead of
a unit subsidy towards the entire domestic market in order to succeed in the prevention of
the effect of the excessive production. The tax will prohibit their inefficient export produc¬
tion and since only the most efficient of the firms will be competing in the third market,
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then the game reduces to the Brander and Spence framework, where the subsidy will only
have a rent shifting effect. However, it is also mentioned in this article [52], that 'one of
the criticisms levelled against strategic trade policy concerns the ability of the government
to identify the strategic sectors. The need to be able to identify the winning firms within an
industry may be seen as casting further doubts on the feasibility of implementing strategic
trade policies'. So the setback in this model is the lack of government ability to identify
the production cost and pick-the-winner.
The criticism therefore would lie on the inability of the government to identify the
cost efficient firm in the market. Hence, incomplete information on the policymaker's part
characterises the market. The argument here would be that a mechanism is required to
assist the identification of the most efficient firm i.e. the firm that produces with the lowest
cost.
The identification shortcoming mentioned in the Leahy and Montagna [52] analysis
also applies in the situation where no social cost of funding is involved in the provision
of the policy measures, but rather they are considered to be a pure transfer. Even in this
case, inefficiency would still arise, linked to the fact that the lowest cost firm is unable to
solely compete in the third market. This is addressed by the lobbying contest, which aims
at providing a solution to the above described identification problem, revealing the low
cost firm in the market. It the also provides a likely solution to the uniform policy measure
problem, by providing a firm specific subsidy to the lowest cost firm, in the form of the
contest award. This chapter of my thesis addresses the issue, under both the assumption
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that the measures are a pure transfer and when there is a social cost associated with their
setting.
The relationship of the Brander and Spencer [8] and the Dixit [25] models and the
one to be created in the following analysis, mainly stems from the fact that Dixit's model
of oligopolistic industries when the producing firms differ in their production costs can
be reduced to the Brander and Spencer monopolistic model, through the use of a lobbying
contest. A lobbying contestwould allow the winner to become themonopoly in the country,
as in Brander and Spencer, leaving the remaining firms incurring only the contest entry cost
and not producing for the third market (these would be the remaining n — 1 firms from the
Dixit Oligopolistic model). This as already stated provides a solution to the inefficiency
created when the lowest cost firm in the oligopoly is not allowed to compete as amonopoly
in the third market, but instead is awarded with a uniform policy measure, that may impede
with the chances of this firm to shift the maximum amount of rent.
In the context of the model to be analyzed both these assumptions are useful. The
existence of a number of firms in country one, where these differ in the production cost can
interact with the existence of one firm in country two that will either have a cost equal to
or different from that of the national champion emerging from the lobbying contest.
Therefore, the reduction of the Dixit oligopolistic model to the Brander and Spencer
one, where the national champion emerging from the lobbying contest will compete with
the monopolistic firm of country 2, may lead to the competition between two cost asym¬
metric firms in the third market. For the case of asymmetry between the cost levels in the
two rival countries, the literature provides us with the following findings: Neary [61] de-
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parts from the original Brander and Spencer model, introducing firstly a cost asymmetry
between the private and social costs for the policy measure provision and a cost asymmetry
among the two rival monopolies (i.e. the cost of production differs between the domes¬
tic and foreign firms), competing in the third market setting. When an asymmetry exists
between the private and social cost, Neary [61] obtains the optimal policy measure to be
provided by the intervening policy maker and shows the depending on the value of the so¬
cial cost of funds parameter, the optimal measure can be a tax or a subsidy. He then shows
that when the parameter capturing the social cost of funds does not exceed a certain thresh¬
old value and the measure proves to be a subsidy, this optimal subsidy to be provided is
a decreasing function of the domestic marginal cost and an increasing function of the for¬
eign cost. Therefore, the more cost efficient the domestic firm is, the higher the incentive
for the domestic government to provide a subsidy, and in this manner improve the chances
of profitable rent shifting in the expense of the foreign firm. Consequently, the domestic
government has the incentive to subsidize its firm more, the lower the ratio of the domestic
marginal cost of production over the foreign one. In the context of the following model, it
provides an incentive to identify the lowest cost firm in the market, to be able to compare
that with the foreign firms' and then ensure that this receives the optimal policy measure.
Thus, the model addressing the identification problem is linked closely with the findings
of Neary as he addresses the issue of cost asymmetry between the two monopolies in a
strategic trade policy framework. Although the findings apply to the case where a parame¬
ter is included to capture the social cost of public funds, they also hold for the case where
this parameter is unity and thus the policy measures are a pure transfer. Thus the three
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stage model to be described in this paper is an oligopolistic strategic trade model under
cost asymmetry, which is reduced to the Neary [61] strategic trade model of a two country
Cournot duopoly with a cost asymmetry.
Qiu [67] in a Brander and Spencer framework, where both producing countries are
characterised by monopolies, shows that when uncertainly exists in terms of the production
cost, a screening mechanism can be used to enable the government allocate the optimal
policy measure to the firm, according to its efficiency. He shows that in a two stage game,
the welfare optimising mechanism is the introduction of a menu of policies consisting of
a subsidy and a lump sum tax to ensure the revelation of the private information regarding
its type by the firm. This information, revealed at the end of stage one, is used for the
setting of the optimal measure for exporting in the third market. The policy menu chosen,
not only allows the government to screen the firm's type, but also signals the type to the
rival firm in country 2. The use of a lump sum tax in combination with the subsidy, allows
for a separating equilibrium to emerge, as the high cost firm does not choose the higher
tax that the low cost firm would incur. A suggestion is incorporated in the paper [67],
that the inclusion of this fixed cost can be viewed as a lobbying cost. 'To be viewed as a
low-cost firm, the firm must incur a lobbying cost that exceeds some threshold set by the
government' as mentioned in footnote 7 (page336). This paper essentially uses a screening
mechanism to ascertain the type of the firm operating in the market of the active policy
maker under cost uncertainty. It therefore relates to the lobbying contest, described in the
following sections, in the fact that the lobbying contest is attempting to help the policy
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maker screen the firms in the market, although in the our framework a number of firms
operate in the market, compared to the monopoly in Qiu [67],
This is also related to the argument that the country with the lowest production cost
in the monopolistic frameworkwill be providing the highest subsidization level as analysed
by de Meza [24]. His finding is summarised in the following: 'the lower a firm's marginal
cost, the greater the benefit from being able to sell at the initial price. This is why the low-
cost country has the incentive to encourage its home firm to expand and therefore pays the
highest subsidy'. Relating to the model created in this paper, this finding strengthens the
argument that the lowest cost firm ought to be encouraged to compete in the third market
framework, through the receipt of a subsidy, instead of incurring the uniform tax imposed
as a result of the existence of a number of oligopolistic firms in country one.
Collie and de Meza [17] examine the potential policy measures provided in the case
where the goods produced by the two competing countries are instead of strategic sub¬
stitutes, strategic complements and find that taxes rather than subsidies are the optimal
measures. They further their analysis [18] in the examination of the potential influence of
the cost level in this framework and show that the absolute value of the policy measure
(subsidy or tax) will be higher for a country that has a low cost firm, rather than a high cost
one. 'The general principle is that as the country with the low cost firm has more to gain
from intervention, the absolute value of its policy will be greater than that of its higher cost
rival'. The higher the subsidy, the higher the credible threat created.
Essentially, the literature proves both that the lowest cost firm receives the highest
subsidy and that this allows for the highest rent shifting. Therefore, we could conclude
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that in the case of an oligopoly, where the government aims to pick the national champion,
it has the incentive to choose the lowest cost firm, and provide the highest subsidy. This
would lead to increased rent shifting towards the domestic market.
This chapter of my thesis seeks to analyse such a mechanism that will allow the
correct identification of the lowest cost firm in the market. Signalling would serve as such a
mechanism following the example ofpast international trade theory literature. An example
of such a paper is Collie and Hviid [19], although their focus is on the use of signaling
from the government perspective. The analysis in this chapter will concentrate on the
use of signaling as a firm tool. Collie and Hviid [19] under the assumption that the rival
foreign firm is not informed of the domestic firm production cost, implying that the foreign
firm is the uninformed player, show that the domestic government has the incentive to use
a subsidisation policy to signal the competitiveness of its firm. The foreign firm makes
its production decision based on its knowledge concerning its own production cost, and its
expectation of the domestic one. Thus, the policymaker finds it beneficial to influence these
beliefs through the provision of a domestic subsidy, which would imply a low marginal
cost. Then the foreign firm would produce a lower level of output to export in the third
market, allowing the extraction of higher profits by the domestic one. The level of the
subsidy in the case where it is used as a signalling devise will be higher that it would be
otherwise.
One important aspect of the analysis undertaken is the choice of the correct signalling
device that would serve the purpose in the case examined in this thesis. The above men¬
tioned paper uses the policy measure as the signaling device. There is in fact a variety of
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ways that the agents use for signaling, such as output, or prices. One important paper us¬
ing output as a signal is that ofWright [77] who studies the situation where in the case of
incomplete information concerning the domestic firm's production cost, the level of output
in the first period can serve as a signalling mechanism, both to the rival government and the
domestic policymaker of the agent's efficiency, in terms of its cost advantage. The incen¬
tive of the low cost firm to imitate a high cost one in order to succeed in receiving a higher
subsidy and to induce the foreign firm to produce at a lower level, might actually lead to
the reverse results. The government might provide a lower subsidy level than the one with¬
out a signal, as it realizes this incentive. The same is the case with the output level of the
rival firm. The result therefore is opposite than in the previously discussed model2.
Mailath [55] uses prices as signals of the firms' production costs. In a a la Bertrand
oligopolistic framework, the setting of the price level by each firm serves as a signal of its
production cost, which is private information to each firm. Hence in the first period of this
dynamic model the firms make price decisions that will signal their cost. Based on these
signals their competitors can infer a range of costs and adjust their pricing decisions for the
second period. Thus, a firm can influence the pricing choices of its rival firms through the
setting of its optimal price in the first period of the game.
In the case examined here however, neither would serve the purpose. In the strategic
trade framework, where a protectionist measure is used to increase the profitability of the
protected firm in the third market, the setting of the price or quantity level, which would be
required in order for either measure to be used as a signal, prior to the setting of the pro-
2 In Collie & Hviid signalling increases the policy measure, whilst in Wright it leads to its reduction.
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tectionist measure would not be optimal. Nevertheless, firms themselves might provide an
answer, through their actions, before the setting of any quantitative measures. The effort
of agents to influence the decisions of the principal through the provision of contributions
(monetary, informational) has been widely analysed in the general literature. So, this lob¬
bying behaviour can be used by the policymaker in such a way, that the firms will at the
end reveal their own costs. We know that firms tend to lobby extensively, and as argued by
de Figueiredo [23] 'the more influential instrument in affecting policy outcomes', is lobby¬
ing in the form of information, rather that monetary (campaign) contributions. In page 2 of
his analysis we read 'Information takes many forms: statistics, facts, arguments, forecasts,
threats, signals or some combination of the aforementioned'. From the above, it is evident
that lobbying can serve as a signal in the case of asymmetric information, to influence the
policymaker's decision to favour the party that expends the highest lobbying effort.
Esteban and Ray [31] in their analysis concerning governments' decision about re¬
course allocation and the effect of lobbying, show that when the policymaker is uninformed
about the productivity of the players, lobbying can serve as an information transmitting
mechanism, as the higher productivity players will be the ones lobbying harder. The poli¬
cymaker thenwill be able to make the decision concerning whom to favour, after observing
the information sent by the agents. Although in the particular case they examine wealth as
an influential factor, it is still true that other things being equal, eg wealth, higher produc¬
tivity players lobby more. This is the principle that the following analysis aims to use.
Thus, the government can manipulate this to its benefit by setting up a lobbying con¬
test, in which the firms will be asked to expend lobbying efforts, and in the end of the
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contest, the winner will receive the award in the form of the subsidy. Through their lobby¬
ing activity however, the firms will be providing a signal of their ability to the government,
and as it turns out, the lowest cost firm will be the one expending the highest effort, and
will be the winner.
This approach, the use of lobbying as a means of affecting the government's policy
decision, has been widely discussed in the literature. In an international trade context,
Pecorino [66] provides an incentive for the existence and participation of lobbies in the
setting of trade policies. In his model, subsidisation, which is an expenditure increasing
measure for the policy maker, can only be implemented, once lobbying contributions from
the interest groups are made, to cover the cost of applying this course of action. When
export subsidisation is treated as a revenue seeking process, then it is beneficial for the
industry, in terms of higher profits, to choose to provide the necessary means that will
ensure a favourable government decision. The higher the contribution level by the industry
lobby is, the higher the level of the measure shall be. Consequently, firms could be lead
to expend lobbying effort (monetary in this case) in order to influence the decision of the
policymaker.
The introduction of lobbying in the strategic trade literature in Moore and Suranovic
[57] shows that if the firms have the power to influence the policy measure implementa¬
tion, the argument for strategic trade policy might be weakened. They describe a situation
where the domestic monopoly, has the opportunity to affect the subsidy set by the policy
maker, through expending lobbying contributions. Thus the original Brander and Spencer
model is extended to allow for the final subsidy received by the firm to be formally set once
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the firm has had the opportunity to lobby for a higher rate than the one suggested by the
policy maker. The main change in modelling terms is the fact that in stage two the do¬
mestic monopoly does not only choose its optimal production level, but also the lobbying
effort that maximises its profit function. 'Imperfectly competitive firms may use the excess
funds to obtain higher subsidies granted in a strategic trade programme'(page 368). The
welfare function consisting of the domestic firm profits minus the subsidy bill in the orig¬
inal model, will now include lobbying costs, as the firms profit function incorporates the
lobbying effort that the firm would expend. The inclusion of the lobbying cost in the ob¬
jective function of the government could imply a reduction in national welfare, and so the
optimal level of the subsidy would be decreased (if at all positive). Essentially, the incen¬
tive from the government perspective for the setting of a protectionist measure is the shift
of rents from the third country; the expending of lobbying effort implies that part of these
rents are used to fund the firms' lobbying activity and thus decrease the total amount of
profits captured in the third market. A result of the model, as described in page 368 is that
'Even when a positive optimal subsidy exists, the government must lower the announced
subsidy to compensate for the effects of lobbying'. Lobbying reduces profits and so the
rent shifting argument is weakened. Only if the government has the power to predict the
effect of lobbying by including the costs in its objective function, can it provide a lower
subsidy to compensate for the loss of welfare due to the existence of influential capability
on the firm's side. So, when a positive subsidy does exist, it will be lower than in the B&S
model.
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The idea that the higher ability firms in an oligopolistic environment will be able to
lobby more in order to influence the policymaker's decision, which is vital for our analysis
is introduced in Hillman et al [42], Even though the measure used is a quota, the concept
resembles the subsidy, in that they both increase the profits of the firm3. It is then the highest
ability firm, with the lowest cost and highest profits that will expend the highest lobbying
action as it gains the most by the measure implementation. The heterogeneity of the firms
in abilities defines their 'comparative advantage in lobbying for protection' activities. In
our analysis this is essential, as we require the highest ability player to expend the highest
lobbying effort, in order to win the contest and emerge as the optimal national champion.
An important difference compared to the model analysed in this chapter of the thesis is the
fact that in Hilmann et al [42] an oligopoly continues to exist, whereas in our model the
oligopoly reduces to a monopolistic framework al'a Brander and Spencer.
In a non-trade context, Tullock [72] mentions that the effort each of the agents will
undertake will depend on their success probability, which in turn will depend on the efforts
expended by the competing agents. Heterogeneity in this model, which implies different
abilities in the setting of the lobbying efforts, will influence the probabilities of success,
inducing lower ability players to lobby less. This is consistent with the analysis in later
sections of this first chapter, where the aim is to show that lower efficiency players will
lobby less than the highest ability player, which will expend the highest lobbying effort
and hence will be the winner of the contest.
3 The quota, reduces the amount to be provided, and so increases the price, therefore profits rise. In the
case of the subsidy, the cost of production is lowered and so again the difference of the revenue minus the
cost for the firm increases. The incentive for lobbying activities is therefore optimal in both situations.
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The conclusion of the above paper is reinforced by Nti [65] who focuses on a contest
where players are characterised by asymmetric valuations. He suggests that if the players'
valuations display asymmetries, then, the 'low valuation players tend to put in less effort
because they realise that their winning probabilities are less than average, which encourages
high valuation players to attempt to claim the prize with reduced effort' (page 1059).
Therefore, the model analysed in this paper is framed as a 'pick-the-winner' one,
where the device used for the emergence of the national champion will be the signal re¬
ceived through the lobbying effort expended by each domestic firm in its attempt to influ¬
ence the policymaker's decision concerning to whom to award an export subsidy.
The tactic used in the following analysis takes the form of the addition of one more
stage to the original two-stage game introduced by Brander and Spencer. This stage facili¬
tates the selection of the most efficient firm as a national champion to compete in the third
market.
So, there are n domestic firms characterised by cost asymmetry, each with private
information about its cost. Then the most efficient firm will have the incentive in some
way to let the government know that it is the one with the lowest production cost. In this
way, it will be able to avoid being taxed (whether it is a uniform tax paid by all the firms
in the market, or a firm specific tax, if it it thought to be a high cost firm). It will seek to
influence the decision of the policymaker, by signalling its efficiency with the expending of
lobbying activity. As suggested by Bandyopadhyay et al [3] lobbying efforts expended by
the domestic firms create a link between domestic welfare and cost heterogeneity. Domestic
welfare on one hand will define the level of subsidisation. The cost heterogeneity on the
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other hand determines the share of each of the firms in the domestic market and thus the
lobbying contributions it will offer. Their argument is that when market concentration is
high, the low cost firms will have a higher incentive to lobby. This stems from the fact that
they gain by both the fact that their return is high 4 since they receive higher subsidies and
that the rent shifting is bound to higher, the higher the policy implemented. They argue
that 'in equilibrium, only the lowest cost domestic firm will expend lobbying effort' (page
350).
Lobbying, be it in the form of monetary or informational contributions, is charac¬
terised by the fact that once made, these contributions are sunk, as those expending these
contributions do not receive a refund if they fail to be the prize winners. Thus, there is a
strong similarity between the non retrievable lobbying contributions and the forfeit bids of
the players under an all-pay auction framework. Therefore, for modeling purposes, the use
of an all- pay auction framework is justified, as the main principle underlying this contest
type is the lack of recoverability of the players' bids, once their efforts have been expended
(Baye at al [4]). When a firm participates in lobbying, the contributions made towards in¬
fluencing the decision of the policymaker are forfeit and can not be retrieved, even in the
case where the firm is not successful.
As shown in Cohen and Sela [16] , in an asymmetric all pay auction set-up where
contestants have different values of the award but the same ranking, and the values are
common knowledge, then the value of the prize for each player in the auction is vital, as
'the equilibrium strategies can not be explicitly calculated independently of the players'
4 Note that the higher their effort, the higher the subsidy set by the government, as according to their
argument 'the subsidy level will be determined by total lobbying expenditure'
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values for the prizes'(page 125). Thus, relating to this chapter ofmy thesis, the value of the
price for each player is an important component in the setting of their equilibrium bidding
effort.
Hence, the set up of the model, in this paper is the following: in country one, the
operation of an incompletely informed policymaker, the government, is assumed, and a
number of domestic firms that exhibit cost heterogeneity. The government is only aware of
the existence of different cost levels for the firms but does not know the specific cost of each
firm. The policy that the government chooses to implement consists of the provision of a
subsidy towards what it considers to be the most efficient of the firms within the market.
This policy is announced to the firms each ofwhom have knowledge of their own cost level
and know the distribution function from where the costs are drawn. A lobbying contest is
introduced, in which they will develop particular lobbying efforts to signal their efficiency,
in order to be able to influence the decision of the policymaker. The firms will try to expend
lobbying effort according to their ability, with a view to distinguish themselves from the
lowest ability contestants.5 So, firms decide upon their lobbying effort levels, and on the
base of those, the government decides which the most efficient firm in the market is and
awards that firm with the subsidy. After that, this national champion firm will compete
internationally in the third market, where it will capture a higher share due to the credible
5 Theywill expend as high an effort as their ability allows, since as is the case in most signalling models the
high cost firms will try to pass themselves off as high efficiency ones, in order to cheat the government and
get the subsidy, even though optimally, the most efficient one should be the one obtaining the award. This is
avoided with the setting ofparticular incentive compatibility constraints that ensure the truthful revelation of
the type of each player through their signal.
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threat concerning its production level, created by the subsidy provided by the domestic
government.
The basic aim of this paper is the creation of a contest model that will allow the
designer to sort the contestants according to their type, or more plainly we seek to create a
signalling contest model. What mostly interests us, is that the effort function proves to be a
function of the specific ability that the players shall have, in this heterogeneous framework.
The correct design of this model will ensure that the most efficient of the players will
expend the highest effort and so, by observing the effort, the designer can correctly allocate
the award to the highest ability contestant.
1.3 Model
1.3.1 Description
Before embarking on the examination of the identification mechanism that would allow us
to distinguish the lowest cost firm, it is essential to illustrate the main models of strategic
trade theory that are necessary for the analysis of the lobbying contest model.
Brander and Spencer overview
The first is the seminal model by Brander and Spencer, in which two producing coun¬
tries compete for their share in the sales and profits derived from a third non-producing
country. Production in each of the two countries is undertaken by a monopoly, that re¬
ceives a subsidy by their respective government in order to assist in the shift of rents to¬
wards the country receiving the highest policy measure. Essentially, as Brander described
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in his literature review [7], a government can not help its own firm in any other way, aside
the provision of a protectionist measure that provides a credible threat and assists in pro¬
viding the firm with an advantage in terms of the output to be chosen6. This is the reason
why, when both governments are active in this model, a subsidy war arises, in which each
government expends an effort to assist its own firm. The model takes the form of a two
stage game, where the first stage consists of the government decision to set the optimal ex¬
port subsidy for its firm and the second stage involves the optimal production setting for
exporting in the third market simultaneously by both firms. Backward induction is used to
derive the optimal subsidy level, set by the government that seeks to maximise its welfare
function consisting of the profits the monopolistic firm captures in the third market, minus
the subsidy bill.
Since for simplicity reasons, the analysis in the following sections is based on the
assumption that only the government of the country introducing the lobbying contest will
be active, we shall briefly review in terms of functions the steps followed in the Brander
and Spencer model.
Using backward induction, the analysis begins with stage 2, describing the setting of
the optimal production level, where each of the two producing firms sets its output through
the maximisation of a profit function, with the firm in country 1 incorporating the policy
measure provided by its protectionistic government. The original Brander and Spencer
6 Many authors in the Strategic Trade Theory refer to this advantage as the domestic firm being placed
in a Stackelberg leader position. However, as the choice in output in the Brander and Spencer model is
simultanous for both firms, the setting of the subsidy only provides a certain advantage to the protected firm,
as the rival will choose a lower output level. This is not however identical with a Stackelberg leader situation,
where the output level is chosen in sequence, firstly by the leader and then by the follower.
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model is based on the assumption that both firms operate with the same marginal cost c.
Thus the profit functions for the national monopolies in countries 1, 2 are given by:
n 1 = p(Q)X1-cX1 + s1X1 (1.1)
n 2 = p(Q)x2-cX2 (1.2)
where term sx denotes the subsidy provided by the active policy maker, and , X2
denote the output of firms 1 and 2 respectively.
The first order condition of the objective functions leads to the setting of the optimal
output level, as a function of the policy measure provided by the government in country 1
and the cost level of the two firms, Q = X\ + X2 — Q(si,c).
In the first stage of the game, the policy maker of country 1 sets the optimal policy
measure Si that maximises her objective function comprising of the profits realised by her
national firm competing in country 3 and the subsidy bill:
W1 = Il1-s1X1 (1.3)
The first order condition for this function leads to the setting of the optimal protec¬
tionist measure Si as a function of the firm's production cost Si = s(c).
Neary's Model overview
On a similar note, the model introduced by Neary [61] follows the same analysis,
however, focuses on the case where the cost of the firm in country 2 differs from the cost in
country 1, and also captures the effect of the existence of social costs associated with the
provision of a policy measure.
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Therefore, the firms maximise profit functions given by:
iii — p(q)xi — c\x\ + s1.x1 (1.4)
n2 = p{q)x2 - c2x2 (1.5)
where term si denotes the subsidy provided by the active policy maker, and Xi,X2
denote the output of firms 1 and 2 respectively. Parameters c\ and c2 denote the marginal
costs for firms 1 and 2 respectively.
The first order condition of the objective functions leads to the setting of the optimal
output level, as a function of the policy measure provided by the government and the cost
level, q = xi + x2 = q(s1, cu c2).
In the first stage of the game, the policy maker of country 1 sets the optimal policy
measure si that maximises her objective function comprising of the profits realised by her
national firm competing in country 3 and the subsidy bill. As there is now a cost associated
with the provision of the policy measure, parameter 5 is introduced to capture this effect:
The first order condition for this function leads to the setting of the optimal pro¬
tectionist measure si as a function of the firm's production cost and parameter 5 : Si —
s(cuc2,6).
Dixit Overview
The third essential model for the analysis of this paper is the oligopolistic strategic
trade theory model by Dixit, in which more than one firms in each country produce for
Wl=Tll- 5s1X1 (1.6)
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exporting in the third market. In this case a subsidy, which serves to increase the production
of the firms for exporting may have adverse effects, as the higher the number of firms in
one market, the greater the total output and thus the higher the subsidy bill. If however
the number of firms in country 1 is lower than the number of firms in country 2, then the
higher subsidy bill will not be covered by the excess in profit shifting. Thus a tax to curb
the production of firms would be optimal, bringing the output closer to a cartel output.
In more detail, the first stage of the model as in Brander and Spencer involves the
setting of the policy measure by the active government through the maximisation of its
objective function. In the second stage the n domestic firms set their optimal production
levels. Dixit uses the same assumption in his model as Brander and Spencer and thus all
firms in the two markets operate under the same marginal cost c.
The use of backward induction allows the closer examination of the model. Thus,
in stage two the firms in country 1 maximise their profit function, including the policy
measure set in stage 1, whereas the firm in country 2 maximises a profit function without a
protectionist measure.
where for equation 1.7 , i = 1, ...n, denotes the n number of firms operating in the
market.
The first order condition of the objective functions leads to the setting of the optimal
output level by all operating firms, as a function of the policy measure provided by the
ilii — p(q)xn — cxn + sxu (1.7)
n2 = p{Q)x2 - cx2 (1.8)
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n
government and the cost level, Q = ^ Xu + X2 — Q(s,c). As a result of the cost
i=1
n
symmetry between the firms in country 1, the first term £ Xu denoting total production in
i—1
n
country 1, can also be written as ^ Xu — nXi
i= 1
In stage 1 the active policy maker sets the optimal uniform policy measure through
the maximisation of its welfare function given by:
Wi = Znu-ZsXu
i=1 i=1
= nlii — nsX\ (1-9)
The first order condition for this function leads to the setting of the optimal pro¬
tectionist measure s as a function of the number of firms and the firms' production cost
s = s(n, c). As mentioned previously, this firm number will define the sign of the policy
measure.
Lobbying Contest Overview
The analysis undertaken in the following sections manages, through the use of a
lobbying contest, to transform the oligopolist model to amonopolistic one, thus eliminating
any influences arising from the operation ofmore than one firms in the producing country
one.
As stated in Alcade and Dahn [2], a contest describes a situation where players ex¬
pend irreversible efforts, in order to increase their probability ofwinning a prize. The liter¬
ature provides two main ways ofmodelling contests; firstly, the 'all- pay auction' method,
where the prize winner will be the player expending the highest effort and therefore, the
probability of winning is one. This type of contest is also known as deterministic. The
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second type of contest is based on 'Tullock's Rent Seeking Game' and is also known as a
probabilistic contest, as the contestant's probability ofwinning, is a described in Che and
Gale [12], proportional to her 'effort' function.
In the following analysis the former type of contest will be used, as it is the simplest
form of contest and as it is deterministic, once the bids have been expended, the player
with the highest effort wins with probability one. As the purpose of this analysis to identify
the most efficient player in the market, and the winner is the player expending the highest
effort we shall aim to prove that this is the highest ability player.
1.3.2 Assumptions
Consider three countries. Countries 1 and 2 produce output, which they then export to
country 3. This allows us to ignore domestic consumer surplus in the national welfare
examination undertaken later in section 1.3.4. The market in country 1 is characterised, as
per Dixit's model, by the existence ofn firms differing in their production costs. In country
2 only one firm produces output, which then exports to country 3, where the competition
between the two nations takes place. The following notation is used; the firm in country
2 produces at a marginal cost c2. The cost level for the firms in country 1 is given by cu,
where i = 1, 2,..., n and each cXl lies between [cL, ch]• For future reference the minimum
cost in country 1 is given by c* = c™m, i = 1,2,..., n. Originally in our analysis (status
quo), as in Dixit, the firms in country 1 are in receipt of a uniform protectionist measure,
a uniform tax, as the number of firms operating in country 1 is greater than that of country
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2 (n > l)7. These measures are pure transfers, the cost asymmetry, however, implies
that the lowest cost firm is mostly burdened by this measure, particularly when the cost
level range is high (i.e the actual level of ch is high), since if it were to emerge as a
national champion and compete as a monopolist, it would succeed in capturing a greater
share of the profits in country 3. Hence, as per Leahy and Montagna [52], firm specific
measures in the form of a firm specific subsidy for the lowest cost firm accompanied by firm
specific taxation making production prohibitive for the remaining firms, would solve the
inefficiency problem. As mentioned in section 1.2, the lack of certainty in the identification
of the lowest cost player creates uncertainty in Leahy and Montagna. Our analysis seeks
to overcome both the uniform policy inefficiency and the identification shortcoming. This
is achieved through the use of a lobbying contest, which reveals the lowest cost firm and
rewards this with a positive subsidy, establishing a monopoly in country 1. The cost of this
monopolist will either be equal to the cost of the rival country monopolist, and therefore
a Brander and Spencer [8] game arises; or there will be a cost asymmetry between the
two rival countries and therefore a model similar to the one described by Neary [61] will
emerge. The following analysis will focus on the latter situation, where the two monopolies
differ in their cost levels.
The main difference of the Leahy and Montagna [52] model and the one described in
the Analysis section below, arises by the fact that the lobbying efforts expended are sunk
but not included in the welfare function when the optimal subsidy/award is set. Leahy and
Montanga [52] allow for the parameter S > 1 to capture the social cost of public funds,
7 As mentioned previously, in the Dixit model, when the number of firms in country 1 exceeds the number
of firms in country 2, then the policy measure will be a tax. Here n > 1.
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and therefore in their model the policy measures are not pure transfers. In the lobbying
contest model described in the following sections, for simplicity, we begin the analysis
by assuming this measure to be equal to one and examine the conditions under which the
lobbying contest would be welfare enhancing compared to the uniform policy measure.
Later, this assumption is relaxed and the analysis is based on 6 > 1.
For the lobbying contest, we follow the model of Moldovanu and Sela [58] in com¬
bination with the model of Krisna and Morgan [50], with slight modifications to their no¬
tation. Several risk-neutral firms engage in a lobbying contest where the prize awarded is
a government subsidy, providing monopoly power to the winner, which remains the sole
producer in the market. Each contestant has been allocated by nature with an ability pa¬
rameter, in the form of its constant marginal production cost, denoted by cu. This implies
that the value ofwinning the award is different for each firm. The ability of each firm is pri¬
vate information to her and it is modeled as an independent draw from an interval [cL, cH]
according to a distribution function G (with a continuous density denoted by g) which is
common knowledge. Note that a low c\% means that i has a high ability and vice versa and
therefore cl denotes the lowest cost/highest ability and ch the highest cost/lowest cost abil¬
ity in the distribution interval. Each of the firms in country 1 expends and observable effort
Li, and the function wLu denotes the cost of participating in the contest, where w denotes
the lobbying cost ability parameter for each firm participating in the contest.
Regarding the market conditions, the following analysis aims at identifying the low¬
est cost firm in the market, and subsequently reduce the oligopolistic framework to a mo¬
nopolistic one. This requires however that all n firms serve the market in the status quo
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and this is ensured by imposing the following assumption: a > VJcij.To also ensure posi-
i=1
tive production by the firm in country 2, a > c2. As Neary [61] suggests, the policy maker
has an incentive to provide protectionist measures to the national champion, when this firm
has a cost advantage relative to the foreign firm. Thus for simplification reasons, this is
depicted by the following: c2 > 2nc\.
1.3.3 Modelling
The three stage game comprises of the following:
Stage 1- the lobbying contest, where the indirect mechanism used allows for the
revelation of the production costs and thus the identification of the lowest cost firm.
Stage 2- in stage two the government, with the knowledge of the production cost of
the national champion from stage 1, maximises its welfare function and sets the optimal
policy measure. Note that as the identification mechanism used was a lobbying contest,
which however only comprises of effort expended not in money terms, the bids from the
contest are sunk and do not enter the welfare function intrinsically and thus do not have
direct effect on the subsidy provided.
Stage 3- in stage three, the two national firms compete in the third market through the
setting of their optimal production levels, knowing that the national monopoly in country
1, where the government is active, receives a direct protectionist measure in the form of an
export subsidy8.
This can also be seen as a production subsidy, as we have asumed no domestic consumption.
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Note that stages 2 and 3 described above denote stages 1 and 2 in the original Brander
and Spencer model where the government sets its optimal policy measure and the firm then
sets its optimal production level.
1.3.4 Analysis
Case 1: The Social cost of funding Parameter is Unity (5 = 1)
Lobbying contest
As mentioned previously, the lobbying contest will result to the emergence of the
national champion which competes in the third market framework with a foreign rival. As
for the purposes of this analysis the cost of these tow firms are assumed to differ, the result
will be similar to the analysis introduced by Neary [61], who focuses on the case of cost
asymmetry between the rival monopolies; the following is a special case application of his
analysis, when 5 = 1.
Stage 3
Using backward induction, in stage three the firms set their optimal output level,
through the maximisation of their profit functions. The national firm of country one, is
the lowest cost, as revealed through the direct mechanism, and receives the subsidy that
maximises the government's welfare function.
The cost parameter used in the profit denotes the per unit cost of the most efficient
firm. For the analysis a representative firm i is used and therefore c\% will be used to provide
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the output level function and not the lowest cost c*. The inverse demand is given by
P(Q) = a - b{X, + X2) (1.10)
where P is the price and Xi + X2 = Q is the total production by countries 1 and 2
respectively. Parameters a and b capture the size market. The term si denotes the policy
measure received by the firm in country one, where the government is policy active.
The profit function of the firm in country one is characterised by the existence of
the protectionist measure, as the government in country one is active. In this scenario, the
government of country two is not active and thus the profit function of country two's firm
does not contain a subsidy. The profit function of country 1 must take into account the cost
of lobbying, although in stage 3 this is sunk.
ni(cii) = P{Q)X\{cu) + SlX(Cli) — CiiX(cu) — wLn (1.11)
n2(c2) = P(Q)X2(c2) - c2X(c2) (1.12)
Thus the profit function comprises of the revenue and cost for the country 2 firm, as
seen in equation 1.12. For country 1, the function also incudes the subsidy claim of the
firm, given by term S\X(cu) and the lobbying bid, given by wLu-
The first order condition of the profit functions with respect to the output levels
equal9:
w,= e~TxrXi+ P{Q)'Ci-+Si (U3)
9 The second order conditions are given by:
gj± = *pmXl + 2P{Qj>Q
andf^ = 4^?*2 + 2P(Q)>0
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wri^x>+p{Q)-C2 (L14)
Solving for the output levels as functions of the policy measure and the production
cost yields:
a + C2 + 2si — 2cii a + Cu — Si — 2ci
X, = and X2 = - (1.15)
Also total production and the price level are given by:
2a — cu — C2 + S\ a + en + C2 — Si
Q = ^ and P = (1.16)
Note that in equilibrium, where all firms have the incentive to reveal their true costs ,
Cij,for the lowest cost firm, the winner of the contest in stage 1, the cost will be c* and thus
Cu = c\ and so
a + c2 + 2s; - 2c; and = a + c; - a; - 2c2
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Stage 2
In stage 2, the government in country 1, assumed to be the only active in terms of
providing a protectionist measure, maximises its welfare function in order to set the optimal
subsidy level.
The welfare function, denoted by Wi, equals:
Wi = Ui-SiXi (1.18)
Note that the lobbying effort expended by the firms in stage 1 does not enter the
welfare function as it is a sunk cost and takes the form of effort rather than actual monetary
contributions.
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The first order condition yields:
6Wi 011! 9Xx v
l̂~17,~SlTs7 <L19>
Substituting in the welfare function, the output levels derived in stage three given by
equation 1.15, the following function for the subsidy measure is defined:
a — 2cxi -f c2
si = (1-20)
tt (a — 2cii -f- c2)2 r M oiNill i wLn (1.21)4b
In equilibrium, where the lowest cost function has been identified through the lobby¬
ing contest, as mentioned above : cXl — c*, therefore the subsidy equals:
s: = a~2(2+C2 a-22)
and the profit function is given by:
n* (a ~ 2cl + c2)2 ...r»111 — 4b i (1.23)
So far the analysis consists of the two stages in the standard Brander and Spencer
model. The following stage describes the lobbying contest which is the addition to the
standard analysis.
Stage 1
In stage one, the n firms in the market of country one, producing for exports in coun¬
try three, participate in a lobbying contest that allows the government to detect their effi¬
ciency. There are a number ofmechanisms that can be used to design the optimal lobbying
bidding mechanism in this particular set up, where the policy maker wishes to ascertain the
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lowest cost firm in the market. In this particular case we shall shall use an indirect mech¬
anism, where the lobbying effort of the firms participating in the contest will reveal their
type, given by their production cost. An incentive compatibility constraint is imposed, such
that in equilibrium, the optimal lobbying effort of the firm is related to its true production
cost level. Essentially, as backwards induction is used to solve for the optimal lobbying
cost effort, in equilibrium firms will reveal their costs truthfully, in order to extract their
maximum profits. Hence, the policymaker can deduce from this equilibrium behaviour,
what their true cost is, and in this way can identify the lowest cost player. The national
champion will not wish to represent costs lower than the actual levels. To understand this,
we can use the revelation principle. In the case examined here, one can think of the indirect
mechanism, as a direct mechanism that would involve the truthful revelation by each of the
agents of their type to the principal, who in turn will make recommendations on the level
of lobbying effort they should expend, given their type. This would have been the equilib¬
rium effort expended by the agent in our indirect mechanism, without the intervention of
the principal. This is based on the concept of the revelation principle, which states 'one
can restrict attention, without loss in the designer's objective, to mechanisms in which (i)
the agents report their types completely in a single step up front and (ii) the agents are mo¬
tivated to be truthful' (Conitzer and Sandholm [20]). As Myerson and Satterthwaite [60]
describe, the importance of the use of a direct mechanism is derived from the fact that for
any equilibrium of any direct mechanism there is an incentive compatible direct revelation
mechanism that is essentially equivalent.
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Proposition 1 The contest willperform well as a signalling mechanism, as highest ability
player (lowest costfirm) will be the winner ofthe contest and thus the national champion.
Proof As mentioned above, the type of each of the players is given by their particular
per unit production cost, and so the direct mechanism comprises of the revelation of this
type by the agent to the principal and then the suggestion of the particular lobbying effort
that each player ought to expend, followed by the setting of the optimal subsidy level in the
second stage of the game.
The payoffs for each of the firms entering the contest are given by:
P(Q)Xu + s\(cii)X\i — c\iX\i
(Cij)
if Lu > maxLi,-
wL^eu)
-wLificu) if Lu < max Ly
j7^
(1.24)
The first line gives the payoffs-profits of the firm that wins the award and so proceeds
to the international competition stage, whereas the second line provides us with the payoffs
of the non-winning firm that only incurs the cost of entering the contest and does not pro¬
duce for exporting at the international level. In terms of notation, Lu denotes the lobbying
effort that player i will expend as a bid.
The maximisation problem for contestant firm i is given by the following expres¬
sion, which describes the profit for the firm which is the sum of the potential profit or loss
depending on the probability of the firm being the winner:
Max[P(Q)Xi(cxi) + s(cii)Xi(cii) - cuX(cu)] Pr ob(winning) +
[—wL(cn)] Pr obfiot winning) (1-25)
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Where the probability ofwinning is given by:
1 — G(cu) (1.26)
Player i may try to report a different cost efficiency than her actual level, in order to
influence the outcome. Denoting the reported cost level as Cy and the actual Cy then the
maximisation problem for the firm i participating in the contest is:
Max[P(Q)X1(cli) + s(cii)Xi(cii) - cyX(cy)][1 - G(cu)}n~l - wL(cu) (1.27)
Suppose there exists a strategy L* = L{cy) such that
prob(L*u > L*1:j) = prob(c*u < Cy) - 1 - G(cu) (1-28)
The first order condition with respect to cy :
(1.29)
dCy dcy SfCy
b)X\ (cii) . dcy , . OXi^Cy^ . - , \in_]S(Cii) - —X^Cu) - — Cull 1 - G{Cy)]
OCy OCy OCy
(n - 1)[1 - G{cu)]n-2[^^L~^][P{Q)Xl{cli) + sfaOXiCdO - CyX^cu)}
dw 9L(ci)
-L[ci) ——wdcy dcu
In equilibrium the firm has no incentive to pretend to be someone else and so the
reported cost level equals the actual cost level Cy = cy .
Therefore:
[^X1(cli)+^lp(«) +^i(c1.)+ (1.30)oc\i den ecu
dX\(cy) ! ^ dcy t ^ dX\(^Cy) rU „ \ln-l
— s(cii) - —Xi(cu) ^ CiiJ[l - G{cy)\
OCy OCy OCy
— {n — 1)[1 — G(cy)]n 2g(cy)[P(Q)Xi(cy) + Sl(cij)2fi(cii) — CyXi(cy)]
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dw
T, ^ dL(cu)—^—HCW w = 0den dc\i
As the lobbying cost ability parameter is assumed not to depend on the cost level,





ru dcu dcu dcu
-{n - 1)[1 - G(cli]n"2p(cli)n(c10 (1.31)
where H(cxi) = P(Q) + s(cu) - cxi and n(cu) = [P(Q) + s(cu) - cxi^X{cx{)




The least efficient player has a zero probability ofwinning the contest and therefore
the boundary condition is given by:
L(ch) = 0 (1.33)
The lobbying effort expended by player i is therefore obtained through:







+Jn(t)(n - 1)[1 -Git^w^dt
Cli
As mentioned above, the cost of the most efficient firm in the market is denoted by
cl, therefore the above expression takes the form:
CH
L\ = + (1.36)
c;
CH
+Jn(t)(n - 1)[1 - G(t)]n~2w~1dt
Cl
At this point in the analysis, we wish to address the issue of the effect the ability
parameter has on the effort function. The aim of the model is to supply a way of sorting
the players according to their abilities. The expectation is that a decrease in the expended
effort takes place as the player's ability decreases (i.e. the ability parameter increases in
value).
The relationship between the ability parameter, the production cost of each firm and
the lobbying effort function is examined. An increase in effort is anticipated, as the ability
parameter rises (i.e. the value of the ability parameter is reduced: firms produce at a lower
cost level). This analysis is assisted by the inspection of the derivative of the lobbying
effort function with respect to the ability parameter. We only need to show that the sign of
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- (n - 1)[1 - G(cu]n 25'(cij)II(cii)] < 0 (1.37)
+
The first term [1] has a negative sign, due to the negative relationship between the
price and cost level and the output and cost level. The second term [2] is positive, however
the negative sign in front of it makes this negative in value. The conclusion therefore is
that the lower the cost level (ability parameter) the higher the lobbying effort each firm will
expend. The end of the game will therefore find the highest ability player as the winner of
the contest OED.
Welfare Comparison
The above analysis, as stated in the introduction, has aimed to provide a solution
for the identification problem for the lowest cost firm, as stated in the analysis by Leahy
and Montagna [52]. In extension it also provides a solution to the uniform policy measure
provision problem, in the Dixit [25] framework, when firms have asymmetric costs, as also
examined by L&M [52], The approach we used, has successfully lead to the identification
of the lowest cost firm and the creation of a national champion. This is the sole recipient
of a positive policy measure the only firm from country 1 which produces and competes in
the third market.
It is essential, however, at this point to turn to the examination of the welfare levels,
resulting from the intervention described above, in the form of the creation of the lobbying
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contest. This will establish whether the Lobbying contest intervention, aside from solving
the identification problem also leads to welfare enhancement compared to the a la Dixit
uniform policy measure provision under the asymmetry assumption. The welfare level
from the lobbying contest, therefore the monopolistic Brander and Spencer framework
under cost asymmetry welfare level, will be compared with the welfare level of the a la
Dixit asymmetric oligopolistic model.
The welfare levels for the following analysis are denoted by WD for the a la Dixit
oligopolistic model with cost asymmetry and WL for the lobbying contest intervention.
Proposition 2 The welfare levels for the two possible situations as described above are
given by:
wL = (a - 2ci + c2? (L3g)
8b v 7
[n(a + c2) - 2]T cu]2 + 8n[nf](ci;)2 - (f>ii)2]
WD = — r— — (1.39)
8bnz
Proof. In Appendix A. 1 ■
We now turn to the comparison of the two welfare levels to establish whether and
under what conditions the lobbying contest intervention and the creation of the national
champion is welfare enhancing. Therefore the comparison of welfare under the Lobbying
Contest regime versus the a la Dixit, takes the following form:
WL-WD =
2 [n(a + c2) - cXl]2 + 8n[nf](cii)2 - (f>ii)2]
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Proposition 3 The lobbying contest intervention is welfare improving under certain mar¬
ket and cost conditions.
Proof. In Appendix A.2 ■
The main observation in support of this model is that the Lobbying Contest scheme,
in which only one firm receives governmental assistance, in the form of the subsidy, com¬
pared to the status quo situation, where all firms receive the policy measure, is welfare
improving when the market size served is high and the cost advantage of the national cham¬
pion exceeds a certain value, which increases with the number of oligopolistic firms oper¬
ating in the market under the a'la Dixit model, as can be observed by the analysis of the
simplifying examples ofAppendix A.2.
Case 2: The Social Cost of Funding Parameter is greater than one (<5 > 1)
Lobbying Contest
As mentioned previously, the lobbying contest will result to the emergence of the
national champion which competes in the third market framework with a foreign rival. As
for the purposes of this analysis these are assumed to differ in their production costs, the
result will be similar to the analysis introduced by Neary [61], particularly for the setting
described below, where the social cost of funding is greater than one.
Stage 3
Stage 3 is not directly affected, when the social cost of funds exceeds unity and
therefore in equilibrium all firms have the incentive to reveal their trues costs , en. For the
lowest cost firm, the winner of the contest in stage 1, the cost will be c\ and thus Cu = c[
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and so the output levels are the same as described by equation 1.17:
a + e2 + 23;-2C;and a + q--s;-2c2
3b 3b
Stage 2
In stage 2, the government in country 1, assumed to be the only active in terms of
providing a protectionistmeasure, maximises its welfare function in order to set the optimal
subsidy level.
In this set up, the pure transfer policy measure assumption is relaxed and the para¬
meter 8 > 1, is introduced to capture the social cost of funds. Thus the welfare function,
denoted by W\, equals:
W1 = III - SsxXi (1.42)
Note that the lobbying effort expended by the firms in stage 1 does not enter the
welfare function as it is a sunk cost and takes the form of effort rather than actual monetary
contributions. Similarly to the analysis described by equations 1.18-1.22, the equilibrium
level of the policy measure derived for the lowest cost firm is given by:
_ (a - 2cj + c2) (3i5 - 4)
1 " (8 - 126) ( '
Note that the measure set in equation 1.43, is a form of the optimal policy measure obtained
by Neary [61] for the case of an international Cournot duopoly where both the production
costs of the rival firms differ and a social cost of public funds exists. Note that, confirming
his findings, the policy measure/award in equation 1.43 is a subsidy if the parameter 8 < |.
Hence, depending on 5, the lowest cost firm may be taxed in this set up, however the
tax paid will be lower than the tax under the uniform policy measure regime. The profit
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function, equivalent to equation 1.23 is given by:
n= - (° ~2w_t2 a44)
Stage 1
In stage 1, following the same analysis as in equations 1.24-1.34 for the case of
5 > l,we obtain the following expression for the equilibrium lobbying effort of the lowest
cost firm:
CH
+ fn(t)(n - 1)[1 - G{t)]n-2w-ldt (1.45)
As the sign ofderivative of the lobbying effort function with respect to the cost ability
parameter is negative, as seen in the following equation, the lobbying contest performs well
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In this subsection we shall endeavour to examine whether the inclusion ofa parameter
5 > 1,capturing the social cost ofpublic funds, as per the Leahy and Montagna [52] model
alters the conclusion in the welfare analysis for 5 = 1.
The welfare levels for the following analysis are denoted by WD for the a la Dixit
oligopolistic model with cost asymmetry and WL for the lobbying contest intervention.
Proposition 4 The welfare levels for the two possible situations as described above are
given by:
wL =P(a -2c;+y)2 (14?)(35 - 2)8b
n
82[n(a + c2) - c^]2 + 4[25(n + 2) - 4][n]T(ci;)2 - (Ech)2]
WD = — — — (1.48)
8b[(n + 2)5 — 2] U '
Proof. In Appendix A.3 ■
We now turn to the comparison of the two welfare levels to establish whether and
under what conditions the lobbying contest intervention and the creation of the national
champion is welfare enhancing. Therefore the comparison ofwelfare under the Lobbying
Contest regime versus the Dixit, takes the following form:
WL-WD = (1.49)
x2ln 52[n(a + c2) -2^Cli]25 (a - 2c1 + c2) i=i
(35 - 2)85 8b[(n + 2)5 - 2]
[25(n + 2) - 4][nf)(cH)2 - (f>n)2]
1=1 1=1
85[(n + 2)5 — 2]
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Proposition 5 The lobbying contest intervention is welfare improving under certain mar¬
ket and cost conditions, when 5 > 1 .
Proof. In Appendix A.4 ■
The comparison of these two welfare levels yields threshold values for the cost of
the foreign firm, which when exceeded may not lead to welfare improvements. This can
be interpreted by the fact that under the assumption of social cost, there is a requirement
for the policy maker to raise funds from other industries in order to pay the subsidisation
bill. However, the higher the cost advantage of the national champion competing in the
third market, the higher the incentive for the policy maker to provide the subsidy. There is
however a threshold value for the cost of the foreign firm, that if exceeded, the subsidy bill
may prove too costly for the remaining industries.
Thus, both in the case, where the 8 — 1 and <5 > 1, the lobbying contest can be
welfare enhancing, when certain conditions regarding the market size and the cost level are
met.
1.4 Concluding Remarks
In the above chapter, a solution has been provided, to the problem of the inability of the pol¬
icymaker to identify the cost advantage firm in the domestic market, when she is interested
in providing a strategic trade policy measure.
We have shown that through the use of a contest, the firms will expend efforts accord¬
ing to their abilities. Consequently, the highest effort will be that of the lowest cost firm,
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and so the winner of the contest will be the firm that the government seeks to reward. The
exertions of the participants in the contest therefore serve as signals of the particular abil¬
ity of the players, and so the winner will be the highest ability one. This will be the most
advantageous option for the government to set as the national champion that will compete
in the international level against a single foreign firm.
The use of this model facilitates the reduction of the a la Dixit oligopolistic asym¬
metric cost strategic trade model to a monopolistic one, which will either entail a cost
asymmetry between the rival country monopoly firms or a cost symmetry. This will de¬
pend on the cost of the national champion compared to the cost of the foreign rival. For the
purposes of this analysis, we have focused on the case where the national champion has a
cost advantage compared to the foreign rival. The welfare levels realised by such a move
are greater than the welfare in the case of per unit subsidy provision for all domestic firms
competing in the third market, under certain conditions regarding the cost levels in the two
producing countries and the market size.
Chapter 2
Cooperation In Brander and Spencer
2.1 Introduction
The seminal paper by Brander and Spencer [8] was among the first describing the use of
subsidization as a strategic trade tool. Their main finding involves the use of subsidies by
policy makers as a credible threat device to bring their own domestic firm in the Stackel-
berg leader position. This however, leads to a Prisoner's dilemma situation, in which even
though both countries would be better offwithout the use ofany protectionist measure, they
both continue to provide them. It is assumed in the paper, that any co-operational moves,
such as the bilateral reduction of the subsidy measures can not take place. Still they briefly
consider the effect of such a scheme, in which co-operation takes place only in the pol¬
icy maker decision level (stage 1), and results in the setting of taxes that would lead to a
two-firm monopoly output level set by the firms in the production stage.
This paper analyses cooperation schemes that can potentially arise in a strategic trade
policy framework as introduced by Brander and Spencer [8]. The term cooperation de¬
scribes the potential agreement between players, governments or firms, to either set sub¬
sidies jointly in the former case, or produce together as a monopoly, where the low cost
firm undertakes all production, in the latter. So, three cases are examined, one in which
the governments decide to cooperatively maximise their objective functions and thus set
the subsidies at lower levels than those prevailing in the non co-operational case. The two
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remaining cases involve the effort of firms to cooperate and in this way create a single in¬
ternational monopoly and the decision of governments to either not cooperate or jointly
maximise their objective functions to set their optimal protectionist measures. In both
cases, these measures turn out to be taxes, as the firms deviate from their roles as national
champions.
So far in the strategic trade theory literature, there has been no analysis of potential
cooperation approaches. Only Brander and Spencer allow for cooperation and depend¬
ing on the consumption levels in the two exporting countries, the policy measures would
emerge to be positive or negative. Cooperation in the Brander and Spencer framework
takes place in only the government level, as they allow cooperation solely at the policy
maker level. In the following paper, the aim is to relax this assumption and examine what
the effect will be if co-operation was allowed, firstly among governments and then among
firms. In Brander and Spencer [8], firms can not influence the governments' decision and
their only function is production. In this particular analysis, they will be able to create co-
operational arrangements in the form of co-production agreements, through which only the
most cost efficient firm will produce, but both will share the profits from such an endeav¬
our. This is in close proximity to the creation of a merger between the two monopolistic
firms, even though the autonomy ofboth partners remains.
One of the main results of the analysis of this chapter is that under certain conditions,
cooperation at both the government and the firm level, is supported by the policy makers,
as this leads to the maximum attainable welfare levels. These conditions, related to con¬
sumption patterns, include the situation where the cost disadvantaged country consumers
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consume its own output in its entirety, and the cost advantaged country none, when the cost
asymmetry does not exceed a certain value. The most prominent result is that welfare is
always higher under co-operational agreements.
The rest of the chapter proceeds as follows; Section 2.2 provides an overview of the
related literature, followed by the model analysis in Section 2.3, which includes the analy¬
sis of the three possible cooperational agreements under both a constant and decreasing
marginal cost framework. Section 2.4 concludes. Supporting proofs to propositions are
included in Appendix B.
2.2 Literature Review
As the discussion of the following paper analysis is mainly based on the relaxation of one
of the main assumptions made by Brander and Spencer [8], it is essential to examine similar
past approaches.
Following the introduction of the seminal above mentioned paper, many articles have
emerged contradicting these findings, most of them based on the relaxation of the Bran¬
der and Spencer underlying assumptions. To mention few, firstly, using the same market
structure, the relaxation of the symmetry assumption, as Neary [61] shows, implies that the
provided protectionist measure is an increasing function of the rival's production cost and
a decreasing of the country's own cost, when the optimal policy measure is positive. This
analysis is based on the assumption that a social cost may be involved in the provision of
the optimal policy measure, which can prove to have a positive or negative sign, depending
on the cost.
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This relationship between the policy measure and the production costs of the rivals is
closely linked to the result of de Meza's paper [24] in which he concludes that the country
with the lowest production cost will be providing the highest subsidisation level and the
result from Collie and de Meza [18] that find the policy measure provided by a country
with a low cost level to be lower in absolute value than that of a country with a high cost. If
the governments place different weights on the subsidy bill, the profits and the consumer's
surplus differ, then their difference will define the optimal policy measure and thus welfare
shown in Neary [61]. If the assumption concerning the number of competing firms is
relaxed, and more that one firms are allowed to operate in the particular industry in each
country, then their specific number in each country defines the optimal measure. Dixit [25]
examined this particular setting and concluded that positive subsidies will be provided for
a country's firms only if their firms are less in number than the rival country's, which in
turn will be asked to pay a tax, when both policy makers are active. In the case where
multiplicity exists in the industries operating in the two markets and the labour force is
divided in two groups, skilled and unskilled, then if there is substitutability among the two
groups between industries, the subsidisation incentive remains positive as shown in Dixit
and Grossman [27]. If the change concerns the nature of the particular market structure, i.e.
instead of Cournot, the firms compete al' a Bertrand, then the analysis leads to the setting
of taxes as the optimal measures, as analysed in Eaton and Grossman [28],
To my knowledge, no analysis has yet taken place based on the relaxation of the
assumption concerning cooperation. According to the analysis in their paper, Brander and
Spencer [8], show that when such a scheme is permitted, depending on the consumption
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levels of the consumers in the two exporting countries, the policy measures would turn out
to be positive or negative. This would imply co-operation in only the government level.
This chapter aims to relax this assumption and analyse the effect of co-operation, firstly
on a policymaker level and then between firms. In Brander and Spencer [8], firms only
act as producers and can not affect the governments' decisions. Here, however, they will
be able to create their own co-operational agreements. In this particular analysis, the only
type of co-operation allowed between firms is a co-production agreement. This will lead to
production undertaken by the cost efficient firm, although both firms will share the profits
from such an endeavour. This is in close proximity to the creation of a merger between the
two monopolistic firms, even though both partners maintain their autonomy.
Examining the merger literature, related with strategic trade, it is claimed that there
exists a degree of substitutability among competition and strategic trade. In particular, in
Horn and Persson [44] it is suggested that 'a potentially important aspect ofmerger policy
in an international contest is that the design of the policy vis-a-vis international mergers
may influence the 'terms of trade' mergers.' The above implies that it may turn out that a
government may choose competition policy instead of strategic trade and vice versa.
To achieve cooperation between firms and governments, incentives must exist to in¬
duce the players to agree. In terms of the incentives for merger schemes related to produc¬
tion cooperation, Horn and Persson [43] examine them from both the private and the social
point of view. The results they come to are that 'private and social incentives for mergers
may differ for weak merger synergy but converge if synergy is strong'. This implies that
under high levels of cost asymmetry between firms (i.e. the greater the synergy once the
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merger is formed) the incentive to merge in both a private and a social perspective is great.
Then the private incentive to merge might be in conflict with the social incentive, as firms
gain in profit terms from the merger, however the price increase from the merger would
harm consumers more than the firms would profit from this merger.
A co-production agreement in this static framework can be seen as a two firm merger.
The issue is addressed in detail in Huck and Konrad [49], The important point to be men¬
tioned is that in their paper 'firms and not governments make merger decisions and thereby
affect governments' future decisions about strategic trade policy'. So, profit and not welfare
is the objective function of the decision makers in the first stage. They use an endogenous
merger approach as in Horn and Persson [43] in which side payments are used to solve the
free rider problem created by mergers in countries with more than one firms. Assuming
that negotiations are plausible among firms they reach the conclusion that bargaining will
take place until only one firm will serve the entire market and no subsidies will be provided
by either of the producing nations.
The reason behind the use of the two country-two firm model is the fact that it would
be more plausible for two firms to bind themselves in such an agreement. A larger number
of firms would reduce the probability of such an agreement to be reached and sustained.
It has also been proved in the literature that a merger would be profitable only if the firms
would agree to merge in a monopoly, as in any other situation a 'free-rider problem' would
be created (Salant, Switzer and Reynolds [71]). Also, in Horn and Persson [44] as men¬
tioned above, a decision in the competition policy level may affect the terms of trade. Thus,
Horn and Persson [43], departing from their two country-four firm model and through the
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introduction of the simpler case of a two country-two firm Cournot oligopoly, suggest the
examination of the possibility of a 'duopoly-to-monopoly' reduction merger between a do¬
mestic and a foreign firm. 'Whether or not this merger will increase domestic welfare
depends partly on the division of the monopoly profit it yields. The firms then may real¬
ize that the domestic competition authority will not accept the merger, unless a sufficiently
large fraction of the profit accrues to the domestic owner, and will thus find it worthwhile
to form their agreement so that it is acceptable to the competition authority. Conducted
in this manner, the merger policy thus takes on a strategic role similar to that of strategic
trade policy.' In this again the role of the firm in terms of influencing the decision of the
policymaker in the strategic trade policy framework is analysed.
One paper that examines merger decisions in a strategic trade policy framework is
Leahy [51] in which the game consists of three stages. The exact sequence of these stages
differs depending on whether the government can commit to the policy measure before the
merging decision is reached or not. The government however 'is better off if it does not
commit to its policy before the firms decide whether they merge or not'.
In this paper, three potential co-operational agreements are analysed, namely joint
welfare maximisation, in which the governments only choose to cooperate, through the
maximisation of a joint welfare function for the setting of the optimal policy measures,
co-production, in which the duopoly that serves the third market becomes a monopoly
when the firm of each country enters an agreement for production to be undertaken by the
cost efficient of the two firms and lastly the combination of the two above co-operational
methods, joint welfare maximisation combined with coproduction, in which both the
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governments and the firms maximise joint welfare functions. This analysis is completed
in three separate sections, that include a general overview, followed by a more detailed
analysis involving the use of linear function examples for illustration and simplification
purposes. The first part of the analysis is based on the assumption of constant marginal
costs. The focus is on the analysis of co-operational agreements, when consumption is
allowed for in the producing countries, however a special case, not including consumption,
as per the original Brander and Spencer model is also briefly described. The potential
outcomes of these agreements are analysed, focusing on the possible consumption levels of
the countries. Decreasing marginal costs are then introduced in the analysis and a simple




The world is assumed to consist of three countries, 1, 2 and 3. Countries 1 and 2 undertake
the production of goods and export to country 3's large market, which acts solely as the
importer. Each of the producing countries contains one firm, indexed by country: firms 1
and 2, producing for internal consumption and to export set output at a level that includes
the provision of a per unit export subsidy set by the governments of countries 1 and 2
respectively. The firm in country 2 is assumed to have a lower fixed marginal cost than
country l's firm. This is related to the analysis ofNeary [61], who examines the case of
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the existence of asymmetry 'between the home and foreign costs of production'. Later
the analysis will include the examination of the existence of decreasing marginal costs.
This cost asymmetry ensures that the lowest cost firm receives both a higher subsidy and a
higher share of the profits captured in the third market, as per de Meza [24] and Collie and
de Meza [18].
The analysis of this chapter ofmy thesis is essentially based on the cost asymmetry
assumption between the two rival firms, which is an extension of the original Brander and
Spencer model and was analysed by Neary [61], when the two rival countries consume
none of their production. As Brander and Spencer [8] in their symmetric analysis describe
the possibility of cooperation, and also introduce consumption in the two rival countries,
which is useful for the purposes of the following analysis, we shall be using the term
Brander and Spencer with cost asymmetry when referring to the no cooperational sections.
The Brander and Spencer model with cost asymmetry when no consumption takes place in
the producing countries, which is a special case examined later on, was however analysed
by Neary [61] both in the case when there is a social cost associated with the provision of
the optimal policy measure and when there is not.
The concept of co-operation describes the potential agreement between players, gov¬
ernments or firms, to either set subsidies jointly or produce together as a monopoly re¬
spectively. Thus the three cases to be analysed include the decision of governments to
cooperate, maximising a joint welfare function, the decision of firms to cooperate max¬
imising a joint profit function and lastly the case where both sets of players cooperate by
setting both the policy measures and the production level cooperatively.
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For the analysis of the joint welfare maximisation (J) agreement, where only the
two principals, the governments, choose to cooperate, a two-stage game is considered.
In the first stage, the two governments set the policy measures cooperatively and in the
second stage, the firms set the output level. This analysis follows Brander and Spencer
[8]. The analysis of the coproduction (c) agreement, when the two national monopolies,
the agents, choose to embark on an agreement to jointly produce at a two firm monopoly
level, whilst claiming protectionist measures by their respective governments and the com¬
binational agreement of joint welfare maximisation and coproduction (Jc), where both
governments and firms maximise joint functions, includes one more stage which involves
bargaining between the firms. The three-stage game consists of the setting of the policy
measures in stage one, given by the maximisation of the individual welfare function for
each policy maker in the first situation and the maximisation of a joint welfare function for
the latter case. Stage two involves the bargaining over the combined profits and the final
stage, the setting of output at the two firm monopoly level.
The co-production type agreement involves three stages. The first involves the setting
of the optimal non- cooperative policy measure, as this type of agreement does not involve
government cooperation. The second stage involves the bargaining over profits by the two
producing firms. There are three potential profit functions for the firms, depending on the
level of protectionist measure claimed by the firms; (i) where only the low cost producing
firm claims the measure by its own government, (ii) when both firms claim a share of the
total production and therefore aim at receiving a protectionist measure level according to
their production and (iii) when both claim full ownership of the total production and falsely
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try to claim protectionist measures for the same produced output twice. Here, we believe
that the last case is the most interesting one, and therefore focus the analysis on this.
Country 3's inverse demand function is given by:
P{Ql) = a-bQi (2.1)
Where Q' is the total produced output in each situation i (i = [NC, J, c, Jc]). Para¬
meter a can be interpreted in terms of the size of the market.
The cost of production is given for each firm j, by the following expression:
CAQ)) (2.2)
The cost functions for the first part of this analysis based on the assumption of con¬
stant marginal costs are given by:
C3(Q)) = C3Q) (2.3)
Where Qj denotes the output produced by firm j and c3 denotes the constantmarginal
cost for firm j ( j = 1, 2). Thus
MC3 = c3 (2.4)
As mentioned earlier, the existence of a cost asymmetry between the two producing firm
implies that c2 < C\.
The assumption of constant marginal costs will be relaxed in section 2.3.5 to allow
for the existence of decreasing marginal costs. Then, for illustrative purposes, the costs
function will be given by the following expression, as described in Fisher [34]:
CS(Q)) = c3Q) + ^(Q*)2 (2.5)
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Therefore the marginal cost is given by
MCj = Cj + djQ) (2.6)
and d < O.The use of this function allows for a clearer comparison of the results as
the marginal cost function includes both a constant factor denoted by c3 and a varying factor
djQlj. To allow the examination of decreasing marginal cost, parameter dj < 0 captures
the decreasing effect of the marginal cost and can be considered as the rate at which the
cost schedule declines. Note that dj P 0, refer to increasing and constant marginal costs
respectively, thus equation 2.6 provides a more general expression ofmarginal costs.
The policy measures provided by the respective active governments are set per unit:
S) = s)Q*j (2.7)
As in the original Brander and Spencer model, a utility function U(.) is adopted, such
that consumers' surplus from the consumption of total output Ql is given by the form:
CSl = U{Ql) - PQ{ (2.8)
The consumption of the total production is shared among the consumers in the three
countries served by the two producing firms, therefore the total consumers' surplus to be
captured is divided between these countries, as the consumers of each country will be cap¬
turing a fraction ofthe total CSl. For the two producing countries, the CSl share parameters
are denoted by £ for country 1 and 7 for country 2. Note that 7 + £ A 1,implying that the
third country's consumers will be capturing the remaining fraction of the surplus. Hence,
CS) = ACSi (2.9)
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where A = C, 7 accordingly.
CSj = CCS1 and = ^CSi (2.10)
With regards to the actual form of the utility function, we assume that all consumers
are identical and therefore face the same utility. As Brander and Spencer [8], whose analy¬
sis is followed in this chapter, suggest, the form of this function should be such that the
following condition is satisfied:
dU(Qi)
dQ
Therefore the utility function takes the form:
= P (2.11)
U(Q')=o f P = aQ'-b-(Q')2 (2.12)
CS' = |(Q02 (2.13)
2.3.2 Overview
Brander and Spencer with Cost Asymmetry
In the original two stage non-cooperational model described by Brander and Spencer
[8], the first stage involves the setting of the policy measure by each respective government,
aiming at placing its national firm at a Stackelberg leader position and the second, the
setting of the optimal production level by each firm.
Using backward induction, the analysis begins with the setting of the optimal produc¬
tion level, where each of the two producing firms sets its output through the maximisation
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of a profit function, incorporating the policy measure provided by its own protectionistic
government. Thus the profit function for firm is given by:
nNG = p{QNC)QNC _ Cj(QNC) + sNCQNC (2 U)
The first order condition of the objective function leads to the setting of the optimal
output level, as a function of the policy measure provided by the government and the cost
level, Q?c = Q(8?c,s?ctCj).
In the first stage of the game, the policy maker of country j sets the optimal policy
measure s^c that maximises her objective function comprising of the consumers' surplus,
the profits realised by her national firm competing in country 3 and the subsidy bill:
WjNC = CS?c + nfc - sfcQfc (2.15)
Joint Welfare Maximisation (Type 1)
This co-operation agreement type, describes the situation, in which the policy mak¬
ers, aiming at optimising their combined welfare, set their policy measures, through the
maximisation of a joint welfare function. Firms then set their output levels, given the pol¬
icy measures set. This particular cooperation scheme was briefly analysed by Brander and
Spencer under a cost symmetry regime. The two stages involve the setting of the optimal
policy measures in stage 1, and the setting of the optimal production levels in stage 2. Once
again, employing backward induction, this co-operational agreement can be described by
the following; in stage 2 each firm maximises its profit function:
n/ = P(QJ)Q/ - C,(Qf) + s]Q] (2.16)
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The output levels set by the two firms will be a function of their respective cost levels
and the policy measures set by the two governments: Qj = Q(s{, s2, Cj).
In the first stage, the two policy makers set the optimal policy measure sj that max¬
imises their joint objective function comprising of the consumers' surplus, the profits re¬
alised by each country's national firm competing in country 3 and the subsidy bill:
wJ = w( + wj = csJx + nJ1-sJ1Qi + csJ2 + n{-s{q{ (2.17)
Co-production Agreement (Type 2)
This agreement type consists of three stages; in stage one, the two policy makers set
their optimal non cooperative policy measures through the maximisation, each of their own
respective welfare function. The second is the bargaining stage between the two rival firms,
in which they make a decision on whether to co-operate or not. The last stage involves the
setting of the optimal joint production output. In this cost asymmetric setting, when the
firms choose to co-produce, the lowest cost firm will be the one to undertake all production,
as this will ensure cost minimisation and thus allow for higher profits to be extracted.
The use of backward induction, allows us to describe this agreement type, where in
stage three the two firms, cooperate in the output setting and the lowest cost firm, under¬
takes all production. The output level Qc = Q(sl, s2, C2) is set through the maximisation
of the following profit function in stage 3:
nc = P{QC)QC - Cj(Qc) + slQc + sc2Qc (2.18)
The two policy measures included in function account for the fact that both the two
co-producing firms will present total output as their own and thus claim the protectionist
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measure provided by their respective government. Also note that in this framework, the
subscript j denotes the cost efficient firm. For the constant marginal cost case, this will be
firm 2. In the second stage of the game, firms bargain over the potential additional profits
(gain G) derived by their participation in a cooperational agreement, compared to the status
quo of no cooperation, given by:
G\ = 6(IT - UNC) and Gc2 — (1 — 5) (IT - UNC) (2.19)
Parameter 5 denotes the profit share parameter, the rate at which the additional gain
will be divided between the two firms. This parameter takes values from the interval [0,1]
L = (G\Y (GD^-n (2.20)
The maximisation of the Nash product, given by Equation 2.20, provides the optimal
profit share parameter S . Parameter (3 (/3 <E [0,1]) in the equation, is the bargaining power
parameter of the low cost firm assumed to be higher in value, the greater the cost asymmetry
level.
Lastly in stage one, each of the two policy makers maximises their welfare function
and sets their policy measure Sj\
Wf = CSj + W- - SjQJ (2.21)
Joint Welfare Maximisation and Co-production Agreement (Type 3)
The third type of cooperational agreement also involves a three stage game; stages 2
and 3 are similar to the ones described in the previous section describing the co-production
agreement and illustrated by equations 2.18-2.21. The difference with the co-production
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agreement lies in the first stage, where in agreement type 3, the two policy makers also co¬
operate in the setting of policy measures that maximise their joint welfare function. Using
backward induction and general function forms, stage 3 involves the setting of the optimal
output level through the maximisation of the joint profit function, where the production is
undertaken by the lowest cost firm.
nJc = P(QJc)QJc - Cj{QJc) + s{cQJc + s{cQJc (2.22)
The second stage involves the derivation of the profit share parameter 5, which allows
firms to agree on co-production. The gain from such an agreement for each firm is given
by:
G(c = <5(nJc - nc) and GJ2C = (1 - <5)(nJc - nc) (2.23)
This parameter is obtained through the maximisation of the Nash Product:
L = (G{C)P(G%C )(1_/3) (2.24)
Lastly in stage one, the two policy makers set their optimal co-operational policy
measures s{c and s2c through the maximisation of their joint welfare function:
WJc = CS(C + CSJ2C + nJc - sicQJc - s2cQJc (2.25)
This section of the paper, has provided a brief overview of the non cooperational
and co-operational agreement types to be examined in this analysis. The following section
provides further insight, through a more detailed examination, employing linear functions
for illustration and simplification purposes.
2.3.3 Linear Approximation Analysis Constant Marginal Costs
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Brander and Spencer with Cost Asymmetry-no cooperation
The analysis begins with the examination of the Brander and Spencer model with
cost asymmetry, with no cooperation between any of the agents involved. In summary, this
involves a two stage game which comprises of the policy stage and the production stage.
In more detail, the policy stage (stage 1) sees the two policy makers, the two governments
set their optimal protectionist measures, aiming in this way to maximise their objective
welfare functions. In the second stage (production stage) the two monopolies set their
optimal output levels through the maximisation of their own objective functions, their profit
functions, keeping into consideration the policy measures set in stage 1.
In more detail, in the non cooperation case, both governments provide protection for
their domestic firms, however, firms do not explicitly take into consideration consumers'
welfare in their objective functions; rather, the output decision is only indirectly influenced
by this, through the optimal protectionist levels, set to maximise total welfare for the gov¬
ernment, which includes both the profits of firms and welfare of consumers.
Stage 2
Using backward induction, the second stage involves the maximisation of the respec¬
tive profit functions of the two producing firms, as can be observed below:
= P{Q)Q?C - ciQiC + s?cQ?c (2.26)
nf7 = P(Q)Q?C - C2Q?C + S%CQ»C (2.27)
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dUnc
Maximising the functions and solving the first order conditions ( = 0 and
dUnc
= 0) leads to the derivation of the following output level expressions as functions
of the subsidy levels set in stage 1.
nNC a + c2 + 2s±c - s»c - 2ciQ, = (2.28)
and
NC a + C1 + 2s2C - S1C _ 2c2 nQ2 - 3b V.IV)
Thus in general forms, the total output level and the price level, as functions of the
protectionist measures are equal:




n \ r _\_ r VNC „NC
pNC _ a + C1 + C2 ~ fl ~ 52 ^ 31)
3
Therefore, the profit levels are given by:
j-jTvc _ (Q + 2s^c + c2 - 2ci - s%c)2 ^ ^
3b
and
= (q + 2sr+ Ci-2c2-sfc)2 (2 33)
10 The non negativity constraints, ensuring that the output will be positive are given by the following condi¬
tions:
2s\ — S2 > —(a — 2ci + C2)
and
252 - si > -(a — 2C2 + cj)
for Q2 and Q1
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Note that the profit functions are independent ofthe consumption parameters analysed
earlier, proving the point that the output decision of firms does not depend on consumers'
welfare choices by the producers.
Stage 1
Next, we move to the first stage of the game, in which the governments set their
optimal policy measures, through the maximisation of their objective functions. These
functions include both the respective domestic profits, but also the domestic consumers'
surplus. The function equals:
WjNC = X[U(Qnc) - PQnc} + nfc - SycQ?c (2.34)
for j = [1,2] and A = [£,7] accordingly.
Maximising with respect to the policy measures, the FOCs derived for countries 1
and 2 respectively:
dW?c
_ dUfc dPNC NC dQ"c Hc dR™ NC dQ»c NC_
ds';'c d.s»cW ds?c 1 ds?c dsfc 1 ( '
jtX/NC j pNC jyrNC dONCdW,
_ dP <Q»C + ^_QNC_dRlsNC(236)ds?c ~ ds?c^ 1 ds»c ^ ds»c
and
dW2iC dPNC NC dU.2C „NC dQ2C nc
_ n. p 3"7
~sp = -^F7<? _"sp2 -° <237)
The specific functions used, when differentiated with respect to the policy measure,
define the following optimal levels for the non- co-operational case.
sNC _ (3£ ~ 7 + 1)Q ~ (C ~ 7 + 3)ci + 2(1 - C)c2 ^ ^1 (5 - 7- C)
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and
„tvc (37 - C + l)a - (7 - C + 3)c2 + 2(1 - 7)ci
s2 ~ JJ 7\(5-7-0
Using these values and substituting in the output and profit functions in each country,
the following results are obtained. Note that the output and in extension profits depend
on whether the non negativity constraint holds, which in turn depends on the consumers'
surplus share parameters. Denoting by: k = (C — 7 + 1)> V — (3 — 7), v = (2 — Q, 6 =
(5 — 7 — C)» J" = (7 - C + I)**7 = (2 - 7), = (3 - C), 0 = (4 - 7), X = (3 - C - 7)5
£ = (1-0-
Mr I 2ta<c~^1+UC2l if ka — rjci + uc2 > 0
= { eb (2.40)
0 (otherwise)
and
Mr 1 ^2+(TCll if ka — r)C\ + VC2 > 0
Qj = 1 " (2 41)
(2-,7)1. otherwise
r 1 2(2a7rcz) if ka — r]Ci + uc2 > 0QNC = { eb ' (2.42)
J° C2i, otherwise
(2—y-Qb
The profit levels corresponding to the above output levels:
( AT .19.
4K-^+^l2 if/ca-ryd +^c2 > 0n;vc = I Wb ' (2.43)
0 otherwise
and
4j^—y^)2 if ka — rjci + vc2 > 0
= ^ o-b - - - (244)
(2-7-c)26 (otherwise)
11 Note that the non negativity constraints take to form:(/ca — i]Ci + uc2) > 0 and {jia — ipc2 + crci) > 0
for Qi'c > 0 and Q2C > 0 respectively. The second constaint holds for all values of the consumers'
surplus share parameters, whereas the former may or may not hold. This would imply that firm 2, the low cost
firm, will always produce either at the monopoly or the duopoly levels, whereas firm 1 will either produce
zero quantities or at the duopoly respectively, depending on the constraint.
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Essentially, the main result arising from the above function is the fact that the high
cost firm produces at a positive duopoly level if the constraint holds, thus derives positive
profits; in the case however, that the constraint does not hold, then its production level is
zero and in extension, so is its profit level.
Therefore, the above functions lead to the following conclusion in terms of the total
profit and welfare levels:
jNC _ J j ifka-nCl+VC2> o
(2—7—C)26 (otherwise)
UNC = { 9 b (2.45)1 (q-c2r ....
and
WNC=
4 [c^cf>+c% [ip2—+a2 [</>7+C2] ~ci C2 4>x
9 b
o , , ,, if ka — rici + vco > 0+q(ci^(g-7)-c2(6+37-72-(8-7)C+2C21 (2.46)0zb
l . \2
(otherwise)(a—c2)2 _ (7+C)((a-c2)2(2-7-C)26 2(2-7-C)26
The above expressions imply, that if the non negativity condition holds, then a Cournot
Duopoly operates in the market; in contrast to the case, where the consumption levels which
define the constraints, lead to the operation of a monopoly in the form of the lowest cost
firm.
Potential Gains from Cooperation
The non cooperative case of strategic trade policy as described in the a la Brander and
Spencer framework, albeit with asymmetric costs (as perNeary [61]), leads to the setting of
a two firm Cournot output, with the lowest cost firm capturing the highest production and
profit levels. Particularly for the case where the non negativity constraints do not hold, the
lowest cost firm is the sole producer serving all the markets, capturing total profits. When
this occurs, we are able to observe that under certain conditions, regarding the consumption
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level, the monopoly profits are greater or at least equal to the non cooperation case. Thus,
there would be a rationale for the firms to try to capture this effect through the formation
of a co-operational agreement, establishing the lowest cost firm as the chosen monopolist.
Co-production agreements, as one form ofpotential cooperation between firms, have
been analysed in the literature in the past, with a focus on the potential gains from such
endeavours, mainly stemming from cost synergies. These take the form of economies
of scale and production rationalization; the former are based on the trait that the larger
output production to be undertaken by the one firm will lead to a lower average cost plus
the additional benefit that the cost advantage of the low cost firm can be fully exploited,
as described in Contractor and Lorange [21], [22], The latter is described as production
rationalisation, since production is transferred to the firm operating with lower costs and
thus this firm's location has a comparative advantage, leading to lower overall costs.
Therefore, the model described in this thesis, focuses mainly on the production ratio¬
nalisation and cost synergies realised, through the transfer of output setting to the lowest
cost firm, when the two rival firms choose to cooperate. The existence of strategic mea¬
sures, provided by the policy makers, could also create incentives for these to cooperate in
the claim for policy measures from their respective countries. This could be done in an ef¬
fort to set higher claims and thus benefit from higher positive policy measures, that would
increase profits for the firms. Such incentives will, as analysed in the following sections,
prove to be over-optimistic and inaccurate, as the government will be in the position to
capture these moves and set the policy measures accordingly.
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The governments, as described in Brander and Spencer [8] may have the incentive
to cooperate in the setting of the policy measures, as these would be set at lower levels,
particularly in the case of subsidisation and thus increase the combined welfare levels.
Gains resulting from the cooperation of governments, therefore stem from the reduction in
the policy measures, leading to both the reduction of the policy bills and a correction in the
setting of the output, directly influenced by the protectionist measures, as the joint setting
ofmeasures reduces protectionism.
Co-operational agreements
As the benchmark case of no cooperation has now been set, the analysis is turned
to the examination of all the potential co-operational schemes, as previously described.
Hence, the potential cooperational agreements to be analysed include namely joint welfare
maximisation, in which the governments only choose to cooperate, through the maximi¬
sation of a joint welfare function for the setting of the optimal policy measures, coproduc-
tion, in which the duopoly that serves the third market becomes a monopoly when the two
firms enter an agreement for production to be undertaken by only the cost efficient of the
two firms and lastly the combination of the two above cooperational methods, joint wel¬
fare maximisation combined with coproduction, in which both the governments and the
firms maximise joint welfare functions.
Joint Welfare maximisation (Type 1)
This particular cooperational scheme was originally analysed by Brander and Spencer
[8], when consumption in the two producing countries was allowed, under the cost symme-
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try assumption. Thus some parts of the analysis follow the particular model quite closely.
This potential co-operation type involves a government level cooperation, in which the gov¬
ernments maximise a joint welfare function, in the aim of increasing their welfare through
cooperation.
As described in section 2.3.2, backward induction is used to establish the optimal
policy measures provided and in extension the profit and welfare levels.
Stage 2
In this stage, firms set their optimal production levels, based on the policy measures
set in stage 1. The profits functions are not directly influenced by consumers's welfare and
thus the results are the same as in stage 2 of the non cooperation case in their general form
( Equations 2.32 & 2.33).
nj = (a + 2s/ + c2 — 2c\ — s2)2 (247)3b
and
(a -t- 2sJ2 + C\ — 2c2 — sf)2
12 = 3b
UJ = v- ■ (2.48)
Stage 1
At this stage, the two policy makers maximise a joint welfare function in order to
set the optimal policy measure. Therefore, the main function to be used here is the joint
function derived through the summation of the two separate welfare functions:
WJ = Wf+Wj = ([UiQ^-PQ^+ni-siQi+rtUiQ^-PQ^+Ilt-stQl (2.49)
Proposition 6 The co-operation on a policy maker level leads to the setting ofa tax for
the high cost firm and a positive subsidy for the low cost firm, resulting in the high cost
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firm driven offthe market and thus allowing the low costfirm to produce at a monopolistic
level. Therefore the joint welfare maximisation agreement at the government level, leads to
the endogenous formation ofa monopoly. The two measures set are given by:
si = (l-7-C)« + c2 + (-y + C-2)c11 7+C-2
and
J
= -b + C)°+(7 + C)C2 0 (2 51)2 7+C-2
The correspondingprofit and welfare levels equal:
U{ = 0 (2.52)
and
nJ =
(2 - 7 - C)2b
lit —^—C^—~ (2.53)
WJ — r ^I (2 54)^ ~S(2-7-C)2b C j
and
WJ- | ~ Ca>2 (7 + C)((«-c2)2
2(2 — 7 - C)2b (2 — 'y — ()2b(2-7-C
Proof. In Appendix B.l ■
Proposition 7 The total profit and welfare levels for the joint welfare maximisation case
are therefore given by:
nJ = nf + nj = o + (2(" <2-»)
and
WJ = W? +Wi = {a ~ Cz)2 - (7 + C)((a'C2)2 (2.57)1 2 (2 - 7 - C)26 2(2 - 7 - ()2b K '
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Proof. In Appendix B.l ■
Note that Brander and Spencer, in their cost symmetry setting, discuss the coopera¬
tion of the two governments in order to set total output at a two-firm monopoly level. Here
the asymmetry leads to the setting ofmonopoly output, produced only by the lowest cost
firm. Therefore the main conclusion is the fact that when the governments aim to max¬
imise their joint welfare, their policy measures are set in such a way that endogenously a
monopolistic outcome is derived. Therefore this cooperational agreement leads to the en¬
dogenous formation of a monopoly, whereby only the lowest cost firm will produce, as a
result of the policy measures set, compared to the exogenous formation of monopolies in
type 2 and type 3 co-operational agreements, where the firms consent to the lowest cost
firm undertaking all production, in order to gain from potential cost synergies.
Co-production Agreement (Type 2)
The game for this agreement type consists of the following three stages; in stage
one, the governments set the optimal policy measure, through the maximisation of their
individual welfare functions, thus the policy measures set are non-cooperatively. This type
ofagreement is based on the idea that firms in each of the two markets offering protectionist
measures may try to exploit this fact, by jointly producing and claiming the measures. The
potential gain from such a move is the decrease in the output level, to the monopoly one,
therefore the increase in the price received. Hence, stage two involves the bargaining over
the profits from this type of agreement and stage three involves the setting of the optimal
output level.
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As the firms by assumption differ in their cost levels, the lowest cost firm will be
undertaking the production of the total output, on behalf of both the producing agents.
This move allows the two firms to exploit potential cost synergies, in comparison to the
case where both the producing firms chose to produce as a 'two firm monopoly'. Using
backward induction, we obtain the following:
Stage 3
The two firms define their optimal production level through the maximisation of their
profit function. Here, as a result of the claim of protectionist measures from both policy
makers, the profit function takes the following form:
nc = n{Qc, c2, sclt sc2) = P(QC)QC - c2Qc + s\Qc + sc2Qc (2.58)
Essentially, firms try to 'cheat' their respective governments by claiming ownership
of their entire output level. Here sj and s2 denote the policy measures to be provided by
each of the two governments.
Differentiating with respect to the production level the following output level is ob¬
tained as a function of the two policy measures.
= a-c2 + 8; + 4^ 2b
The price level is given by
P(QC) = a + C2 0S° ^ (2-60)
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Note that The output non negativity constraint must hold for a positive output level
to be produced. Hence,
(a-C2+s{+s%)2
jjc I 46 - (2 gl)
if si + S2 > c2 — a
0 otherwise
Stage 2
In stage 2, firms may try to embark on a co-production agreement that could allow
both of them to have access to the protectionist measures provided by both countries and
in this way try to exploit their roles as national champions. In such a situation, the two
firms will firstly bargain over the potential additional profits from this move. Their outside
options are defined by the level of profits in the no cooperation case, as governments are
not participating in a co-operational agreement and thus if firms choose not to cooperate, a
Brander and Spencer type game is followed. Essentially, this examination aims to establish
whether there is a potential path of ensuring that the WTO efforts of reducing subsidisation
levels can be accomplished through endogenous agreement formations between firms.
The profits for each firm if they engage in this type of agreement are defined by their
outside option, plus the share of the profit increase through co-operation:
= nfc + 5(nc - nfc - n^c) (2.62)
and
n^ = n^c + (i-5)(nc-n^c-n^c) (2.63)
where 5 £ [0,1] denotes the profit share parameter,which enables the firms to opti¬
mally divide the additional profits.
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The gain from this type of co-operational agreement for the two firms is defined by
the difference between the profits in the co-production agreement case, minus the profit of
in the case of no cooperation (status quo):
G\ = r^-nfc (2.64)
= 5(uc - nf0 - n%c)
and
G°2 = nc2 - U2C (2.65)
= (i-5)(nc-nfc-n^c)
The bargaining stage begins as firms realise their particular bargaining power level.
Nature has assigned each firm with a specific ability parameter. In the set- up examined
here, this takes the form of the firm's marginal production cost. As the firms compete in
quantities and the production cost is an important element of the production function, the
power ofeach firm in the international market is here assumed to be given by the production
cost parameter (ability). Hence, the lowest cost/ high etficiency firm will portray higher
bargaining power, as through its cost advantage attains a greater profit level.
There are two ways of interpreting the above claim, of the difference in the bargaining
levels of the firm; one would be that, in the original Brander and Spencer model, symmetry
was assumed for the two rival nations, and as a result, in equilibrium the two countries
share the profits from the third no producing country (any rent shifting for one country will
be counter-balanced by that of its rival). In an asymmetric situation, analysed by Neary
[61], however, the lowest cost firm will be receiving a higher subsidy (as in de Meza [24])
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and will shift more rents, when this is characterised by a lower cost level compared to
the foreign rival. The incentive of the cost disadvantaged nation to provide a protectionist
measure is reduced and the firm may seek a different way for increasing its profits. If the
high cost firm was able to use the production cost of its rival firm, then it would observe
an increase in its profits. Coproduction to a single firm monopoly level, lower that the
Cournot duopoly creates the potential for higher profits; the firms would be able to share
this increase in such a way, so as to make this co-operational agreement advantageous.
Therefore, depending on the cost level, each firm is characterised by a bargaining
power parameter, so that the low cost firm receives a higher proportion of the increased
profits; an incentive to accept this form of co-operational agreement. For the principles
of bargaining theory, as the outside option entails the asymmetry and the low cost firm
receives the higher share of the profits, setting the profit share parameter to | would be
sufficient. Then the second stage would not be necessary and the same results would be
obtained, without loss of generality. For this analysis, however, we shall continue with the
use of the general term <5, for a more generalised result.
A second interpretation for the existence of a difference in the bargaining parameters
stems from the notion introduced in Chen and Ross [13], where, ifpermitted, an incumbent
would bribe any entrant in order to drive her off the market. Hence the entrant would not
produce any positive level of output, but would still receive a share of the profits, to ensure
that the monopolist will not face the possibility ofnot being the sole provider in the market.
This would allow the most cost efficient firm to be the monopolist. In terms of the set-up
of the model described in our paper, the lowest cost firm wishes to produce at the single
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firm monopoly level, so it provides the high cost firm with a specific profit share, higher
than what it would receive in the absence of this cooperation, and in a sense drives it off
the market. The main difference of the model described here and Chen and Ross [13],
lies in the aspect of protectionism; Even though the output is produced by one firm only,
the agreement allows for a particular share to be owned by each firm, so subsidisation can
claimed in both countries.
Hence, a bargaining parameter (3 is introduced, with B1 < (32 Ci > c2, implying
that the lower the production cost of the participant, the higher her bargaining power, (3
G [0,1] and /31 + (32 = 1- These parameters can also be defined as /3± = (3 and (32 = 1 — (3.
The Nash product for this particular situation is given by:
L = (GlYiGlf-P (2.66)
In more detail:
L = [b(nc-nfc-nf7)f[(i-£)(nc-nfc-n^G)]1-/3 (2.67)
= (ir - - n^c)^(i - b)1_/?
The first order condition with respect to the profit share parameter equals:
^ = (nc-nfc-n^c)]/35/?-1(i-5)1-/3 + (nc-nfc-n^c)(i-/5)5/3(i-5)^ = odo
(2.68)
Simplifying and rearranging we obtain:
/3(1-<5) = (1 -(3)5 =^5 = (3 (2.69)
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The result of the bargaining power analysis is that the profit share parameter equals
the bargaining power parameter. Hence, the country with the higher bargaining power
will be the recipient of the higher share of the profit. Essentially this is a result to be
expected, since the low cost player requires the highest proportion of the 'profit margin' as
compensation for not continuing the rivalry in the production stage. Thus the profits for
each firm can be re-written:
= nfc -i- /3(nc - nf0 - nf7) (2.70)
and
m; = nf7 + (1 - f)(nc - nf7 - nf7) (2.71)
Stage 1
In this stage the optimal protectionist measures are defined by the policy makers,
through the maximisation of their individual welfare functions. Inward consumption im¬
plies that these will include consumers' surplus. Note that here, as both firms claim own¬
ership of the output, both governments will face a policy measure provision.
The welfare functions are given respectively by:
w? = cs{+nc1-sc1qc = c\u{Qc) - pqc]+nf- + fnc - nf7 - nf7) - s\qc (2.72)
and
W2C = csc2 + - s2qc = 7\U{qc) - pqc} + nf7 + (1 - p)(uc - nf" -nff - sc2qc
(2.73)
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The first order conditions are given by:
0 (,74,
ds\ dsl ds\ ds\
and
dW% dPc„c , adUc „c dQc
= -i-nQc +P-m-Qr- = o (2.75)ds% ds?> ds1^ ds%
Solving the system of equations establishes the following protectionist measures;
-2/3 — 2)(a-
(4 - C - 7)
= (C + ag-aKo-cg) (176)
and
(7 ~ 2/3) (a — c2)
(4 - C - 7)*2 - T ,/ (2-77)
Note that
nj + II£ (2.78)
= nfc + /3(nc - nfc - nf7) + nf7 + (1 - /3)(nc - nfc - n%c)
= nc
The protectionist measures, when substituted in the production and inverse demand
functions, give the following output and price levels.




12 Note that as 7 + C ^ 1 =>• 7 + C ^ 4 => 4 — 7 — ( >0 ==>• Qc > 0
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= (a - c2? _ (7 + C-4)(q-c2)2
(4 - 7 - C)2b (4 -7 - C)2b
(2.82)
13
Co-production and Joint Welfare maximisation Agreement (Type 3)
The last type of co-operational activity to be examined here involves, as already men¬
tioned, cooperation at both the principal and the agent level. Hence, governmentsmaximise
a joint welfare function to set the optimal protectionist measure, and the firms maximise
their common profit function, setting in this way a monopoly output. The analysis is similar
to the co-production (type 2) agreement, as it involves three stages, however, the difference
here is that the policy makers jointly set the optimal protectionist measures.
Stage 3
In stage three the two firms maximise their common profit function:
UJc = n(QJc, c2, s{c, s{c) - P{QJc)QJc - c2QJc + s{cQJc + sJ2cQJc (2.83)
Deriving the first order conditions and solving the system leads to the derivation of
the following equations for the output, price and profit level as functions of the policy
measures:
QJc
a - c2 + s{c + sJ2c
2b
(2.84)
13 Note that CSC = ol[a f2l- 2(4—7—cyb
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p(Qjc)= « + ~£ (zg5)
{(a—C2+slc+sJc)2 ■ c Jc i Jc
i 2^—^ V S1 + s2 > c2 - a46
(2.86)
0 otherwise
These functions have a similar form as the ones in the co-production agreement (type
2), as stages 2 and 3 involve the setting and maximisation of the same profit functions. For
this type of agreement the only difference lies in stage 1, where the governments now do
not maximise individual welfare functions for the setting of the optimal policy measures,
but a joint function.
Stage 2
The bargaining stage, as in the previous section involves the potential profits from
cooperation at both the firm and government level. The main difference with the previous
case examined (Equations 2.64 and 2.65), is that the outside option for the firms is the profit
when at least the two governments cooperate, therefore the profits derived from the joint
welfare maximisation type of agreement. The gain functions are therefore given by:
g{c = 5[nJc -u{- n£] (2.87)
and
GJ2C = (1 - S)[UJc - - UJ2] (2.88)
As described in Equation 2.69 , this bargaining leads to the setting of the profit share
parameter at the level of the bargaining power parameter:
6 = 0 (2.89)
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Therefore the profits realised by each firm are given by:
u(c = + p[uJc - nf - n£] (2.90)
and
n£c = n£ + (i-0)[nJc-nf-n£] (2.9i)
Stage 1
In stage one the two policy makers maximise their joint welfare function, to set the
optimal protectionist measures which includes the consumers' surplus for each the two
countries. As mentioned earlier this is a set proportion of the total consumers' surplus level
CSJc= [U(QJc) - PJcQJc}.
WJc = W(c + Wic (2.92)
= c[u(QJc) - pJcqJc} + n/c + /3[njc - u( - n£] - s(cqJc
+7[£/(QJc) - PJcQJc] + IiJ2c + (1 - p)[UJc -U{- UJ2} - s2cQJc
The first order conditions are given by:
dWJ°
_ _C^0Jc + BMl_0Jc_*Q±8Jc (293)
ds{c ~~ C ds(cQ ' ds{c Q ds{c 1 ( }
_7^V + (l - B)— -
ds{c ds{c ds{c
= 0
and for country 2:
dWJ"
"C ^-QJ° ~ ^4° (2-94)
ds2c ds2c ds2c ds2c
7 ds(cQ +( P) dsJ2c dsJ2c 2
= 0
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Solving for the linear case, the following function is obtained as a sum of the two
policy measures:
Jc , Jc _ (7 + C)(a-c2)
si + sJ2c = v' ^/v (2.95)2 - 7 ~ C
14The output defined by the above function is given by:
Jc _ (a - c2)=
To Tu (2-%)(2-7-C)6
The total profit and welfare functions are given by:
(2 — 7 — Q2b
and
nJc = —^—^4— (2.97)
= (a-^)2 _ (7 + C)(q-c2)2
(2-7-C?b 2(2-7-C)2^ ^ '
Co-operational Agreements Summary
This section examines the welfare and profit improvements provided by each of the
three types of co-operational agreements, summarising the policy measures and profits and
welfare levels, derived from the analysis in the previous subsections of 2.3.3 when these
14 The non negativity constraint becomes:
Jc . jc _ (7 + C)(a-c2) > -(a - c2)Sl +*2 = 2 —7 —C
((7 + C)(a - c2) > -(a - c2)(2 - 7 - C) :
2(a — c2) > 0
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Table 1: Subsidy, profit and Welfare Levels summary
One of the main observations from the above table is the fact that profits and welfare
can be ranked in the following way:
uJ = uJc > nc (2 99)
WJ = WJc >WC (2.100)
This implies that the two cooperational regimes involving government cooperation
lead to the same level ofprofits and welfare. These levels are greater than the corresponding
coproduction regime that does not involve government cooperation. Overall, all the regimes
are ranked in the same way in terms of both profits and welfare, as we observe that Jc and
J yield both higher profits and welfare than the c regime.
Government Effect on Cooperation
Observing Table 1, we can draw the following conclusions: the joint welfare maximi¬
sation J and the joint welfare maximisation with coproduction Jc cases lead to the same
welfare and profit levels, whereas the coproduction case corresponds to lower levels. This
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implies that when the government plays a supportive role in the agreement, there will be
a positive welfare effect compared to the case where the government does not provide its
consent. Thus, in order for profits and welfare to be high in a cooperational situation, the
government's approval of the production setting is essential.
Therefore, when the government is in favour of co-operational agreements, and does
not only look at its firm as the national champion, the lowest cost firm emerges as the mo¬
nopolist in the market. Profits and welfare are lower than the one firm monopoly levels,
when the governments do not take a favourable outlook towards cooperation, but rather
have a stricter strategic trade approach, where the firm in each country is considered the
national champion. As any deviation from this role leads to the setting of taxes, thus de¬
creasing profits and in extension welfare.
Particularly for the two situations where the governments actively cooperate, type 1
and type 3 cooperational agreements, the lowest cost firm is left to capture total demand,
as this decreases total costs. In the joint welfare maximisation, the low cost firm monopoly
emerges endogenously, when the optimal policy measures maximising joint welfare are
such that lead to zero production levels for the high cost firm. In the joint welfare max¬
imisation with co-production case, the monopoly emerges exogenously as the firms choose
to allocate all production to the lowest cost firm, however, the support of the governments
ensures that the output will be set at the monopolistic level, and so will profits and welfare.
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Special Case
When the consumption parameters in the above setting are equal to zero (7 = 0, ( =
0), the analysis focuses on the situation where the two producing countries consume none
of their output. This is the situation described by Neary [61], which examines the pol¬
icy measures set, when the assumption of symmetry in the seminal Brander and Spencer
model [8] is relaxed. The main difference between the Brander and Spencer model [8] and
the one described in this section is the existence of cost asymmetry between the producing
firms and the fact that Brander and Spencer briefly describe cooperation in a set up where
consumption does take place in countries 1 and 2 and the difference ofmy analysis com¬
pared to the Neary [61] analysis, stems from the fact that they also examine the case of the
existence of social costs involved in the provision of the policy measures.
In this section therefore we analyse the three types of cooperational agreement under
the no consumption framework. Note that as this is a special case of the general model
described in the previous subsections, the description will not be as detailed, as this would
only lead to duplication. Hence the analysis of the three types in turn is given in the
following three sections.
Joint Welfare Maximisation (Type 1)
As previously mentioned, there are two stages in this game: in stage one governments
set their optimal policy measures, through the maximisation of their joint welfare function
and in stage one the firms set their optimal production levels given the policy measures of
stage one. Using backward induction and using equations 2.50-2.57, when 7 = 0, £ = 0,
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the subsidies, profits and welfare levels set are given by the following functions:
(2.101)
nJ = = o + ——1 1 46 (2.102)
WJ = W( +W( = 0 + ———1 L AU (2.103)
Thus, as in the general case, the effect of the cooperation of the two governments in
the asymmetric cost setting, is the creation of a monopoly; although the expectation from
Brander and Spencer is the setting of policy measures so as to ensure output is set at a
two firm monopoly level, the cost asymmetry leads to the exit of the high cost firm from
the market and the establishment of the low cost firm as the producing monopolist. Note
that the policy measures that achieve this outcome are a tax for the low cost firm and no
measure for the exiting one, implying that the high cost firm is not given any incentives to
participate in the production, whereas the low cost firm is taxed to reduce it production to
the monopolistic levels. As no consumption is involved in this setting, the welfare function
is given by the profits net of the policy measure bill, and thus the country that captures
no production depicts zero welfare levels, whereas the country capturing all profits also
captures positive high levels ofwelfare.
Co-production (Type 2)
This agreement type consists of three stages; the first sees the non cooperational
setting the optimal policy measures, the second the bargaining over the possibility of a
cooperational agreement between firms, in which the lowest cost firm will undertake the
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total output production. In stage three, co-production takes place, with firms setting out¬
put through the maximisation of their sole profit function, given the policy measures they
receive. Backward induction as described by Equations 2.58-2.82, allows us to define the
following subsidisation level and subsequently the following profit and welfare function:
a; = (/3 - 1)'" ~ C;) < 0 and s% = -^t" ~ —<0 (2.104)
Wc _3(a—(2.106)166 v '
The main observation is the fact that both firms, claiming ownership of full produc¬
tion in their respective country, are taxed. Thus, their effort to move away from the national
champion role leads to their 'punishment', in the form of taxation, and therefore total prof¬
its are lower that the monopoly profits, in the case where only the lowest cost firm produces.
This particular outcome is opposite to the claim by Horn and Persson [44] , that compe¬
tition policy (allowing for mergers) can be used as a substitute for strategic trade. In our
setup this would be true if the subsidy levels proved to be zero, and thus a country instead
of using the strategic trade approach, would allow competition policy to be used. This is
not the case in the model described in this the model described in 2.3.3 both for the general
and the special case, since firms are taxed for moving away from strategic trade.
Joint Welfare Maximisation with Coproduction (Type 3)
As in the type two, this agreement consists of three stages; in the first stage the gov¬
ernments, set their policy measures cooperatively, maximising their joint welfare function.
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In the second stage, firms choose whether to cooperate in the setting of their output, through
bargaining over the possible profits of such a move, in which the lowest cost firm will un¬
dertake the total output production. In stage three, co-production takes place, with firms
setting output through the maximisation of their profit function, given the policy measures
they receive.
Backward induction as described by Equations 2.83-2.98, allows us to define the
following subsidisation, profit and welfare function levels:
5/c + <^c = 0 (2.107)
UJc= (a~C2) (2.108)
46
wjc = (a - c2)- (2.109)
46
The relationship between the two policy measures (s{c = — s^0) shows that there is
inter-dependency between these to such a degree that their sum equals zero, thus when the
governments choose to cooperate in the setting where firms also cooperate, the policymak¬
ers do this in a way that the final outcome will be the monopoly one. In a way the policy
measures cancel out, leaving the low cost firm to produce at the unprotected monopoly
level, in contrast to the previous case, where the firms, wishing to disregard their role as
national champions and move away from the wishes of the government, are 'punished' and
left with lower production and profit levels.
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2.3.4 Comparison of Cooperational and Non Co-operational
agreements
The first main observation of the above analysis both under the consumption and the no
consumption framework, is the fact that the role of the government is crucial for the out¬
come of the agreement. If the government does not participate as an agreeing partner, then
the profits levels are lower than the monopoly ones, and thus such an agreement is not
likely to be preferred by firms.
The following table (table 2), provides a summary of the profit rankings, as derived
through Appendix B.2, based on the consumers' surplus parameters.
iK 0 I
0 uNC > nJ = nJc > it nJ = nJc = nNC > nc
i n^vc > nj = njc > nc -
(Table 2: Profit Rankings)
Proposition 8 The total profits realised by the firms operating in the three markets are
always equal under the Jc and J regimes and greater compared to the c regime. Co¬
operative profits are always less than or equal to the non cooperative ones, depending on
the consumption level in each country.
Proof. In Appendix B.2 ■
In terms ofwelfare, the following table (table 3) provides a summary of the welfare
rankings, as derived through Appendix B.3, based on the consumers' surplus parameters.
7/C 0 1
0 wJ = wJc >wc> WNC wNC — WJ = wJc > wc
1 wJ = wJc > wc > WNC -
(Table 3: Welfare Rankings)
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Proposition 9 The total welfare levels realised by thefirms operating in the three markets
are always equal under the Jc and J regimes and greater compared to the c regime. Co¬
operative welfare levels are always greater than or equal to the non cooperative ones,
depending on the consumption level in each country.
Proof. In Appendix B.3 ■
Profits
In terms of the profits, one should note that firms are only indirectly interested in
consumption, as the particular consumption levels define the policy measures they will be
receiving, from their respective governments. The policy makers set these, when they aim
at the maximisation of their objective functions comprising of profits, the subsidy bills
and consumers' surplus. As observed from Proposition 8, when there is no consumption
in either of the two markets (7 = 0,£ = 0), profits are greater when no cooperational
agreement takes place, as in this situation, subsidization leads to higher output and higher
profit levels. Also worth mentioning again, is the fact that joint welfare maximisation (J)
and joint welfare maximization with coproduction (Jc) lead to the same profit levels.
We look at two situations where consumption is allowed to take place in the two pro¬
ducing countries; one is the case where there is full inward consumption for country 1 and
no consumption for country 2 (7 = 0, ( — 1) and the second is the case where there is
full inward consumption in country 2 and no consumption in country 1 (7 = 1, £ = 0).
If country 2 captures total consumption, then both firms produce positive amounts and the
non cooperative profits are greater than any of the cooperative regimes, as both firms will
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be receiving higher policy measures, to enhance production in the presence of consump¬
tion in the two producing countries. The setting of consumption in country 2 with both
firms producing, essentially is an alterated Brander and Spencer model with two producing
countries, and one consuming country, this being the cost efficient producing one. Firm 2
will produce for its domestic consumers, however the exporting strategic effect for the gov¬
ernment in country 1 will imply positive output levels on the behalf of firm 1, in the non
cooperative case.
One further observation to be made, in the case of full inward consumption by coun¬
try 1, in which case the entire consumers' surplus is captured by country 1, then firm 1
finds it too costly to produce positive amounts, and thus is driven off the market and the
firm in country 2 will be the one capturing the entire market as a monopolist. This can be
attributed to the fact that any policy measures set in country 1, are set in such a way as to
increase welfare that comprise of both profits and consumer's welfare. Thus in this situa¬
tion the consumers' welfare effect is greater and so the government drives its firm off the
market and allows the cost efficient firm to export in its market for consumption. There¬
fore, all production takes place in country 2, which produces at the monopoly level and
consumption takes place in country 1. In terms of the cooperation profit level, the outcome
is the lowest out of the three cooperative variations, as a result of the lack of government
consent. This essentially implies that even in the non cooperative regime, only one firm,
the cost efficient one emerges as the monopolist in the market.
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Essentially the observation is, that the option preferred by the government is not in
line with the option preferred by the firms, as the incentives of the two players may differ,
particularly in the case where inward consumption is included in the analysis.
Welfare
Turning to welfare, in the no consumption analysis, the Brander and Spencer results
regarding welfare, are confirmed even when asymmetry is assumed, as the Joint Welfare
(J) is greater than the non-cooperational one. The two cooperative regimes that involve
support on the policy setting by the government, lead to the realisation of the same levels
of welfare, and the observation is that the coproduction agreement regime leads to the
lowest level of cooperational welfare.
Moving to the analysis of the situations where consumption does take place, the ob¬
servation is that the non cooperational outcome is the lowest in terms of welfare. If both
countries compete in the output setting, acting as strategic rivals, when the high cost coun¬
try captures the entire consumers' surplus (7 = 0, £ = 1), in order for the non cooperative
welfare to be maximised, the low cost firm undertakes all production. In this case the wel¬
fare levels of the non cooperation regime equals those of the monopoly outcomes in Jc
and J and the lowest welfare level is exhibited by the coproduction regime. Essentially,
once countries have an interest in their own respective consumers additional to the profit
captured in the third market, the subsidies received are also instruments of consumer wel¬
fare enhancement and policymakers are less likely to settle for higher profits to the expense
of their consumers. When country 2 captures all CS, then no cooperation leads to the
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lowest welfare level, since both firms will produce positive amounts, instead of opting for
production rationalisation.
2.3.5 Decreasing Marginal Costs
The above analysis was based on the assumption of constant marginal costs for the two
firms, with a cost asymmetry benefitting the firm in country 2. When this assumption is
relaxed to allow for the marginal costs of the two producing rivals to decrease as the output
increases ( 1 < 0), the robustness of the above conclusions will depend on the rate at
which the cost schedules of the two firms decline. Thus, if the rate at which the marginal
cost of firm one declines is lower than the corresponding rate for firm two, firm 2 continues
to benefit from a cost advantage over the rival firm. Therefore the results of the above
analysis will remain unaltered, although there will be greater cost synergies to be realised.
In the event, however, that the costs schedule of the firm in country 1 declines faster
that the one in country 2, then conditional on the produced output, the cost advantage
may be attributed to the firm in country 1. Thus the results in terms of the cooperational
agreements may involve the firm in country 1 emerging as the monopolist. The following
paragraphs deal with the effect of decreasing marginal costs for each of the three types of
co-operational agreements.
In order to visualise the outcome of this argument, a basic model of decreasing
marginal costs is used, and for simplicity reasons, a framework without consumption is
adopted. We use a simple form of the cost function assumption in Fisher [34], as seen in
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Equation 2.5
Cj(Qj) = c,Q) + ~dj(Qj)2
dCi(Oi)
where dj < 0 and therefore the marginal cost is given by: ^1 = c3 + d3Ql-
d? C*- (Q*•)
(Equation 2.6 ) and the second order condition — dj < 0 .
Maintaining the assumption of the constant marginal cost setting, where ci > c2 , the
cost efficiency of the two firms depends on the decreasing rate, d\ and d2. if d2 < d\ <
0, according to the above cost function, firm 2 maintains its costs advantage. The more
interesting situations arise, however, when d\ < d2 < 0, as this can imply that firm 1 may
be the cost efficient firm, depending on the level of the market size.
In more detail the following sections examine the outcomes of the non cooperational
and co-operational regimes, under the assumption of decreasing marginal costs.
No Cooperation
The non cooperative outcome in terms of profits and welfare, when governments
maximise their individual welfare functions and firms set output maximising their individ¬
ual profits functions as per the analysis in equations 2.26-2.46 are summarised through the
following functions:
T-wvc kf[k{b2{2ci - 3c2) - c2g + b(cid2 - 2c2h) + a(b2 + g + b(di + h))2}
A




WNC _ (262 + g + 2bh)[k(b2 (2cx - 3c2) - c2g + b(cxd2 - 2c2h) + a(b2 + g + 6(a?i + h))2]
21
(262 + g + 25/i)[/(52(2c2 - 3ci) - cxg + b(c2dx — 2cxh) + a(b2 + g + b(d2 + h)f
(2.111)
where A = 2(5b4 + g2 + 1063h + ^bgh + b2(Adi2 + 13h + 4d2))2, k = 2b + di >
0, / = 2b + d2 > 0, h = di + d2tg = d\d2 > 0,assuming 2b + d2 > 0 and 2b + dx > 0.
This assumption ensures that at least one firm will produce positive output levels.
Cooperation
Case 1: The marginal cost schedule of firm 2 declines faster than the equivalent
for firm 1 (0 > d\ > d2)
This situation essentially implies that the cost advantage of firm 2, at low levels of
production, established by the fact that c\ > c2, is maintained for all levels of production
and firm 2 is chosen as the monopolist for all cooperational regimes. In summary,
J C Jc
Subsidy levels
rJ —bc2+2bc\+c\d'2—a(b+d'2) „c _ (a—c2)(^—1)













Welfare WJ~ <va_C2)2,yy 2(2b+d2) t\tc 3(a—c2)2vy 8(2b+d2) T\rJc (a—c2)2vv 2(2b+d2)
(Table Firm 2 Monopoly Summary for d\ > d2)
Case 2: The marginal cost schedule of firm 1 declines faster than the equivalent
for firm 2 (d\ < d2 < 0)
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This relationship between the slopes of the Marginal Cost Curves, implies that firm
2 will not necessarily be the cost efficient firm, and thus will not be chosen as the serving
monopolist; this efficiency will depend on the actual market size. This can be illustrated
through the use of a graph. Under the decreasing marginal cost assumption, total costs
increase at a lower rate for firm 1 compared to firm 2, thus although for low values of
output firm 2 maintains the cost efficiency, above a certain threshold, firm 1 becomes the
lowest cost firm.
Figure 1: Cost Efficiency Switch
Thus for quantities produced above Q*, firm 1 produces at a lower cost. We need to
define this level ofQ* and then compare that with the monopoly production level of firm 2,
to define that market size that makes the choice of firm 1 as the monopolist efficient.
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The output level Q* is given by the intersection of the two average cost curves AC\
and AC2'.15
r Q* Q*
C1 + "1~2~ — c2 + d2~^~
=>
Q* = 2^Cl ~ C2)V
dk-dx
The comparison of this threshold value with the maximum output (monopolist level
output) of firm 1 under each regime establishes the critical market sizes for firm 1 to become
the monopolist, as per Definition 1.
Definition Denote aJ, ac, aJc the critical market sizes, such that for markets larger
than these, firm 1 becomes the monopolist in regimes J, c, Jc respectively.
The following sections describe these critical values with respect to each regime in
more detail, in order to establish the policy measures, profits and welfare under each coop-
erational regime.
Joint Welfare Maximisation (Type 1)
Under the constant marginal costs assumption, for the joint welfare maximisation, as
already observed, the firm with the lowest cost will prevail as the monopolist. If decreasing
marginal costs are introduced in the analysis, the rate of this decrease is essential in the
establishment of the outcome. Therefore, when dx < d2, the conditions for firm 1 to be the
monopolist in the market are described by the next Proposition, Proposition 10.
Proposition 10 The joint welfare maximisation outcome is the establishment ofa monop¬
olist in the market, that will serve the third market. This monopolist will be: (1) Firm 1,
15 Note that this point provides the critical value of output for increasing returns to scale.
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for a large market, given by a high a, a small cost gap level (ci — cf) and a large rate of
marginal cost decline for country 1, d\ or (2) Firm 2, otherwise.
The threshold value of the market size for firm 1 to become the monopolist in the
market is given by
a>a> = c,- 2HCV C2)
di
Proof. In Appendix B.4 (with focus on (ii)) ■
Therefore, the observation is that for a small market, a high cost asymmetry gap level
and a small rate of the marginal cost curve decline for the firm in country 2, the firm in
country 2 will undertake all production. Essentially, the cost asymmetry gap is great and
although the rate of the MC curve decline is small, the overall effect still leaves the firm in
country 2 as the cost efficient one, thus this becomes the monopolist. If on the other hand,
we have a large market, a small cost gap level and a large rate ofmarginal cost decline for
country 1, the results are reversed and firm 1 undertakes all production.16
The following table summarises the obtained levels of subsidies, output, profits and
welfare when in the first case firm 1 or in the second case, firm 2 is the monopolist in
the market. Column 1 describes the firm that is the monopolist in the market, column 2
provides the policy measures for both firms under each of the two cases, column 3, the
16 Note that for these particular values of the parameters, the non negativity constaints for positive production
imposed by firms in stage 2 also hold:
Qi h o
=> 6S2 — (26 + d,2)si >z ab — 26cj + bc<2 + ad2 — cjc^
Q{ h 0
=>• 6si — (26 + dfs2 h ab — 26c2 + bc\ + ad\ — C2cfi
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output levels, column 4 the profits levels and finally column 5 the welfare levels.
Monopolist Subsidies Output Profits Welfare
Firm 1









































(Table 4: Joint Welfare Maximisation)
The observation is therefore, that in both cases, the policymakers identify the lowest
cost firm, and set the measures in such a way that the high cost firm is taxed to be driven off
the market, and the cost efficient firm undertakes all production, with a zero policy measure.
This is the case as no further policy measure is required, in the absence of consumers.
Coproduction (Type 2)
Agreements on coproduction, as introduced in section 2.3.3, are based on the assump¬
tion that the lowest cost firm will undertake all production, hence serving all the markets.
The cost advantage of the two firms defined through the market size yields the optimal
choice for the monopolist to undertake all production under the coproduction regime. Thus
for d\ < d2, we have:
Proposition 11 Firm 1 is the lowest cost firm and therefore the monopolist under a co-
production agreementfor a market size a > ac.
Proof. In Appendix B.5 ■
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Following the analysis described in equations 2.58-2.82 yields the following levels
of subsidisation, profits and welfare, as summarised in Table 5:
Monopolist Subsidies Profits Welfare
Firm 1





















Joint welfare Maximisation with Coproduction (Type 3)
As mentioned above, the choice of the producing monopoly firm for decreasing mar¬
ginal costs is more complicated than the case of constant marginal costs. Thus, using the
same decreasing cost assumption described by Equation 2.5, the following proposition,
yields the optimal levels ofmarket size for the choice of the monopolist.
Proposition 12 Firm 1 is the lowest cost producer and thus is chosen as the monopolist
firm under a joint welfare maximisation with coproduction agreement when a > aJc.
Proof. In Appendix B.5 ■
Following the analysis described in equations 2.83-2.98 yields the following levels
of subsidisation, profits and welfare, as summarised in Table 6:
Monopolist Subsidies Profits Welfare
Firm 1 (for a > afc~) s(c + s{c = 0 rxJc _ (a-cr)211 2(26+di) T\rJc — (a-ci)2yy 2(2b+d1)
Firm 2 (for O < U^c) s{c + s{c = 0 TiJc _ (a—c2)211 2(26+<i2) U/Jc _ (a-c2)2yy 2(2b+d2)
(Table 6: Joint Welfare Maximisation with Coproduction)
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Cooperational Agreements Summary and Comparison
Table 7 provides a summary of the profit and welfare rankings:
Market size Regime Monopolist Profit Ranking Welfare Ranking
J Firm 1




nJ = uJc > rr wJ = WJc > Wc







IIJ > IT > UJc or*
uJ > nJc > rr
WJ >WC> WJc or*
WJ > wJc > wc
*depending on the rates diand d2
J Firm 1




uJ > UJc > JJC WJ > WJc > Wc
J Firm 2




nJ = nJc > nc WJ = WJc > Wc
(Table 7: Cooperational Profit Ranking)
Therefore the descriptions the previous sections can be summarised by the following propo¬
sition:
Proposition 13 Ifd\ > (f, firm 2 is the cost efficientfirm and thus will be the monopolist
regardless ofthe market size and the cooperational regime. Theprofit and welfare rankings
are:
nJ = nJc > Uc
wJ = wJc > wc
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Ifd\ < g?2, the cost efficient market structure depends on the size of the market and
the regime.
Proof. In Appendix B.6 ■
The most important observation derived from table 7, is the fact that in the two cases
where either firm 1 or firm 2 is the monopolist in the market, both for profit and welfare
levels, the rankings coinside. In the cases, however, where for a particular market size,
different cooperational regimes lead to differentmonopoly firms, then the ranking no longer
involves equality and thus Jc and J do not provide the same profit and welfare levels. This
stems from the fact that, as seen in appendix 6, the comparison between profits or welfare
under these two particular regimes will differ due to the cost asymmetry. Particularly, for
ac > a > aJc > aJ, the relative values of the decreasing element of the cost function d\
and d2, will establish whether Jc is preferred to c, for both profits and welfare.
Cooperative vs Non Co-operative outcomes
In order for the ranking to be completed, there is the neccesity to also compare the
above results to the non cooperative outcomes. Table 8 in Appendix B.7 provides a sum¬
mary of the rankings. The observation is that if di > d2, firm 2 is the cost efficient firm
and thus will be the monopolist regardless of the market size and the cooperational regime.
The profit rankings depend on the relative value of d2 and will display higher levels of non
cooperational profits compared to the cooperative ones when d2 is low and higher cooper¬
ative levels compared to the non cooperative ones otherwise. If d\ < d2. the cost efficient
market structure depends on the size of the market and the regime. Once more however
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the ranking depends on the relative values of d\ and d2, and the size of the market. As in
the above case, higher levels of non cooperational profits compared to the cooperative ones
exists when d\ is low and higher cooperative levels compared to the non cooperative ones
otherwise.
Proposition 14 establishes the rankings between cooperative and non cooperative
profits, depending on the values of the two decreasing rate parameters, d,\ and d2l which,
along with the market size, play a defining role in the ranking. Therefore:
Proposition 14 Ifd\ > d2, firm 2 is the cost efficient firm and thus will be the monopo¬
list. The profit rankings depend on the relative value of d2 . For low d2 higher levels of
non cooperational profits compared to the cooperative ones are observed andfor high d2
otherwise.
Ifd\ < d2, the cost efficient market structure depends on the size of the market and
the regime. Once more however the ranking depends on the relative values ofd\ and d2,
and the size of the market. As in the above case, low d\ leads to higher levels of non
cooperationalprofits compared to the cooperative ones and high d,\ to lower.
Proof. In Appendix B.7 ■
Turning the analysis to the welfare rankings, Table 9 in Appendix B.8 provides a
summary of the welfare rankings. The observation from this is that if d\ > d2, firm 2 is
the cost efficient firm and thus will be the monopolist regardless of the market size and
the co-operational regime. The rankings will display higher levels of cooperational welfare
compared to the non cooperative, for all market size levels and for all variations of the
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d2 parameter. If d\ < d2, the cost efficient market structure depends on the size of the
market and the regime. The rankings will display higher levels of cooperational welfare
compared to the non cooperative, for all market size levels and for all variations of the d2
parameter. Proposition 15 provides a summary of the behaviour of the welfare levels under
each regime.
Proposition 15 Ifd\ > d2, firm 2 is the cost efficientfirm and thus will be the monopolist.
Cooperational welfare levels are always greater than non cooperational levels.
Ifd\ < d2, the cost efficient market structure depends on the size of the market and
the regime. Cooperational welfare levels are always greater than non cooperational levels.
Proof. In Appendix B.8 ■
The rankings of both cooperative and non cooperative profits therefore show that
the relative value of the decreasing factor defines these, as the higher the value of this
parameter, the lower the non cooperative profits compared to the cooperative ones. This
can be attributed to the fact that cost synergies, realised mainly through the decreasing
element of the cost function, can be exploited more efficiently by a monopolist, rather than
a duopoly where one firm is more cost efficient. In welfare terms, the observation is the that
the decreasing element does not influence the outcome, and therefore, non cooperational
welfare levels will always be lower than the cooperational ones.
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2.3.6 Comparison Constant Versus Decreasing Marginal Costs
The comparison is based on the profits and welfare levels when no consumption takes
place in the two producing countries, under both cost regimes. The main observation when
these regimes are compared is the fact that production rationalisation, where the lowest
cost firm undertakes all production, is the outcome of the joint welfare maximisation for
both constant and decreasing marginal costs. When, either firm 1 or firm 2 is the sole
producer, serving all markets, low values of the decreasing element of the cost function
lead to the same profit ranking, where the non co-operational profits are higher than all the
co-operational levels (II^ > IIJ = IIJc > IP). For high values of the decreasing element,
however, the co-operational profits, where one firm becomes the monopolist and thus can
exploit the full benefits from the cost synergy, will be greater than the non co-operational
ones (nJ = nJc > IP > nw). In a similar manner, when firm 1 is the cost efficient
firm, under certain market size levels and for some of the co-operational regimes and firm
2 under other regimes, the observation is that the above conclusion holds, in terms of the
comparison between 11^° and the cooperative profits. The difference stems only in the
ranking of the cooperative profit levels, as when firm 1 is the monopolist under J and c and
firm 2 under Jc, then IIJ is the highest level, however the choice between nJc and IP can
go in either direction.
In terms ofwelfare, the rankings under the constant and the decreasing marginal costs
do not change and therefore, WJ = lPJc > Wc > WNC, implying that non cooperative
outcomes are not preferred by the policy makers, as the high subsidy bills lead to lower
overall welfare levels.
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2.4 Concluding Remarks
The aim of the analysis undertaken above was to examine any potential cooperational
schemes that could arise in a strategic trade policy framework as introduced by Brander
and Spencer [8] when the two rival countries differ in their production costs.
Three cases were examined, one in which the governments decide to cooperatively
maximise their objective functions and thus set the subsidies at lower levels than those
prevailing in the non cooperational case. The two remaining cases involve the effort of
firms to cooperate and in this way create a single international monopoly, and the decision
of governments to either not cooperate or jointly maximise their objective functions to set
their optimal protectionist measures. In both cases, these turn out to be taxes, as the firms
deviate from their roles as national champions.
A linear case approximation, both for the case of constant and decreasing marginal
costs was adopted in order to examine the ranking in terms ofwelfare and profit levels for
each potential level of cost asymmetry and consumption level.
Firstly, under both the cases of constant and decreasing marginal costs, the joint wel¬
fare maximisation regime leads to the establishment of the lowest cost firm as a monopolist
serving all the markets. Welfare rankings are not altered when we move from the constant
to the decreasing marginal cost regime, and cooperative regimes lead to greater welfare
levels, relative to the non cooperative ones.
Also, in terms of profit rankings, in general, under both regimes, non cooperative
profits are greater than the co-operational ones. Particularly for the constant marginal costs
regime, fl^0 is greater than the co-operational profits, both for the case where no inward
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consumption takes place and when country 2 consumes total production. In the case, how¬
ever, where country 1 consumes all production, then the raking ofprofits takes the following
form: UNC = UJ = UJc > IF.
Thus the examination has allowed us to rank both profit and welfare levels and we
are lead to the conclusion that governments will always prefer any form of co-operational
agreement to setting their policy measures non cooperatively, whereas the firms will always
prefer that non cooperative regimes, as these lead to the setting of higher levels of policy
measures and therefore profits.
Chapter 3




UNCTAD in its 2009 investment report [74] highlights the effect of the recent economic cri¬
sis on global FDI flows. The foreign investment scene has undergone significant changes,
as for 2008 the share of global FDI flows towards developing and transition economies in¬
creased, while the FDI flows towards developed countries declined. The choice of FDI
mode by multinational corporations has also been affected by the crisis. The 2009 report
states that although greenfield investments appeared resistant in 2008, they were affected
negatively in a significant way in the following year. Cross-border mergers and M&As
declined both in 2008 and 2009, however UNCTAD expects a recovery in the coming
years. This is in contrast to the findings of the 2006 report [73], where for the year 2005
the great increase in FDI flow was attributed to mergers and acquisitions and the greenfield
investment level declined. European and global M&As for 2005 displayed an increase of
40%. The 2009 report mentions that cross border deals for Europe declined by 56%.
These changes in the foreign investment landscape lead to modifications of the poli¬
cies adopted both on a national and an international level. The same report for 2009 gives an
account of altogether favourable trends for FDI during the crisis (2008 and 2009), mainly
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through changes in tax regimes and FDI favourable measures aiming to promote invest¬
ment. However, as the report states 'there are also signs that some countries have begun
to discriminate against foreign investors and/or their products in a 'hidden' way using gaps
in international regulations' ; forms of 'covert' protectionism have emerged, examples of
which include favouring ofproducts with high 'domestic' content in government procure¬
ment.
The above paragraph emphasizes the role the policy maker has to play in the choice
of the entry mode a multinational firm will adopt when wishing to gain access in its market.
The setting of a policy measure may increase or decrease the attractiveness of the firm's
optimal entry mode. Motivated by the above observation, the following chapterwill look at
the potential incentives of a host country's government to offer policy measures in an effort
to influence the entry mode decision of a foreign firm.
Nocke and Yeaple [64] suggest that 'it would be interesting to compute the welfare
implications ofvarious policy experiments, such as restrictions on cross-border acquisitions
or greenfield FDI'.
The main idea explored in this chapter ofmy thesis evolves around the choice of en¬
try mode by a firm wishing to enter a market, in the presence of information asymmetry.
The domestic firms in the host market have full information regarding the market demand,
whereas the entering firm does not. It is only able to obtain this information when its entry
mode choice involves the acquisition of an already existing firm in the market. This same
analysis was first introduced by Qiu and Zhou [68], who analyze the incentives for the cre¬
ation of cross border mergers under the existence of informational asymmetry. When a
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foreign firm wishes to enter a host market, it may choose brownfield investment, as this al¬
lows the elimination of the informational asymmetry. The model described in this chapter
differs from the Qiu and Zhou model, not only in the possible entry model options, which
include Greenfield investment, acquisition and exports, but also in the government inter¬
vention, when the host policy maker wishes to influence the entry mode choice, when the
firm opts for entry through one of the possible entry mode options.
The following analysis consists of a review of the relevant literature in Section 3.2,
followed by the description ofthe assumptions and model set up in Section 3.3. Sections 3.4
and 3.5 provide the analysis under the symmetric and asymmetric information conditions
respectively. The optimal policy measures and the equilibrium derivations are undertaken
in Section 3.6. Section 3.7 concludes. Appendix C provides supporting proofs.
3.2 Literature Review
The literature on international market entry by Multinational Enterprises (MNEs) focuses
on various parameters that may influence the entry, such as the potential entrymode options
available and policy measures adopted.
Some of the most seminal papers, closely related to the topic of my analysis have
been written by Horstmann and Markusen [45],[46],[47],[48]. The following paragraphs
give an overview of those models closest to the topics of this chapter's research.
Horstmann and Markusen (H&M) [45] analyze the decision of a multinational firm
on its entry mode, mainly focusing however, on what Harzing [41] would describe as non
equity entry modes. Harzing [41] distinguishes between the acquisition and licensing based
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on type of equity; licensing is considered to be a 'non-equity' type of entry mode, whereas
the acquisition of a firm that is already operating in the host market is an equity option, and
the foreign firm becomes the owner of the local company. The entry mode options in the
H&M model originally include Greenfield investment or serving through the licensing of
the production to an existing domestic to the host market firm but later allow for exporting.
Compared to the options introduced for the analysis of this chapter ofmy thesis, it can be
observed that although the first two options are identical to the ones used in Horstmann
and Markusen, the licensing option resembles, but is not exactly the same as the option
of acquisition used in the model described in the following analysis. Essentially, in this
chapter, two of the options involve ownership of a locally operating firm ( Greenfield FDI
and acquisition) and are therefore equity based and only one non equity option (exporting).
This is in contrast to the model by H&M, which presents two non equity (exporting and
licencing) and one equity option (Greenfiled FDI). Horstmann and Markusen aim to explore
the theory of knowledge based firm specific asset transfer and focus on potential issues
arising from the 'public goods' 17 property of assets, particularly knowledge based ones,
during their transfer. The reputation of the MNE associated with the maintanance of high
product quality, through its production technology is considered as the transferrable asset.
This is transferred to a market characterised by information asymmetry in the form of
costly supervision of the licensee. The multinational firm, using this technology-asset has
the ability to produce both high and low quality products, while the host country firms are
only able to produce low quality products. If licensing is chosen as the entry mode, there is
17 As Horstmann and Markusen [45] mention this property is related to the fact that some assets can be
'supplied to additional production facilities at a very low cost'.
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a risk associated with the maintenance of the reputation of the multinational as the producer
of the high quality product, which can be mitigated through either costly incentives paid to
the licensee or the set up of a fully owned subsidiary in the host market. FDI as the entry
mode choice allows for the transfer of the asset without the risk of a reduction in the product
quality. In the absence ofpotential cost advantages linked with the operation of a licensee,
such as economies of scope, the optimal entry mode choice for the foreign firm is FDI, as
the requirement for incentives to be given to the licensee for quality maintenance makes
licencing too costly. When gains can be realized through licensing, then other factors,
such as the market size, the level of the economies of scope, will also affect the mode
choice. It should be noted that there is similarity to the model described in the following
sections, in that, when the local firm has a knowledge advantage over the entering firm,
the decision depends on a number of factors, including the cost level, the number of host
country operating firms, the market size, as seen in later sections.
The option of exporting is also introduced in the model as an alternative to other
forms of foreign activities, however, to enable this extension the authors introduce an as¬
sumption of demand growth. The main difference in this setting, compared to the follow¬
ing analysis, is the fact that the model Horstmann and Markusen present is dynamic and
involves a number of periods of production. Thus time enters in the analysis and is a sig¬
nificant measure in defining the optimal entry mode. The Horstmann and Markusen [45]
model concludes that 'as the market size changes, the MNE may switch from FDI to licens¬
ing or from exporting to some form of foreign operations. However, the MNE will never
switch from licensing to FDI'.
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Horstmann and Markusen [45] also analyze the role of the government and the in¬
centives it may have to use particular measures to affect the outcome of the firm's decision.
The examination of trade policy measures is based on the assumption that the marginal cost
is the same under both the licensing and the FDI option, whereas the marginal cost in the
case of exporting is higher as a result of the existence of transportation costs. Note that the
main difference with my model is the fact that all the featured measures are based on re¬
stricting the use of a particular entry mode whereas we look at how particular measures are
used to influence the switch from one entry mode to another. One can perceive the mea¬
sures in this paper as more direct; if the host government would not want FDI to be chosen,
it ensures that this is the case through banning the particular option. The measures that are
used in the following analysis are less direct; the firm still has the option of a choice be¬
tween its optimal entry mode and that of the government depending on the actual level of
the measure used. In their model, when FDI is banned, licensing improves welfare com¬
pared to exporting as the host country both captures rents that would otherwise accrue to
the multinational and the price of the good does not change. When importing is banned,
through the setting of a sufficiently high tariff, the welfare of the host country increases
more if licencing is chosen rather than FDI. When taxation is used, as a penalizing tool,
then a profits tax on FDI improves welfare if it does not create a mode switch to exporting.
Licensing will imply that some of the profits will be captured by the host country. If FDI
production output is taxed, there are two conflicting effects for the host country welfare;
one is the deadweight loss from the marginal cost increase and thus the decrease of output
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and the second is the tax payment captured by the host government. The effect on the host
country welfare depends on the extend of the two effects, should FDI be chosen.
Similarly, Horstmann and Markusen [48] aim to analyse the endogenous determi¬
nation of the market structure in a host country, through the plant location choice by the
potential MNE entrant, in addition to the effect of trade policies adopted, to the endogenous
market structure. A two country framework is adopted, allowing the existence of 'at most
two firms in the relevant markets, one from each country', assumed to have access to identi¬
cal technologies and costs. As in the previously discussed paper by the same authors, firms
incur both firm and plant specific costs when first entering the market, however, should the
firm wish to set up any additional plants then it only has to forgo the plant specific costs.
A main deviation from the previous model analyzed by the same authors is the existence
of identical constant marginal costs for both countries and the firm operating; additionally,
should a firm choose to serve a market through exports, then it has to incur a transporta¬
tion cost. The two options available to the firms for entry in a market is the set up of a new
plant (FDI) or exporting; they also have the option of no entry. The model refers to a two
stage game; stage one involves the choice by the firm between no entry, exporting (serv¬
ing both countries from one plant) and Greenfield FDI (building plants in both countries).
In stage two, the two firms make their production choice as Cournot duopolists. They em¬
ploy particular numerical examples in order to demonstrate the likely structure outcomes,
which prove the existence of a relationship between the firm and plant specific costs and
the equilibrium market structure. Simulation has been used to define the different bound¬
ary conditions for the emergence of each market structure, followed by comparative statics
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analysis. This resembles the analysis of this chapter ofmy thesis where the relationship be¬
tween the main variables involved, namely the transportation and the Greenfield cost etc.
will define the equilibrium outcome. Through a simple simulation exercise the following
model also seeks to establish how changes in the variable values, affect the game outcome.
H&M distinguish between the plant specific cost (G) paid for every new plant established
and the firm specific cost (F) incured once, related to the firm specific asset. The results
ofHorstmann and Markusen [48] can be summarized in the following; for an exogenously
given level of the transportation cost, multinational activity increases and therefore both
firms operate plants in both countries, when the firm specific cost (F) is high relative to
the plant cost (G). When the firm specific cost (F) exceeds a certain threshold, then a
monopoly MNE arises, operating two plants and one firm does not enter. If on the other
hand the plant specific cost (G) is higher relative to the firm specific cost (F), exporting is
chosen as the equilibrium entry mode, and similarly to the previous situation, if the plant
cost is sufficiently high, then asymmetric monopoly MNEs arise.
Following the firm choice setting, M&H [48] turn their focus on the welfare impact
of these decisions. Similar simulation techniques reveal that Pareto optimality is reached
when both firms operate two plants, one in each country and this structure is superior
to the exporting outcome. Following their welfare analysis, they examine the effect of
trade policy measures such as tariff or production tax/subsidies when the market structure
is endogenous. Their analysis shows that small alterations in the tax levels can lead to
substantial welfare changes as they may be mode switch inducing, therefore altering the
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market structure. They conclude that manipulating the market structure through the setting
of different policy measures can serve as a tool ofpublic policy in itself.
Therefore, in Markusen and Horstmann [48], the introduction ofa policymeasure can
lead to a change in the market structure through a change in the entry mode and in this way
affect the profit and welfare levels. Similarly, in this chapter ofmy thesis, when the number
of entry options increase to three, as the brownfield investment option is included, the
market structure can be affected, when the government of the host country sets intervening
measures. Numerical examples are used to define the equilibrium outcomes, when the
government provides incentives for a switch from the firm's optimal to the government's
optimal entry model.
Firm specific assets leading to ownership advantages that a MNE can exploit when
entering in a host market, are analyzed by Horstmann and Markusen [47], These, mainly
knowledge- based assets, create cost advantages for the multinational, which can be ex¬
ploited when entering a new market. The model described in this paper involves the cre¬
ation of an asset that leads to multi-plant economies of scale for the firm. In my model, I do
not focus on the characteristics leading to the cost advantage of entering firm, but rather, in
line with Albornoz et al [1], I assume that it has a cost advantage that it can transfer when
entering the foreign market, even under an acquisition framework. It can be however ar¬
gued that this advantage is a result of the ownership of transferable asset as in Horstmann
and Markusen. In my model, I include a general cost of opening a new plant in the new
market, denoted by G, whereas H&M [48] ,[47] base their model in the distinction be¬
tween the plant specific cost (G) and the firm specific cost (F) related to the firm specific
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asset. The firm only incurs the F cost once, but will incur the G cost every time it sets
up a new plant. Note that, as I am describing a case where the n firms in the host mar¬
ket are already operating and the foreign firm has been operating in its own market, there
is only requirement for the plant set up cost if the firm chooses to enter through FDI. This
can be perceived as a situation where the F cost has already been incurred in the past and
has led to the cost advantage for the MNE. Note that the H&M [47] model allows for more
than one producer operating in the foreign country (host), compared to my assumption of a
monopolist MNE, and the model examines potential entry through exporting or Greenfield
FDI. Both these options are used in my model. The paper examines the welfare of the host
country (foreign) and the home country (MNE country of origin). In terms of the home
firm (MNE), it is always preferable for the firm to enter the host market, either through FDI
or exporting rather than not to enter at all. The host country may find that there are gains
from the operation of a multinational firm; this is observed when its market is too small to
support a domestic firm. Also, when there is sufficient competition in the host market to
ensure that the multinational, does not hold too much monopoly power, as a result of its
cost advantage and the price of the good is reduced. The MNE can potentially lead to loses
for the host market, if its entrance drives out a profitable firm in the host market.
The analysis does not include the examination of the potential role the government
may play in the choice of an entry mode for the MNE. The potential losses for the host
country could be reversed should the policy maker choose incentivisation measures, as
examined in this chapter ofmy work.
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Horstmann and Markusen [46] construct a model that allows for the emergence of an
MNE as an equilibrium phenomenon, by endogenising the MNE entry decision, based on
production and transportation technology conditions. The assumptions for the analysis are
similar to the above described model by the same authors, with time playing a significant
role in the equilibrium outcome. All firms make entry decisions based solely on host-
country demand and a number of further simplifying assumptions allow for the examination
only of situations where the entry of a multinational firm creates competition between the
multinational firm and local host- country producers. The first of the two cases examined
here allows for a demand high enough to support the set-up of only one plant in the host
market, whereas the second allows at most two plants. In the second part they assume
a large number of host country producers that have access to the same technology as the
MNE.
The main point of the model is the establishment of time thresholds for the entry
choice decision. In the H&M [46] model, the host country will be served by theMNE either
through exports or Greenfield FDI but not through the acquisition of a domestically owned
firm, as this option is not considered. The entry mode chosen is in this model dependent on
the entry time; the time of investment as well as the magnitudes of the parameters involved
namely the Greenfield investment cost G the firm cost F and the transport cost s define the
strategy chosen, as these define the potential switch time from one entry mode to another.
The analysis concludes that an MNE will enter a market through a plant set-up when the
export cost and the firm specific cost are large enough compared to plant economies of
scale.
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The model analyzed in this chapter of my thesis is closely related to two papers in
the merger literature, namely Albornoz et al [1] which focuses on the entry decision of
firms, when the two options for international operation is greenfield investment or mergers
and acquisitions and Qiu and Zhou [68] that examine the potential of information mergers
when the host country market is characterized by informational asymmetry.
Albornoz et al [1] analyze the role of government policy in the effort of countries
to attract FDI. There has been a rapid increase in the level of FDI both greenfield and
M&A, with the latter being more prominent. Essentially the paper analyses the effect of a
subsidy for greenfield investment on the choice of entry mode and in particular the mode
entry change from acquisition to greenfield FDI. A three country model is used, where two
counties are members of a potential partnership in a preferential trade agreement and the
third is 'a foreign country from outside the region', wishing to enter this through serving
one of the two other countries. The potential willingness of the governments to provide
measures that would affect the entry decision of the firm is examined in this analysis. Firstly
the paper focuses on the case of intervention by only one of the two governments that may
attract FDI, but in later sections the examination is turned to the analysis of the potential
subsidy competition among the countries that compete to attract FDI. Depending on the
level of the fixed cost for greenfield FDI, it is established that when this cost is low in
value, a situation resembling a Prisoner's dilemma emerges. This implies that countries are
better off without intervention, however they continue to provide policy measures. They
also show that trade integration may increase harmful subsidy competition. Albornoz et al
[1] introduce the provision of lump sum subsidies by the government of the countries that
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wish to attract MNEs, assuming that two countries will compete for Greenfield investment
and examine the potential for subsidy competition depending on the Greenfield cost that
the MNE will have to incur when entering a market. The analysis contrasts acquisition and
Greenfield FDI as the two entry mode options. The welfare function of the country will
define the optimal measure provided, as a result of the comparison between the welfare
derived when one entry mode is chosen over another. The assumption is that subsidies
will only be provided for Greenfield investment and thus the optimal measures prove to be
functions of the Greenfield FDI cost, given by F. For the subsidy competition, a number
of threshold values for the fixed cost F are derived, that assist in the analysis over the
prevailing equilibria in the game. As the authors describe 'to be able to characterize the
prevailing equilibrium for given social and private preferences over investment types, we
must specify the amount of fixed costs incurred by a greenfield investor'. In an analysis
that resembles the one in this chapter ofmy thesis the authors, using backward induction,
derive the optimal subsidy measures the policy maker is willing to provide as functions
of the fixed Greenfield costs and then rate the potential prevailing equilibria contingent
to the fixed cost. Four equilibria are identified, two of which involve intervention in the
form ofGreenfield investment subsisisation, and two where no intervention takes place. In
the latter cases, the governments do not intervene to affect the entry decision outcome, as
they do not value Greenfield investment enough to incur the expenditure associated with it.
Depending on the level of the fixed cost the following conclusions are reached; low fixed
costs imply that subsidy competition leads to decreased welfare and 'subsidy expenditure is
clearly a pure transfer of social surplus from the region to the multinational'. As the value
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of F increases, acquisition proves to be the most profitable entry mode for the firm and
thus the ability of the government to compensate for a switch ofmode will be decreased.
Even greater values of F lead to one of the two governments not finding it profitable to
provide a subsidy and therefore only one country will intervene. When fixed costs exceed
the highest threshold defined in the analysis, then the no intervention equilibrium prevails
and therefore no subsidy competition takes place.
Qiu and Zhou [68] examine the incentives underlying international merger formation,
based on gains from information sharing. Focusing on the case of informational asymme¬
try, they conclude that a 'merger in a Cournot oligopoly is more profitable if the merging
firms have asymmetric information about market demand than if they have symmetric in¬
formation'. They use however, only mergers as the potential entry mode in a market. This
chapter ofmy thesis extends their analysis, aiming to examine the effect of the introduction
of two more entry options, namely Greenfield investment and exporting on the entry mode
choice of the multinational firm and the incentives of the host country government to influ¬
ence this choice. The analysis of the Qiu and Zhou [68] paper is based on the concept that
a local firm is better informed about the conditions in the local market, in comparison to
a foreign firm. In the model analyzed, one foreign firm wishes to enter a market, where n
domestic firms operate; these firms are fully informed of the demand conditions in the mar¬
ket and the foreign firm can only succeed in obtaining this information through a merger
with one of the local firms. A two stage game is examined, with stage one consisting of the
choice of one domestic firm and the foreign firm to merge and stage two describes the out¬
put setting decision in the market al'a Cournot. When the choice of the merger takes place,
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this can take the form of only information sharing or information sharing and output co¬
ordination. The former type ofmerger is profitable overall, and thus information sharing
facilitates mergers, whereas in the latter case, the mergerwill only be profitable under a suf¬
ficiently differentiated product framework. When examining the effect ofmergers on the
welfare, non merging firm's profits and consumers surplus, the findings can be summarized
in the following: sufficient product differentiation leads to the non-merging firm's profits
reduction in the presence of a merger, however, total industry profits, consumers' surplus
and social welfare are increased. In terms of anti-trust policies, 'when demand uncertainty
is large and market competition is intense, international mergers should be encouraged be¬
cause they are privately unprofitable but socially desirable. Under the opposite conditions,
international mergers should be discouraged because firms have incentives to merge, but
such mergers reduce social welfare'. My model uses the general framework that Qiu and
Zhou [68] have introduced, in terms of formulating and treating demand uncertainty under
a merger.
Research in the field of international entry modes can take various directions vary¬
ing from empirical work examining parameters that influence the decision of firms to the
analysis of intervention measures used by governments in order to attract greenfield invest¬
ment or protect their market from any potential entry possibility. Some of these analyses
are summarized in the following paragraphs.
A paper that treats cross border acquisitions not as perfect substitutes, which is the
general consensus, but rather as imperfect substitutes is that ofNocke and Yeaple [64]. Firm
characteristics are shown to differentiate the entry mode choice and therefore the two entry
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mode options are not perfect substitutes. The level of the country's development defines
the optimal entry mode, with acquisition being more prominent the higher the development
of the country. In relation to the entering firm's efficiency, the higher the cost advantage
of the entering firm the higher the probability of greenfield investment be chosen as the
optimal entry mode. In their analysis, Nocke and Yeaple [64] propose the examination of
policy implications, for example any potential restrictions on M&As, which bring 'less'
to the host country compared to greenfield FDI. The latter leads to the creation of a new
establishment, whereas the cross-border acquisition simply involves a change of ownership
of local production. This chapter ofmy thesis aims to explore this suggestion, in examining
the possible incentivisation techniques the policy maker can adopt in an effort to affect
the entry mode choice of the foreign firm, should this be different than the host country
preferred option, in terms ofwelfare maximization.
Empirics andparameters
A number ofparameters influences the entry decision, such as the size of the market.
When greenfield FDI and acquisitions are treated as the only two potential entry modes,
Ferrett [32], [33] has shown that the size of the market is indeed a crucial factor for the entry
mode choice. Ferrett [32] analyses the decision of firms to engage in greenfield FDI or an
acquisition, when R&D can influence the production cost of the rival firm and concludes
that in medium size markets, acquisition (or brownfield) FDI will be the dominant choice of
entry mode, whereas in large markets, greenfield FDI will prevail as the entry mode when
the sunk cost associated with the set up of a new plant is not too large. If the entering firm
was using exporting to serve the market, then in a segmented markets model, the increase
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in the transport cost/ tariff associated with exports creates additional incentives for tariff
jumping FDI. Similarly, in Ferett [33], entry deterrence via greenfield FDI in 'intermediate
sized' markets is examined. For greenfield investment to arise, two conditions must be met:
(1) the entry markets must be sufficiently large and (2) sufficiently small plant costs must
exist. Relative to the greenfield FDI, acquisition FDI is a soft response by incumbents to
the entry threat: 'in intermediate sized markets acquisition FDI provokes, but greenfield
FDI deters, entry' (page 15).
The level of growth of the market the firms wish to enter can also be included as a
definitive factor in the choice of the mode. Calderon et al [10] in their empirical paper,
show that the growth of a country can be a factor that attracts FDI in general, when it
proceeds M&As and Greenfield investment. In industrialized countries greenfield FDI can
lead to domestic investment, which in turn can result to cross-border mergers. The model
also shows that an increase in the M&As can be followed by greenfield investment, so the
M&A boom can be succeeded by more investment decisions. The same results are derived
even with a different database consisting of a smaller number of industrialized countries
and a smaller number of developing countries in Calderon et al [11].
Entry modes options
The aim of this chapter ofmy thesis is to add to the literature a comparison between
three potential entry mode options. So far few models directly compare exports, acquisi¬
tions and greenfield FDI. Rather one of the three options is treated as exogenous and the
two remaining options are contrasted for the derivation of the optimal entry strategy. One
example of a deviation from this norm is the paper by Buckley and Casson [9] in which
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they endeavour the comparison of all potential modes of entry, ranging from acquisition
and greenfield FDI to subcontracting and franchising. This comparison includes all vari¬
ables that are considered to play a role in defining the entry mode choice of a firm, such as
location costs and the country's market structure. The concluding remarks made by the au¬
thors show that as expected, transport cost increases make the choice of production in the
host market more favourable, and that the market structure is crucial for the entry mode de¬
cision; local capacity increases and competition is strengthened when greenfield investment
is chosen, whereas entry through acquisition does not affect the number of firms operating
in the market, and thus does not have an impact on competition per se. This result provides
an explanation for the incentives that the host country government offers to attract green¬
field FDI and/or restrict access to the market through acquisitions. Tax incentives may be
provided and the policy maker may bargain over subsidization with the potential entrant,
in exchange for commitments for increases in the local value added , described also as
'job creation'. My model specifically examines the incentives which the policy maker may
employ to enable this influencing move.
When only acquisition and greenfield investment are considered, for entry in a market
where a cost asymmetric duopoly operates the actual production cost level will define the
optimal firm decision, as shown by Gorg [37]. In more detail, the three options for the
entrant can be described as: (1) acquisition of the low cost firm, (2) acquisition of the
high cost firm and (3) entering through greenfield investment. A significant difference in
the cost differential between the low cost firm and the two remaining firms, the high cost
firm and the foreign entrant, will imply that the optimal choice is greenfield investment.
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Overall, however, the acquisition of the low cost firm may be the preferred entry mode
for intermediate cost differentials. Also, when the the host country welfare is examined,
the conclusion reached is that because of increased competition of a firm entering through
greenfield FDI, welfare is maximum as a result of the positive effect of competition on
consumer's surplus.
Policy instruments to affect entry modes
Matoo, Olarreaga and Saggi [56] examine the potential use of policy measures to
influence the entry mode choice of a foreign firm, when considering the gains from tech¬
nology transfers associated with FDI. In a similar framework to the one adopted in the
analysis of this chapter ofmy thesis, they show that if the entry mode chosen by the firm
is not consistent with the preference of the government, then the adoption ofpolicy restric¬
tions can influence the optimal choice of firms. For a high cost technology transfer, the
government prefers acquisition, whereas the firm would prefer direct entry, so restricting
direct entry would increase welfare for the domestic country. When the cost of transferring
technology for the entering firm is high, then it prefers entry through acquisition, whereas
the policy maker has a preference for direct entry. This is due to the fact that such a move
increases competition and also implies a greater technology transfer on the foreign firm's
part since the creation of a stronger 'strategic' position in the market incentivises the firm
to do so. Governments may have incentives to restrict different modes of foreign firm entry
depending on the industry type.
When examining the literature associated with protectionist measures used and their
effect on entry mode choices, it is observed that the establishment of a production plant in
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the market served by the MNE, as a means of avoiding the protectionist measures set by the
host country, is one of the oldest and most common strategies used by firms and the most
common explanation of the choice of FDI. Blonigen and Fenstra [6] suggest two theories
associated with FDI and its connection to its use as a tactic to avoid protectionist measures;
one is the theory of protection induced FDI, where the threat of protection increases non-
acquisition FDI, but does not affect acquisitions. The second is the theory of tariffjumping,
where 'once protectionist measures are erected to foreign imports, foreign firms invest in
the protectionist country to get beyond the tariffwall'.
Guisinger and Associates [39] suggest the use of tax and other incentives to attract
MNEs or influence their strategic decisions. In our analysis, the extent of the effect of these
incentivisation techniques in the market entry strategic decisions of a firm is examined.
There is particular focus on the potential switch of entry mode as a result of the provision
of these measures.
Government policy measures are also proposed as incentivisation mechanisms in
Chor [15] where subsidies are used as tools to achieve welfare maximization in the host/importing
country. The model suggests the existence of consumption gains associated with the relo¬
cation of production by the MNE to the country it was originally serving through exports,
as prices are lowered as a result of savings on cross border transaction costs. A host govern¬
ment has therefore an incentive to subsidize FDI, as this move will attract the most efficient
of the foreign firms, thus resulting to welfare improvements.
The lobbying effort expended by domestic firms in an effort to achieve protection
against the entry of foreign firms through greenfield investment is examined in Ellingsen
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and Warneryd [30]. Domestic firms lobby for decreased protectionist measures imposed on
imports from foreign firms, in order to reduce the incentives of the foreign MNE to enter the
market through FDI as a tariff jumping strategy. Such a move, however, can be viewed as
a 'subsidy' towards imports. Although the case of protection through direct measures such
as FDI is not examined, as it is more difficult to erect barriers to investment, the analysis of
this chapter ofmy thesis, extents the above analysis to include such measures.
The same entry mode options as in my model are examined by Bjorvatn [5]. In this
analysis, the firm can chose to enter the market through exports, incurring a cost t, through
greenfield investment at a cost F or acquisition, paying an acquisition price. It is shown that
a merger may prove to be profitable, only in the case where entry costs are high. Economic
integration can affect cross border merger profitability through the potential change in the
entry mode of rivals; for example, if the cost associated with exports is reduced then rival
may opt for an acquisition. A change in the entry mode from greenfield to exports reduces
the competitive pressure on the merged firm and thus mergers are more profitable. Also, the
profitability of the alternative to a merger entry modes will also be affected by economic
integration.
Eicher and Kang [29] also focus their analysis on the above mentioned entry modes.
In their paper, the optimal mode ofentry is defined by the level ofcompetition in the market
where the MNE aims to export to, acquire a firm or set its own subsidiary in. For high
competition levels the only firm that is able to survive is the lowest cost one, which will be
the MNE if it enters through greenfield FDI or exports. For intermediate competition levels
the actual amount of the greenfield cost and tariffs will define whether the local firm can
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be driven out of the market. Lastly, in the case ofweak competition levels, both firms may
remain in the market.
Mueller [59] shows that the cost of greenfield investment makes acquisition more
attractive if it is high, but when it exceeds a threshold level, then it makes entry in general
unappealing. If the domestic and foreign firms are characterized by the same technologies,
then acquisition is the preferred entry mode, as it leads to low profit levels for the entrant.
Greenfield is preferred if the market is competitive, if the greenfield cost is low and if the
firms are operating under different technologies. Alternative, if the greenfield cost is high
and reaches the level above which no entry is preferred, if the technologies for the two
firms are similar and if there is intermediate competition in the market, then greenfield
investment is not preferred.
Lastly, in Raff et al [69] the profitability of greenfield investment affects the choice
between a joint venture and a merger, as it determines the outside option of the potential
acquisition target or joint venture partner. The multinational prefers a merger to greenfield
investment if the fixed cost of greenfield investment is sufficiently large. If greenfield in¬
vestment is less profitable than exporting, local firms may refuse to participate in a joint
venture, leaving the multinational to choose betweenM&A and exporting. The acquisition
price in the case of a merger is larger than exporting than with a credible greenfield invest¬
ment threat. The profitability of greenfield investment relative to exporting determines the
outside options for local firms and hence their decision of whether to accept a merger of a
joint venture offer. If greenfield investment is more profitable than exporting, the price the
MNE has to offer to acquire a local firm is reduced so an M&A may be preferred to green-
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field. If the MNE prefers exporting to greenfield investment, a local firm may not accept a
joint venture and the MNE will choose M&A if the trade cost is sufficiently large.
3.3 Assumptions and Model Set Up
The aim of the analysis as mentioned above is the examination of the host country policy
maker's incentives to provide measures to influence the entry mode chosen by a foreign
firm, wishing to enter the market. A number of simplifying assumptions are made at this
point to assist the analysis.
The world is assumed to consist of two countries, the foreign denoted by F and
the host H. The host country contains, and its market is already served by its n locally
owned domestic firms. The foreign country contains a number of firms; the model analyzed
below, aims to analyze the entry decision of one of these foreign firms, and so for the
purposes of this analysis the foreign entrant is considered to be a monopolist, without loss
ofgenerality. Therefore attention is focused on the host market which can be seen as served
by n domestic firms and the potential entrant, the foreign monopolist. Cost symmetry
is assumed in the host market, where firms produce with a constant marginal cost c.The
foreign firm is assumed to have a lower marginal cost, than the other host country firms,
here taking the value of zero (cp = 0) and can transfer this cost advantage to any plant it
chooses to acquire or build in the host market. This lower marginal cost for the potential
MNE can be attributed, as Horstmann and Markusen suggest [47], to the existence of firm-
specific assets closely related related to the concept of ownership advantage.
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The model will be considered as a three stage game. In stage 1, the government
provides lump sum subsidies, in order to maximize its welfare, when the optimal choice
of the firm differs from the optimal government choice. The setting of these measures is
done through the comparison of the welfare in the case where the government entry option
is chosen and the case where the firm chooses its optimal mode in the absence of any
intervention. The government is willing to provide a policy measure up to the point where
it becomes indifferent to the option chosen.
In the second stage, the foreign firm chooses how to supply the host country mar¬
ket. Assessing the policy measure it would be receiving from the foreign government to
induce it to a mode switch, the firm establishes whether it would optimize its choice by en¬
tering the market according to the wishes of the government. The options it faces include
exporting, which would imply production in its own country, and incurring a transport cost
t,Greenfield investment, which requires the set up of a new plant in the host country at a
cost G. This is randomly set by nature and takes values from interval [0, G\. This analysis
aims to focus on the incentivisation mechanisms provided by the government wishing to
alter the entry mode option of the firm, when this option is not welfare enhancing. There¬
fore we will not concentrate on situations when the firm will not wish to enter the market.
As this is the case, the simplifying assumption is made, that there exists a G above which
the firm does not find profitable to enter the market and for later use G < G < G < G,
where G and G the threshold values for no entry choice of the firm for the asymmetric and
symmetric cases respectively. Thus the analysis will focus on the interval [0, G]. Finally,
the third option would be the acquisition of an existing domestically owned firm in the host
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market, paying an acquisition price denoted by V. The firm also considers the option of not
entering the host market.
In stage three, all the firms serving the market make their optimal production deci¬
sion, under Cournot competition. The number of serving firms will equal n + 1, if the
foreign firm enters the market either through exporting or greenfield investment, however
should an acquisition be chosen as the optimal mode, then the number of firms equals n.
As Albornoz et al [1] suggest, the use of lump sum policy measures (set in stage
1) ensures that there is no distortion in the setting of the optimal production level set in
stage 3, given the choice of the entry mode. However, the entry mode decision stage (stage
2) where the firm assesses its potential profits from using any of the options is affected,
as policy measures are set in order to influence this decision in a favourable to the policy
maker outcome. The equilibrium outcome will be derived through the use of backward
induction.
Note that for the foreign firm, when it chooses to enter the market through exporting,
its cost function contains the production cost plus the transport cost. As, however, by
assumption the production cost is zero, the cost function equals the transport cost only:
cp = 0 + t = t.
The host country government may choose to create switch mode incentives for the
entering firm, through the use of subsidization measures, when the optimal foreign firm
entry mode does not match the preferable host firm entry mode. Thus, the government
provides a subsidy denoted by S, as a reward for choosing the governments optimal choice
or a tax T as a punishment away from the undesired outcome.
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Demand in the host market is given by
n
Pâ+e-YQ̂ni-Q7 (3.1)
where j e [e, g, acq] denotes exports, greenfield FDI and acquisition respectively
and m € [S, A] stands for Symmetry and Asymmetry accordingly. Parameter 9 denotes a
random variable with mean E(9) = 0 and variance Var{9) = a2. The inclusion of this
parameter captures the potential informational asymmetry which is examined in section
3.5 and thus is required to facilitate the comparison of the outcomes under symmetric and
asymmetric information. Parameter a in this framework can be interpreted as a measure of
the country size18.
In terms of notation, if the firm is exporting to the host country, then the host country
is the importer of the product; therefore in the following analysis the terms exporting and
importing will be used interchangeably to describe the same procedure: the entry of the
foreign firm in the host market through exporting.
Subscript F denotes foreign, Hi refers to the individual domestic firm in the host
market and HT denotes functions referring to the host market in terms of production as a
whole. Superscipts acq, e, g denote the three entry modes examined here namely acquisi¬
tion, exporting and greenfield investment; superscript ne denotes no entry.
Firstly the analysis focuses on the symmetric information case, where both the for¬
eign and the domestic firms have full information of the demand in the market, and thus
have knowledge of parameter 6?.Then, the analysis is turned to the asymmetric situation,
where the domestic firms only have knowledge of 6.
18 This is also used in Albornoz et al [1] as an assumption in the desciption of the country's market demand.
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3.4 Symmetric Information Case
3.4.1 Profit Analysis
Exports
When the entry mode chosen is exporting, then the foreign firm has to incur a trans¬
portation cost. The foreign firm chooses its production level through the maximization of
its profit function:
nf6 = PQsFe - (0 + t)Qs/ (3.2)
On their part each of the n domestic firms in the host country seeks to maximize their
respective profit function:
ng = PQ% - (3.3)
where i = 1,2,.., n
The first order conditions lead to the following output and price levels; the foreign
firm output equals:
nse _ (a + 6-(n + l)t + nc)
n + 2 ( ' '
The individual and total host country firm production levels, denoted by subscripts
Hi and HT respectively, are given by:
Se
_ (a + 0 ~ 2c + t)Qm-
n + 2 V-V
QSht= = n (a + 0-2c + t) (J fi)
77/ i- A
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Therefore the total output in the host market is given by the sum of the foreign firm
exports plus the host firm domestic production:
)Se _ (n+ l)(a + 9) — nc — t^ (3J)
The price and profit levels are in turn defined as:
p = a + e + nc + t
71 ~b 2
use = [a + 9-(n+l)t + nc]2 (3 ^
(■n + 2f
T5e _ (a + 9 ~ 2c + t)2
(■n + 2)<n% = V 7 (3.10)
and
(o 4~ 9 — 2c -T £)^
= "
(n + 2)n^r = nv" ■; (3.11)
Greenfield Investment
If the foreign firm chooses to enter the host market through greenfield investment, by
setting its own subsidiary, then it must incur a fixed setting up cost G.
The foreign firm, by producing locally, maximizes its profit function that no longer
incorporates a transport cost; it does however contain the cost for greenfield investment:
USF9 = PQSF9 - G (3.12)
The representative local firm maximizes profits:
n$ = PQ'm - cQ'm (3.13)
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The output levels are given by:
(a T 0 T nc)Q* =
n + 2 (3J4)
e0 (a + (9 — 2c)
"
n+2 (3'15)
/O-Sg T1/0'S'e n ^ (~> 1QHT — nQHi — n
n _|_ 2 (3.16)
Therefore the total output in the host market is given by the sum of the foreign firm
exports plus the host firm domestic production:
Sg (n + l)(a + 0) — nc
n + 2
The price and profit levels are in turn defined as:
„ a + 0 + nc
n + 2
(3.18)
[a + e + ncf11f " (n + 2)2 G C3-iy)
r5g _ (Q + ^ ~ 2c)2
(n + 2)2nS = (3.20)
and
jSg _ (g + o ~ 2c)2
(n + 2)2UHT = n^——r^ (3.21)
The main observation to be made at this point is that the profits for the representative
local firm are greater in the case of exports because of the 'Protectionism' effect of the
transportation cost incurred by the exporting foreign firm.
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Acquisition
For the last entry option examined here, the foreign firm may decide to acquire one
of the local firms, and thus the number of the market serving firms will remain equal to n.
The foreign firm in this case has to pay the local firm an acquisition price, which is given
by the weighted sum of the profits that the firm would earn should the foreign firm enter the
market by choosing any of the other options: exporting or greenfield FDI. The following
paragraphs and appendix C.l provide more insight on the derivation of the acquisition
price.
The foreign firm maximizes its profits, comprising of the revenue from its host market
sales minus the cost of purchasing the already existing domestic plant.
where V denotes the acquisition price paid by the foreign firm.
The representative of the remaining n— 1 locally owned firms set their output through
the maximization of their profits function:
The first order conditions define the following output levels for the foreign and rep¬
resentative domestic firm:
n5acg = pqSacq _ y (3.22)
t-tSacq rj/^)Sacq s^Sacq
Hi — r(°im (3.23)
QSacq _ a + 0 + (n ~ 1)C (3.24)
a + 6 — 2c
(3.25)
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Similarly, the total output by the domestically owned firms and the total output in the
host market are given by:
Qht = (" - 1)tt*+~12C (3-26)
and
s
= n_a+ n6 - -l)c
n + 1
The price level is given by:
_ a + 0 + in — 1 )c
P = L (3.28)
n + 1
Acquisition price
It is essential at this point to establish the acquisition price to be paid by the foreign
firm. It has already been briefly mentioned that this will equal the sum of the representative
firm's profits when either of the two other entry options is chosen. The supporting argument
for this setting is the fact that there is a requirement for incentivisation of the local firm
being acquired. If the firm is aware that the profits of the disagreement points (outside
options/next best alternatives) can be either profits from the entry through Greenfield FDI
or entry through exports by the foreign firm, then it will settle for no less. We follow
Albornoz et al [1], on this, augmenting the acquisition function they use to include the sum
ofprofits in the two entry cases, instead ofprofits in the case ofentry or no entry. Essentially
in the previously mentioned analysis, the only alternative entry mode is greenfield FDI and
thus the acquisition price was given by the weighted sum of profits in the case of entry or
no entry. Appendix C.l also includes a brief description of the acquisition price setting,
complementary to the one below.
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Here the acquisition price is given by the following function:
V = pn.% + (1 - p)USm (3.29)
The above expression shows that the profits in the case of foreign firm exports are
higher for the domestic firm in comparison to the case of greenfield FDI; this is attributed
to the fact that the transport cost prevents the foreign firm from higher exports, leaving
the local firms serving the market with greater output level compared to the case where no
transport costs are incurred.
Essentially, the highest acquisition price the domestic firm could potentially receive
equals profits in the case ofentry through exports and the lowest, when the entry mode cho¬
sen is greenfield FDI. The profitability of the greenfield FDI as an outside option compared
to exports as the alternative mode, clearly depends on the level of the greenfield cost, thus
the probability of this set up cost being high or low provides the foreign firm a level of bar¬
gaining power. This bargaining power is given by parameter ft. The foreign firm wishing
to enter the host market will be in a position to pay the lower acquisition price if the green¬
field investment cost is low, as this would be the optimal outside option. Alternatively, a
higher acquisition price will have to be paid, in the form of the export profits, when the
greenfield cost is high, implying that the firm will opt for exports as the outside option and
the foreign firm has lower bargaining power. Note here that this analysis does not focus on
bargaining theory, but uses some of its principles, to provide a clearer investigation of this
take-it-or leave it offer towards the chosen locally owned domestic firm.
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Examining the two extreme cases, if the foreign firm has full bargaining power (/3 =
1) and so the greenfield cost is low, then the acquisition price equals the domestic firm
profits in the case of greenfield,
v = (",+ g+"2f (3.30)[n + 2)z
If on the other hand the bargaining power is low (fi = 0) implying that the greenfield
cost is high, then the acquisition price is equal to the profits of the domestic firm in the case
of export,
v=(a+e_!+(y(n + 2Y
The use of the above two expressions allows the definition of the profits for the for¬
eign and domestic firms respectively.
Using the above general expression for the acquisition price, we can define the profits
for the foreign and domestic firms respectively;
nSacq [a + 9 + (n- l)c]2 (a + 9 — 2c)2 (a+■ 9 - 2c + t)211f " (n + 1)2 l/^ (n + 2)2 P) (n + 2)2 J
-prSacqr _ (Q + 9 2c)LLm - (n + 1)2 ( J
Therefore
n& = " "'"(t + ip'2 (334)
It should be noted at this point that if the government does not intervene in the mar¬
ket then for the foreign firm to prefer Greenfield to an acquisition, the expectation of the
difference between the profit levels derived in each of the two situations must be positive.
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Therefore, the following must hold:
E{Usf9 - UsFacq) >0=>
(q + nc)2 (a+(n —l)c)2 (a - 2c)2 (a-2c + t)2 (n2 - 2)a2
(n + 2)2 (n + l)2 (n + 2)2 PJ (n + 2)2 (n + l)2(q + 2)2
(3.35)
The main observation to be made at this point is that the first two terms of the ex¬
pression, giving the difference in the revenue if Greenfield is chosen over the acquisition
scheme, is negative. The other two terms as already mentioned denote the acquisition price
which will depend on the foreign firm's bargaining power.
So, the threshold values of the cost, above which acquisition will be preferred to
greenfield FDI, will be greater if the greenfield cost is high (fi = 0), since then the ac¬
quisition price is greater. This value will, alternatively, be lower if the cost of greenfield
investment is low, leading to the prevailing of FDI rather than exports as the entry mode
(P = 1).
Threshold values
As mentioned in the previous section, the greenfield cost level will define the thresh¬
old values for the sunk cost that the firm will be willing to forgo in order to enter the host
country market. There is need for the establishment of cut off prices for the choice be¬
tween the entry options with respect to the firm profits. If the cost for the establishment of
the subsidiary is low, then the foreign firm will choose to enter the host country's market
through greenfield FDI rather than acquisition of an already existing plant, as the profits
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would be greater. Exports would lead to the lowest level of profits. However, cases can be
identified, where the option of exporting leads to greater profits for the firm. 19 The choice
between greenfield investment and the other two potential options is based on the level of
G, with greenfield investment preferred to the other options if the expected profits for this
are greater compared to profits of the other option. Therefore the cut off values are given
by:
Proposition 16 Suppose there exists information symmetry among allfirms (allfirms have
access to the same information). Then for all values ofa, c, n, t:
(1) There exists a unique greenfield investment cost G' G [0, G\, such that iffG < G'
greenfield investment is strictly preferable to acquisition and iff G > G', the option of
acquisition is preferred.
(2) There exists a unique greenfield investment cost G" G [0, G], such thatfor G < G"
greenfield investment is strictly preferable to exports and iffG > G" , the exporting option
is strictlypreferred.
Proof. In Appendix C.2 ■
The above proposition implies that greenfield investment is preferable if the green¬
field investment cost does not exceed the threshold values. No entry yields no profits for
the foreign firm, therefore the firm does not wish to enter the market when facing entry
through greenfield investment if the expected profits from entering are negative. Therefore
19 For example, when both the tax t and the production cost c are set equal to zero, the difference between
the profits levels takes the form:
Ilf, - UaFcq = 2(n + l)2(a + 6>)2 - (n + 2)2(a + 6>)2
This expression is positive for any value of n which is assumed to be greater than 1.
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the firm does not enter the market if G > ^+2)* + (n+2)2 => G > G. Note that for the
purposes of the following analysis this is assumed to be greater than G.
3.4.2 Welfare Analysis
The above analysis included the examination of the optimal entry choice by the foreign
MNE. Now we turn to the investigation of the incentives of the host country government
to intervene in the market, in order to affect this entry mode choice by the foreign firm,
through the setting of policy measures. When the entry mode choice of the firm does not
coincide with the choice of the government regarding the entry of the MNE, as defined
by the welfare level attained in each possible entry decision, the policy maker may wish to
provide incentivisation measures that would enable the firm to switch its optimal mode. The
gain for the host government will be realised through the additional welfare from inducing
the entry mode switch of the entering firm minus the cost of the policy measure.
Turning to the decision of the government concerning which entry mode would in¬
crease welfare in the host country, we need to define the policy maker's objective function.
The welfare function for all the three entry choices examined comprises of the total prof¬
its of the locally owned firms denoted by n^r and consumers' welfare, denoted by CSl2°.




The demand function is given by: P = a + 9 — — Q3F and so pmax = a +
»=i
Thus
rqi _m2<^oHT — X
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As this analysis focuses on the host country incentives to affect the decision of the entering
firm, only the welfare from the host country is investigated.
The functions for welfare in the situations examined are given by:
WSe = UsHeT + CSSe (3.36)
WSa = n% + CSS9 + G (3.37)
WSacq = IlsHTq + CSSacq + V (3.38)
WSne = UsHn^ + CSSne (3.39)
When examining entry through greenfield investment, the welfare function also en¬
tails the cost the foreign firm has to forgo in order to set its subsidiary in the host country.
This cost can be perceived as the charge for building a new plant. In the case ofacquisition,
the number of locally owned firms decreases and thus total profits included in the welfare
function also decrease, however, the acquired firm receives an acquisition price which is
included in the objective function instead. Note that the welfare function, when the foreign
firm enters through exporting does not include the transport cost, as this is assumed not to
be a tariff.
In more specific terms the welfare functions are defined as:
Se
_ 2n(a + 9 - 2c + t)2 + [(n + l)(a + 6) - nc - t]2
2(n + 2)2 K }
(n + 2)f(a + 9 — (n + l)t + nc)
+
2(n + 2)2
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wS9 ---
2n(a + 9 — 2c)2 + [(n + l)(a + 6) — nc]2
2(n + 2)2
+ G (3.41)
WSacq 2(n — l)(a + 9 — 2c)2 + [n(a + 0) — (n — l)c]2
2(n + l)2
(3.42)
When the firm chooses not to enter the market the welfare function is given by:
2n(a + 9 — c)2 + n2(a + 9 — 2c)2
2(n+ l)2
+ G (3.43)
The welfare level obtained in the case of entry through greenfield investment depends
mainly on the greenfield cost level. Therefore, in a similar manner as in the firm mode
choice, the decision between greenfield investment and the other two potential options is
based on the level ofG, with greenfield investment preferred to the other options if the ex¬
pected welfare levels obtained from this mode are greater than the level of the other option.
Hence, corresponding to Proposition 16 which examined the firm perspective, Proposition
17 provides the threshold values for G, from the welfare angle.
Proposition 17 For all values ofa, c, n, t:
(1) There exists a unique greenfield investment cost G* £ [0, G\, such that iffG > G*
greenfield investment is strictly preferable to entry through exports and iffG < G* , the
option ofexports is strictly preferred.
(2) There exists a unique greenfield investment cost G** e [0, G], such that iffG >
G** greenfield investment is strictly preferable to an acquisition and iff G < G**, the
acquisition option is strictly preferred.
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(3) The government willprefer theforeign firm not to enter the market when its entry
option is greenfield investment, if G < G***.
Proof. In Appendix C.3 ■
3.5 Asymmetric Information Case
The analysis in the previous section is based on the assumption that all firms, both the
domestic and the foreign firm, have access to the same information. As suggested by
Qiu and Zhou [68] 'a firm often has better information about the local market than about
foreign markets'. Thus the locally owned domestic firms are more likely to have 'insider'
information about the market than the foreign firm wishing to enter it. In particular, the
following analysis will examine the situation where one element of the demand function is
unknown to the foreign firm, and this information can only be obtained if the firm acquires
one of the domestic firms, which has full information access.
Therefore, the domestic firms have full information, and realize the level ofparameter
9. Hence each of the n identical domestic firms faces demand given by: PFfn^ = a + 9 —
QlHi — <%(_;) — where denotes the output of the n — 1 remaining locally owned
firms.Therefore the demand faced by all firms in the host market is equal to pA(m) =
a + 9 — QlHT — QlF. The foreign firm on the other hand is not certain of the demand level
in the market and thus forms expectations over it. Hence the foreign firm perceives the
demand to be given by:
PA{u) = E{Pa^) — E(a + 9 — Q\iT - Q'f) = a- QlHT - QF (3.44)
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Note that superscripts A(in)and A(u) denote informed and uninformed respectively,
in the case ofAsymmetric information.
In the next section we turn the analysis to the output produced and profits realized by
the firm when each of the entry modes is chosen respectively.
3.5.1 Profit Analysis
As in the case ofentry through exports under symmetric information, the foreign firm
has to incur a transportation cost t. The firm, based on its expectations over the demand
level in the host market, sets output through the maximization of its profits.
The representative domestic firm maximises the following profits function containing
the known demand:
Exports
j-jA(u)e _ pA(u)QA(u)e _ ^qA(u)c (3.45)
j-jA(m)e _ pA(in)QA(in)e _ cQA(in)e (3.46)
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Setting the FOCs21 equal to zero and solving the system of equations derived leads to
the setting of the following output levels:
Q+' = " - ^ + - (3.47)
The domestic firms accordingly set their optimal production levels, using the knowl¬
edge of the actual demand. Thus substituting in the response function derived from the
FOC the output for each individual domestically owned firm equals:
QAHf)e = Q + t~2c + (3.48)^Hl n+2 n+1
Therefore the output of al the domestically owned firms equals
QA(in)e _ rQ +f, (3 49)U[
n + 2 n + 1 K )
and the total production by all the n + 1 operating firms is given
Ae (n + 1)« — t — nc n6or = + —T7 (3-50)n+2 n+1
Consequently the profits realized by the operating are given by the following expres¬
sions:
= [pA{in) _ t]QA(u)c =[°" '"J" +"+ + -lTla-("++1^ + "Cl (3-51)
21 Note that for the foreign firm the first order condition equals:
dufu)e dE(P^)) Mu)e A(in) _
" ~^+rQ" ( '
=>
T~,//^.A(in)e\ ,
A(u)e a — ) tQF 2
The expected level of production as perceivd by the foreign firm equals:
E(Q"P') = n =Qir"
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n«f)e = [PA«n)- c}Q%r"= ["t 192c + -tt]2 <3-52>77/ ~i ^ 72 ~i _L
n?" = [/"4<i") - c]Q$"« = n[" + ' „2c + -i-]> (3.53)
72 —i ^ 77/ ~i -L
Greenfield Investment
When the foreign firm enters through greenfield investment it forgoes a cost G. It
maximizes its profits function:
uA(u)g = pA(u)QA(u)g _ q (3 54)




Given the actual demand level, the domestic firms in turn set their output at
a — 2c 9
n + 2 n + 1Qm"" = -—+ ++ (3.56)
Total production by the locally owned firms and the total output in the market respectively
equal
ra — 2c 6
o" 1 J
77 + 2 77+1QhP' = «++ + AT) (3-57)
A
= (n + l)a-nc + _n«_
77 + 2 77 +1
The profits levels received by the foreign firm and the representative firm are given
by the following expressions
n+>» = [P^IQP^ - G = ~ G (3.59)
77/ "i Z 77/ i" -L 77/ i- Z
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KP' = [P4""' - c]<?$">« = [2—^ + -A-]2 (3.60)77/ I- ^ 77/ i- X
In aggregate the profits for the n locally owned firms equal:
nmi, = [pa^) _ c]QA(p), = n[^£ + JLj2 (3.61)77/ i- Zt Tt ~\~ L
Acquisition
The entry of the foreign firm through an acquisition, implies that the firm has access
to full information, and therefore acquires the necessary 'insider' information to eliminate
any misconception regarding the demand level in the market. The foreign firm purchases
the domestic firm after paying the acquisition price, however, the gain from such a move is
the transformation of the game to a full information Cournot game with n firms.
All firms in the market face demand: PAM = a + 9 — QJ^L",acq — Q^m^acq
The foreign firm maximises
Y^A(in)acq _ pA(in)QA(in)acq y ^
and the remaining n — 1 domestic firms
jjA(in)acq _ pA(in)QA(in)acq _ cQA(in)acq ^ 53)
Differentiating and solving the system of FOCs, the output set by the foreign firm,
the representative domestic firm and total output by all the firms in the market equal:
QA(in)acq CI -\~ 9 (jl 1 )c ^F
n + 1
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r\A(in)acq d + 6 2cQ«> ~
n + l (3'65)
^Aacq n(a + 6) - (n - l)c QT =— (3.66)
The profits levels respectively are given by:
-f-fA^injacq _ r° ~T $ + {n ~~ l)C)2 p\! (a ^ ~~ ^C) i ^ 12 Q\a ~ ( 0 ]211f n+l J U ^ n + 2 n + l " ^l7T+2 + ^+ TJ
(3.67)
nAMac, = [Q + ^ 2c]2 (368)
77/ | 1
and therefore
nj?1^ = (n - l)[a + 6 2c]2 (3.69)
n I 1
Note that the full information obtained by the foreign firm implies that it can ascertain
the actual profit levels realized by the domestic firm approached for acquisition under full
information in the case of greenfield FDI or exports entry.
As in section 3.4.1 and proposition 16, Proposition 18 summarises the threshold val¬
ues for the choice of the foreign firm based on the greenfield cost.
Proposition 18 Suppose there exists information asymmetry among firms and thus do¬
mestically ownedfirms have access to more information regarding demand in the market
compared to the foreignfirm. Then for all values ofa, c, n, t:
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(1) There exists a unique greenfield investment cost G' + [c] G [0, G], such that iff
G < G' + [c] greenfield investment is strictly preferable to acquisition and iffG > G' + [c],
the option ofacquisition is strictly preferred.
(2) There exists a unique greenfield investment cost G" G [0, C], such that ififG < G"
greenfield investment is strictlypreferable to exports and iffG > G" , the exporting option
is strictly preferred.
Proof. In Appendix C.4 ■
The above proposition implies that greenfield investment is preferable if the green¬
field investment cost does not exceed the threshold values. No entry yields no profits for
the foreign firm, therefore the firm does not wish to enter the market when facing entry
through greenfield investment, if the expected profits from entering are negative, therefore
the firm does not enter the market if G > ^~+2)2 ^ G > G. Note that for the purposes of
the following analysis this is assumed to be greater than G.
3.5.2 Welfare Analysis
In a similar manner to the symmetric case analysed in section 3.4.2, the welfare functions
defined under each potential entry mode option are given by the following equations:
wAe = nA}fn)e + csAe (3.70)
WA9 = U^n)9 + CSA9 + G (3.71)
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WAacq = UA%n)acq + CSAacq + V (3.72)
WAne = UAp)ne + CSne (3.73)
In more detail, using the output and price level, the above become:
TtrAe ra + t — 2c 9 2 1 An + l)a — t — nc n6 l2WAe = n\ h + -[- h (3.74)1
n + 2 n+1 2 n + 2 n+lJ V '
rrrA„ ra — 2c 9 l9 lr(n+l)a — nc n9 l0 ^WA9 = n[ - + T:2 + -[- + 7} +G (3.75)7t4~2 ti -\- 1 2 n + 2 n+1
TI rAaca / -,\ra~^C @ T2 1 Md — (n — l)c n9 ,WAacq = (n — 1) 1 +- —-—-—IV
n + 1 n + 1 2 n+1 n+lJ
ra — 2c 9 l2 .a + f —2c 9 l2
(3.76)
+P[ + ]' + (1 — /3)[-PLn + 2 n + 1 V Hn n + 2 n+lJ
and
WAne = 2n(g + 9 - c)2 + n2(a + 9 - c)2
2(n + l)2 1 ;
Proposition 19 establishes the threshold values for the choice between the entry
modes, by the policy maker.
Proposition 19 Suppose there exists information asymmetry among firms and thus do¬
mestically ownedfirms have access to more information regarding demand in the market
compared to the foreign firm. Then for all values ofa, c, n, t:
(1) There exists a unique greenfield investment cost G** + [a] G [0,(5], such that
iffG > G** + [a] greenfield investment is strictly preferable to acquisition and iffG <
G** + [a], the option ofacquisition is strictly preferred.
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(2) There exists a unique greenfield investment cost G* E [0, G], such that iffG > G*
greenjield investment is strictly preferable to exports and iffG < G*, the exporting option
is strictly preferred.
(3) Lastly, the government will prefer the foreign firm not to enter the market when
its entry option is greenfield investment, iffG < G*** + [6].
Proof. In Appendix C.5 ■
3.6 Optimal Policy Measures & Equilibrium Derivation
3.6.1 Optimal Policy Measures
If the entry mode choice of the foreign firm does not coincide with the choice of the host
government, then the latter may find it beneficial, in terms of increased welfare to establish
policy measures that would induce the firm to change its decision. Thus, the foreign firm
would switch its entry mode towards the government's preference.
The government has two policy measures at its disposal: one would be to provide
positive incentives that would make its own preferred option more appealing by increasing
profits for the firm or to provide negative incentives (a tax) that would make the firm's pre¬
ferred option less attractive by reducing its profits. If for example the government prefers
no entry by the foreign firm, whereas the firm prefers to enter through greenfield invest¬
ment, then setting a tax on greenfield investment or a subsidy on no entry would lead to
the same outcome. Since providing a no entry subsidy is not intuitively correct, the tax on
greenfield investment would be the optimal choice. Here, for simplicity reasons, only sub-
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sidies are analysed as measures, in view of the fact that a tax and a subsidy can be thought
of as equivalent measures. In some situations, where the subsidy analysis is not intuitively
correct, the equivalent tax analysis is. A proof of the equivalence between the subsidies in
favour of the government's optimal option and the tax 'against' the firm's optimal option
can be found in Appendix C.l 1.
From the host government perspective, the maximum subsidy they are willing to
provide equals the difference between the welfare level corresponding to the government's
entry mode choice and the welfare corresponding to the firms optimal choice. This can be
described, by the following expression, in terms of functions:
E(w™k) - S™k{l) y E(W™1) S™k{l) < E{W™k) - E(W™1) (3.78)
Therefore S™k^ = E(W™k) — E(W™1) is the maximum level of subsidy the policy
maker would be willing to provide, where m G [A, S] denotes asymmetry and symmetry,
k G [e, g, acq, ne] denotes the government's optimal choice and I G [e, g, acq, ne] the
foreign firm's choice. Note that no policy measure is required in the case where k = I. The
subscript p denotes the policymaker. Note that for the subsidy provided, for the superscript
mk(l), m defines the particular information case we refer to and for k(l) the term inside the
brackets denotes the firm's optimal entry mode, away from which the policy maker wishes
to move through the policy measure provision and the term outside the brackets denotes
the government's preferred entry mode, towards which the policy maker wishes the firm to
move.
From the firm's perspective, the incentives that the policy maker provides must match
the incentives that the foreign firm is willing to accept in order to be induced to switch its
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optimal mode. This will be defined by the difference between the profits the firm realizes
when it chooses the government's preferred entry mode and the profits it realizes when it
chooses its own preferred mode. Here, the superscript F denotes the foreign firm. In terms
of a function this can be written:
E{U™k) + S™k{l) y S™k{l) y E{n™') - E(Jl™k) (3.79)
Therefore the minimum subsidy the firm is willing to accept in order to switch its
mode is equal to: SpW) = E(W£l) - E{Il™k).
It is clear from the above that for a successful switch, the maximum amount of the
policy measure provided by the host government must be greater than the minimum amount
the firm is willing to accept. Alternatively, if the policy measure provided in lower than the
measure the firm is willing to accept, then no mode switch will take place and the firm will
enter through its own preferred mode.
A. No mode switch
Max S;k{,) Min SmFk(l)
Figure 1: No Mode Switch
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B. Mode Switch
Min Sf(l) Max Smpm
Figure 2: Mode Switch
Taking as an example the case where the government prefers exports to the Greenfield
investment choice of the firm, then the government sets its optimal policy measure, as
previously described, through the comparison of the welfare levels for the exports entry
and the greenfield investment choice. Thus, for the symmetric information case,
E{w£e) - S^9) h E(Wp9) & S^<9) < E(Wpe) - E(w£9) (3.80)
The maximum policy measure is given by
Sse(g) = E(WpS) - E{W*9) (3.81)
and in particular
ciSe(o) 2n(a — 2c + t)2 + [(n + 1 )a — nc — t]2 — 2n(a — 2c)2
p = 2(n + 2)2
, (n + 2)t(a-(n + l)t + nc)-[(n + l)a-nc]2 ^+ ( 5
SSe(g) = Q* _ Q
Turning to the firm, the minimum subsidy accepted is defined by the comparison of
the profits is the case of exports and in the case of greenfield investment
E(UsFe) + SSFe{9) >z E{Usf9) Sf(9) t E(nsF9) - E(UsFe) (3.83)
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The minimum subsidy equals: S— E(II))9) — E(Ufe)
0Se(g) (a + nc)2 - (a + nc - (n + 1 )t)2 „Sf ~ G (3.84)
SS/(9) = G" — G (3.85)
The determination of the potential mode switch, therefore depends on the following
condition:
S^9) > SS/{9) ^ G* > G" (3.86)
The remaining mode switch conditions are summarised in Appendix C.6, in Tables
1, 2 and 3.
3.6.2 Equilibrium Derivation
The above analysis has provided the preferred entry modes for the foreign firm wishing
to enter the host market and the government of the country using the probable level of
Greenfield investment as a reference point, separately. The policy measures required for
successful mode switches, when there is a discrepancy between the firm's and the host gov¬
ernment's entrymode have been summarized in the previous section. Following Horstmann
and Markusen [48], a simple simulation exercise is used to 'obtain some insight' in the en¬
try mode to be chosen in equilibrium, when the host government intervenes through the
setting of subsidies. Using a simulation approach that aims to vary the values of each para¬
meter in turn (keeping the remaining values constant) we aim to analyze the potential policy
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measures that could be provided, their effectiveness in terms of mode switch achievement
and the final equilibrium entry mode choices.
The simulation results that have been derived, complying with non negativity con¬
straints are found in Appendix C.7. Using the simulation results, we can make the dis¬
tinction between the results of a small and large market, depending on the variation of the
following 4 parameters: production cost, tariff, number of domestic firms and the variation
of the asymmetry parameter. Note that as previously mentioned, the acquisition price will
depend on the probability of the greenfield cost being below or above a particular threshold
level (G > G" for /3 = 0 and G < G" for /3 = 1 ). We used both values for the sim¬
ulation and the observation is that the rankings do not change, with the exception of the
small market when there is a tariff variation. Thus for preserving space the same graphs
will be used in this following analysis, with solely the threshold ranking results presented
separately. The case of tariff variation will be presented in separate graphs. The interpre¬
tation of a small market can be in terms of development, size etc. Bringing together the
rankings for the symmetric and asymmetric cases, the graphs bellow display the rankings
and equivalence mode preferences of the foreign firm and the domestic policy maker. Note
that in the situation where the simulation results for the particular threshold values are neg¬
ative, the ranking will be displayed on the graph, however, the analysis will begin for the
value of zero, as the Greenfield investment cost can take values from the following interval:
G E [0, G\. Note that for f3 = 0 we look at situations where G > G" and for /3 = 1 we look
at situations where G < G". In all the tables (tables 4-14), the second column shows the
interval from the equivalent figure (figures 3-13) to which they correspond, columns three
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and four show the prefered entry mode by the government and firm respectively. Columns
5 displays whether a mode switch takes place and column 6 provides the equilibrium entry
mode.
Tables for the numerical exercise undertaken, leading to the below results are pro¬
vided in Appendices 8, 9 and 10.
Small Market (a = 10)
Base Case
Starting the analysis, we examine the situation where the market is small, captured
by a low value of a (a = 10) and the levels of the cost, tariff, number of firms and the
variation a2 are low. 22




G" G"+[a] G ' + [c] G' G' G"'+[b] GG G
1 II 1 1 1 L
Int 1
' Int 2 Int 3 4 Int 5 Int 6 Int 7 Int 8 Int 9
Figure 3: Base case
22 Tables for this numerical exercise are provided in Appendix 7.
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BASE Interval Government Firm Switch Equilibrium
P=1 3 No Bitty Greenfield No Greenfield
4 No Bitty GreenfieldfSJ No Greenfield(S)
Acquisition tA) Acquisition (A)
5.6 No Entry Acquisition No Acquisition
7 No Bitty (S) Acquisition No(S) Acquisition (S)
Greenfield (A) Yes W Greenfield (A)
8 Greenfield Acquisition Yes Greenfield
P=0 9 Greenfield Acquisition Yes Greenfield
Table 4: Base Case summary
This base case, involves greenfield FDI as the equilibrium outcome, in four intervals both
for the case of symmetry and asymmetry. Successful mode switching from acquisition to
the greenfield FDI choice by the government takes place in three intervals for the case of
asymmetry (in 7,8,9) and in two for the case of symmetry (8 and 9), as seen in Table 4.
Case 1- High Cost
When the cost level is increased, with the remaining variables constant, the following




■G' + [c] G' G
Int 1 Int 2 Int 3 Int4 Int 5 Int 6 Int 7 Int 8 Int 9
Figure 4: High Cost
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High Interval Government Firm Switch Equilibrium
variation
/3 = \ 5 Exports Greenfield No Greenfield
6 Exports Greenfield (S) No (S) Greenfield (S)
Acquisition (A) Yes (A) Exports (A)
7 Exports Acquisition Yes Exports
8 Greenfield Acquisition Yes (S) Greenfield (S)
No (A) Acquisition (A)
p = 0 9 Greenfield Acquisition Yes (S) Greenfield (S)
No (A) Acquisition (A)
Table 5: High Cost Summary
This case, involves greenfield FDI as the equilibrium outcome in all but one inter¬
vals, when there is symmetric information and acquisition is mostly chosen when there is
asymmetric information in the market. In terms ofmode switching, this is successful when
the market is characterized by informational symmetry, hence we observe a switch from
acquisition to greenfield FDI in intervals 8 and 9, under symmetry. A mode switch from
acquisition to exports also occurs, in interval 7 and interval 6 in the asymmetric case, as the
policy measure provided by the policy maker is high enough to induce the firm to switch
entry mode.
Case 2- High Tariff
When the import tariff is raised, without altering the value of the remaining variables,
the ranking is given by figure 5, for j3 = 1 and figure 6 for (3 = 0. Tables 6 and 7 summarise
the equilibrium outcomes respectively.
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For (3 = 1 (i.e. greenfield investment is the outside option for acquisition)
G' =
o
G" <?"+[«] G' + [c] G' G'"+[b] G"" G" g
Int 2 Int 3
Int 1
Figure 5: High Tariff
Ugh Interval Government Firm 9.i'i.iitch Equilibrium
tariff
P=1 1 No Entry Acquisition No Acquisition
2 No Entry (S) Acquisition No (S) Acquisition (S)
Greenfield (A) Yes tA) Greenfield (AJ
3 Greenfield Acquisition Yes Greenfield
Table 6: High Tariff summary
The observation is that successful mode switches from acquisition to greenfield in¬
vestment take place in intervals 2 and 3, when informational asymmetry exists and in
interval 3 only when there is symmetry. Thus for informational symmetry acquisition is
chosen for two intervals whereas two intervals display greenfield investment when there is
asymmetry in the information level.
For f3 = 0 (i.e. exports is the outside option for acquisition)
G-+[b] =
0 G'= G" g'" G"+[o] G" + [c] G' G" G
Int 1
Figure 6: High Tariff
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Ugh
tariff
Interval Government Firm Switch Equilibrium
(3=0 1 Greenfield Acquisition Yes Greenfield
Table 7: High Tariff
In this situation, there is a mode switch from acquisition to greenfield investment.
Case 3- High number offirms
When n is high, the competition in the market increases. The following figure dis¬
plays the ranking of the threshold values.
G" =G'= G~+[a\
G' + [c] -[b] G"
Int 1 Int 2 Int 3 Int 4 Int 5 Int 6 Int 7
Figure 7: High Number of Firms
Hgh n Interval Government Firm Switch Equilibrium
P=1 1 No Entry Greenfield No Greenfield
2 No Entry Greenfield(S) No GreenfieldfSJ
Acquisition (A) Acquisition (A)
3,4 No Entry Acquisition No Acquisition
5 No Entry (S) Acquisition No Acquisition
Greenfield (A)
6 Greenfield Acquisition Yes Greenfield
N 7 Greenfield Acquisition Yes Greenfield
Table 8: High Number of Firms
The above table shows that when the government prefers no entry, it is unable to
induce the foreign firm not to enter the market. Thus the MNE will prefer to enter through
greenfield investment for intervals 1 and 2 for symmetry and acquisition for intervals 3,4
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and 5. When there is asymmetric information, acquisition is chosen over no entry for more
intervals. Mode switch from acquisition to greenfield FDI takes place for intervals 6 and 7.
Case 4- High variation
Lastly, when the variation of 6 is high, the ranking is given in figure 8.
G" 0 G"+[a] G" + [c] G' G"'+[b] G" G' G'" G
Int 1 Int 2 Int 3 Int 4 Int 5 Int 6 Int 7 Int S! Int 9
Figure 8: High variation
High
variation
Interval Government Firm Switch Equilibrium
0 = 1 23 No Entry Greenfield No (S) Greenfield (S)
Yes (A) No Entrv(A)
4,5 No Entry Greenfield (S) No Greenfield CS>
Acquisition (A) Acquisition (A)
6 No Entry (S) Greenfield (S) No (S) Greenfield (S)
Greenfield (A) Acquisition (A) Yes (A) Greenfield (A)
0 = 0 7.S No Entry (S) Exports (5) No (S) Exports (S)
Greenfield (A) Acquisition (A) Yes (A) Greenfield (A)
9 Greenfield Exports (S) Yes (S) Greenfield
Acquisition (A) Y es (A)
Table 9: High Variation
Table 9 summarizes the equilibrium outcomes, with switching taking place when the
government prefers no entry by the foreign firm for the asymmetric case in intervals 2,3.
In all situations where the firm prefers acquisition, in contrast to the greenfield investment
choice of the government, a mode switch will take place. Greenfield appears to be the
prevailing equilibrium entry mode.
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LARGE MARKET (a = 100)
Base Case
When referring to a large market, as captured by the setting of a = 100, figure 9
provides the threshold rankings:
0 G' + [c] G' G +[a]-G g"*+[6] G'" G" g
Int 1 Int 2 Int 3 Int4 Int 5 Int 6 Int 7 Int 8
Figure 9: Base Case
EASE Interval Government Firm Switch Equilibrium
P=1 1 No Entry Greenfield No Greenfield
2 No Entry Greenfield^ No Greenfield(S)
Acquisition (A) Acq uisitiontA]
3,45 No Entry Acquisition No Acquisition
6 No Entry (S) Acquisition No Acquisition
Greenfield (A)
7 Greenfield Acauisition No Acauisition
8=0 8 Greenfield Acquisition No Acquisition
Table 10: Base Case
The main observation is that no mode switch takes place for any of the intervals.
Acquisition is the prevailing entry mode, with greenfield Investment chosen for only one
interval (1) when there is informational asymmetry and two (1,2) for the case of information
symmetry.
Case 1- High Cost
When the cost of production increases, with the remaining variables constant, the
following ranking is derived, through the exercise. Then table 11 provides the summary of
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the equilibrium outcomes.
G
G'" 0 G' + [c]= G"+[fl] G" G' G' G- G
Int 1 Int 2 Int3 Int4 Int5 Int6 Int 7 Int8
Figure 10: High Cost
Hqb Interval Government Firm Switch Equilibrium
Cost





6 Exports Acquisition Mo Acquisition
7 Greenfield Acquisition Yes (S) Greenfield (S)
Mo (A) Acquisition (A)
P=0 8 Greenfield Acquisition Yes (S) Greenfield (3)
Mo (A) Acquisition (AJ
Table 11: High Cost
In contrast to the base case, a mode switch will take place in intervals 7 and 8 under
information symmetry, where the firm will change its entry mode from acquisition to the
greenfield investment preference of the government. When there is information asymmetry,
no mode switch takes place and the prevailing entry mode is acquisition.
Case 2- High Tariff
The ranking in the case of higher import tariffs compared to the base case is sum¬
marized in figure 11. The main observation is that it is identical to figure 9 and thus the
increased tariff does not alter the ranking.
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0 G' + [c] G' ° +[°] ° G' G'" +[b] G"" G" G
Int 1 Int 2 Int 3 Int 4 Int 5 Int 6 Int 7 Int 8
Figure 11: High Tariff
Hgh Interval Government Firm Switch Equilibrium
Tariff
(3=1 1 No Entry Greenfield No Greenfield




3,45 No Entry Acquisition No Acquisition
G No Entry (S) Acquisition No Acquisition
Greenfield (A)
7 Greenfield Acquisition No Acquisition
(3=0 8 Greenfield Acquisition No Acquisition
Table 12: High Tariff
When the import tariffs increased, the same results hold in terms of the mode switch
as in the base case, since no entry mode switch is induced by the proposed policy measures
by the government. Acquisition is the prevailing entry mode.
Case 3 - High number offirms
When the number of domestic firms in the market increases the ranking of the thresh¬
old values is the same as in the base case, as shown by figure 12.
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0 G' + [c] G' ° +[al ° G" G'"+[b] G'" G" g
Int 1 Int 2 Int 3 Int4 Int 5 Int 6 Int 7 Int 8
Figure 12: High Number of Firms
Ugh n Interval Government Finn Switch Equilibrium
P=1 1 No Entry Greenfield No Greenfield
2 No Bitty Greenfield(S) No Greenfield(S)
Acquisition (A) Acquisition (AJ
3,4;5 No Bitty Acquisition No Acquisition
6 No Bitty (S) Acquisition No Acquisition
Greenfield (A)
7 Greenfield Acquisition No Acquisition
B=0 8 Greenfield Acquisition No Acquisition
Table 13: High Number of Firms
Therefore, the summary of the equilibrium outcomes displayed in figure 12 is iden¬
tical to the one in table 10 (base case) and no mode switching takes place for any of the
intervals.
Case 4- High variation
Fastly, when the variation of parameter 9 increases, as in the previously discusses
cases, the rankings remain unaltered compared to the base case, described by figure 9, as
seen below in figure 13.
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G' + [c] G'
G" + [a] = G*
Int 1 Int 2 Int 3 Int 4
G'"+[b] G"
Int 5 Int 6 Int 7 Int I
Figure 13: High Variation
Hgh Interval Government Firm Switch Equilibrium
variation
EM 1 No Entry Greenfield No Greenfield




3,4,5 No Entry Acquisition No Acquisition
e No Entry (S) Acquisition No Acquisition
Greenfield (A)
7 Greenfield Acquisition No Acquisition
p=0 8 Greenfield Acquisition No Acquisition
Table 14: High Variance
Thus no entry mode takes place and the prevailing equilibrium mode is acquisition.
3.6.3 Comparisons
Assessing the above equilibria derivation, as summarized in tables 4-14, when government
intervention policies exist, leads to the following observations :
Small Market versus Large Market
The small market, defined here by a = 10, is characterized by Greenfield FDI as
the prevailing equilibrium outcome, whereas acquisition is more prominent in the large
market (a = 100) both in the symmetric and the asymmetric framework. Greenfield FDI
and acquisition appear to be the two entry modes that are more likely to lead to a mode
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switch when compared, particularly in the small market framework. This is a result of the
fact that in the small market the condition for a mode switch from acquisition to Greenfield
investment always holds, whereas in the large market it does not.
In the small market, when acquisition and greenfield FDI are the preferred entry
modes of the firm and government respectively, the observation is that in the majority
of the comparisons (apart from the case of n increase), the switch mode conditions hold.
Thus successful mode changes to the government's preference take place. In contrast, these
conditions, for the same compared modes do not hold for any of the examined cases in the
large market framework.
An interpretation of this result is that a small market is not developed enough for
the domestic firms to be appealing in terms of the technology level, in such a way that will
allow the cost efficiency of the foreign firm to be maintained upon entry in the host country.
Thus the firm will opt for Greenfield investment to ensure that the low cost of production
(zero for the benefit of the above analysis) is sustained. The opposite holds when the host
country is large; the plants of the domestic firms are already advanced and hence allow for
the upholding of the cost efficiency levels, thus the optimal choice of the firm will be an
acquisition. This finding is in line with Nocke and Yeaple [64] in which they show that the
more developed the host country, the more likely it is that the entry mode is acquisition.
In the small market in case 3, when the number ofdomestic firm increases, the smaller
likelihood to have a mode switch from acquisition to Greenfield investment in comparison
to the remaining cases, could be attributed to the fact, that the profits for the individual firm
(that will constitute the base for the acquisition price) will be smaller as the number of firms
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increases due to the increased competition in the domestic market. It is thus more likely
that the cost of acquiring a domestic firm is smaller than the cost of building a new plant.
The incentive provided by the policymaker, although in the remaining cases is sufficient for
a mode switch, in this situation, the gain from acquiring a domestic firm instead ofbuilding
a plant is much greater that the policy measure provided to ensure a switch.
Also exports are more likely to be the choice of the government in the large market
rather than in the small. This can be explained by the fact that the small market can be
served efficiently by a small number of firms (that is consumers' surplus can be high in a
small market even if only a small number of firms produces) whereas the same number of
firms may be producing at a level that allows for a small level of consumers' surplus. This
implies that in the small market the government may place a small weight on consumers
and allow the low level of competition. In the larger market however, this effect may be
reversed and importing from the foreign firm increases not only consumers' gain, but also
the tariff revenue gain.
Symmetry vs Asymmetry
Comparing the results, in terms of the small market, we observe that in asymmetry
there is no change in the equilibrium outcomes as a result of the increase in the variation of
the asymmetry parameter or an increase in the tariff level.
The main changes occur in the case of an increase in the cost level for the symmetric
and asymmetric cases. In the case of symmetry Greenfield becomes more prominent as an
equilibrium entry mode, whereas in asymmetry Greenfield is less prominent and on occa-
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sion, for the small market case, it is replaced by exports. As c increases, the preferred entry
mode of the government changes in some instances from no entry to exports in both the
symmetric and asymmetric cases. It is clear that relying on the internal domestic produc¬
tion when the cost increases, imposes a strain not only on profits but also on consumers.
Importing goods from the cost efficient foreign firm allows for the correction of the latter
effect (on consumers). When compared, however to the preferred entry mode of the firm
(in order to obtain the equilibrium mode), then for the symmetric case the comparison to
the acquisition choice of the firm to exports allows for a mode switch, when the market is
small, as does the comparison of acquisition to greenfield investment. Thus in the symmet¬
ric case the change of the government's entry choice will imply more likelihood of a mode
switch and so Greenfield is more prominent. In the asymmetric case, for the increase in
the cost level, the comparison to the acquisition choice of the firm will allow for a mode
switch to exports in the small market framework, however, the comparison of Greenfield
investment (government's choice) to acquisition (firm's choice) does not lead to a mode
switch, and so acquisition and exports replace Greenfield as an equilibrium mode in some
instances, when compared to the base case.
In the case of a firms' number increase, particularly for the large market, the obser¬
vation is that acquisition becomes more prominent as an equilibrium entry mode, as this
increases competition for the domestic firms, thus the profits for the outside options, the
acquisition price, are reduced, thus making acquisition less expensive.
In the asymmetric case there will always be a switch from acquisition to Greenfield
investment as the condition G' -f [c] > G** + [a] generally holds for the small market para-
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meter variation. The exception to this is the situation where the cost parameter increases. In
the large market however, the condition does not hold and so the original acquisition choice
of the firm will prevail. A switch also takes place in the small market under the asymme¬
try assumption, when the variation parameter is high; then the firm chooses not to enter the
market, induced to switch to no entry from its greenfield investment optimal option, as the
relevant policy measure is high.
For the case of a large market, no changes occur following the increase in the tariff,
the number of domestic firms or for the case of variations in parameter 6.
Changes in the equilibrium entry modes occur in the small market when the level of
the production cost alters mainly in the symmetric information framework as seen in Table
5. The results again reveal that Greenfield becomes more prominent in the symmetric case
as a mode change from acquisition to Greenfield will take place in contrast to the base case
whereas in the asymmetric case acquisition will be preferred by firms more often leaving
this option to become the entry mode in more intervals. In contrast to this, for the small
market, the increase in a2,will lead to mode switches in the case of asymmetry rather that
symmetry, as observed in table 9.
General Observations
One main conclusion stemming from the above analysis is that foreign direct in¬
vestment in the form of either Greenfield or Brownfield FDI is preferable to exports in
equilibrium.
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In terms ofmode switch, there is a limited amount of cases that the firm will alter its
entry choice. This is more likely to occur in terms of a mode change from acquisition to
Greenfield. The policy measure provided for such a change can be accounted for as a tax
that makes an acquisition less attractive as an entry mode and increases the attractiveness
of Greenfield investment. This measure on the other hand can be seen as a subsidy that
decreases the cost of Greenfield investment and thus makes it more likely as an entry mode
choice.
In terms of the equilibrium choice, it is clear from the above that Greenfield invest¬
ment is the most prominent equilibrium entry mode for a small market, whereas in the case
of a large market, the acquisition of an existing domestic firm will be chosen more often by
the foreign firm seeking access to the domestic market.
A mode switch is more likely to occur in the case of a small market than in the case
of a large market. This can be attributed to the fact that a larger market is likely to provide
higher profits for the foreign firm that seeks entrance and thus any measure provided by the
government will not be high enough to cover for the difference in the profits from a mode
switch. A smaller market on the other hand, will not provide very high profit incentives
and thus the government will have more chances of succeeding in the incentivisation for a
mode switch.
3.7 Concluding Remarks
The aim of the above analysis was to examine the equilibrium entry mode of a foreign
firm wishing to enter a market, when the firm faces three potential entry types, namely;
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Greenfield investment, acquisition and exporting. Thus we appraise the above in a frame¬
work that allows exports (imports from the host country point of view) to be viewed as an
endogenous entry mode.
The analysis in both a symmetric and asymmetric framework aims to examine the
effective role of the policymaker in an effort to shift the preference of the foreign firm from
a particular entry mode towards the most preferred by the government, in the case of a
discrepancy between the two.
The observations of the simulation approach adopted reveals that successful mode
switches occur from acquisition to Greenfield investment mainly (on occasion from acqui¬
sition to exports too) when the market is small and thus the profits captured by the foreign
firm are smaller, rather than in a larger market. As the policy measure (compensation for
the firm) will depend on the profits, a smaller market will allow the government to cover
the difference in profits of a switch. As a larger market allows for higher profits from the
firm's preferred mode, the host government will be less able to cover the difference in the
form of compensation (in the form of a subsidy) or profits will still be higher than the gov¬
ernment's preferred entry mode's when a tax is imposed as a punishment, thus not allowing
for a mode switch.
Concluding, greenfield investment and acquisitions will the most prominent entry
modes in this framework, thus supporting the findings of the WTO report in 2006 [73],
prior to the economic crisis that negatively affected international transactions. In terms
of the market size, Greenfield investment is more prominent when the market is small,
whereas in the case of a large market, acquisition is more prevalent. Also, the government
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will be able to play an active role , particularly when the change of entry mode is between
acquisition and greenfield investment.
Chapter 4
Conclusion
In conclusion, the analysis of this work consists of three separate chapters that have
contributed to the literature in the following ways:
Chapter 1 has used a lobbying contest as an identification mechanism, providing thus
a solution to the inability of the policymaker in a a la Dixit oligopolistic market charac¬
terised by cost asymmetry, to create a 'National Champion' to successfully compete with
its foreign rival in the third market setting, a result of the existence of incomplete infor¬
mation. The most efficient in terms of cost firm will be the winner of the contest and will
be the recipient of the award, the subsidization of their production for exports. It will then
proceed to compete with a rival monopoly in the importing third country a la Brander and
Spencer. The contest is used both in the case where the policy measure is a pure trans¬
fer and when it is not, and the conditions under which the lobbying contest intervention is
welfare improving have been examined.
Chapter 2 has aimed at the examination of all the potential cooperational agreements
that can arise in a strategic trade setting, where the monopolistic firms of two producing
countries receive strategic protectionist measures in the form of subsidies. The comparison
of profits and welfare levels in these cooperational situations and the non cooperational
outcome ofBrander and Spencer under cost asymmetry has assisted in establishing whether
such agreements would be profit and welfare enhancing, firstly in a constant and then in a
decreasing marginal cost framework. The main conclusion reached is that the level of the
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consumers' surplus share, the extent of the cost asymmetry and the market size will define
the final outcome.
Chapter 3 examines the role ofgovernment intervention in influencing the entry mode
that a foreign firm would choose when entering a market. Direct policy measures are
used, following the suggestion of Nocke and Yeaple [64] regarding the analysis of policy
implications when the preferred entry mode of the host country differs from the one of the
entering firm and potential incentivisation techniques for a change ofmode promotion. The
main observation of the above examination is that policy intervention can be effective, in
particular for small markets as the firm can be incentivised to alter its mode from acquisition
to greenfield investment. One more feature of this analysis is that FDI is the prominent
entry mode, whether in the form of Greenfield investment or acquisition as reports such as
the UNCTAD investment report in 2006 shows.
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Appendix A
Appendix for Chapter 1
A.l Welfare Levels (5 = 1
a la Dixit Oligopoly with cost Asymmetry
For the case described by the Dixit model, where there is competition between the n
oligopolistic firms in country 1, and thus all the domestic firms receive the per unit subsidy,
then each of the firms sets its optimal production level through the maximisation of its own
profit function. The firms, as mentioned above differ in their production costs, so we have
Cn ^ C12 ^ ... ^ cXn. Therefore:
riii = P(Q)X11 — cn-Xii + sxn
rii2 = P(Q)X12 — C12X12 + sX12
Illn P^Q^Xin C\nX\n T sXin
where Xu, X12,Xln andllii, II12,IIin, denote production and profits of coun¬
try 1 firm 1,2, ...n respectively,
The same applies for the monopolistic rival foreign firm:
II2 = P(Q)X2 — C2X2
where X2 denotes production and n2 profits for firm 2 in country 2.
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The inverse demand function is given by:
P(Q) = a — b(X± i + X12 + ... + Xin + X2)
Through the use of the first order conditions, the following expressions for the pro¬
duction levels of the domestic and the foreign firms are obtained:
o — b(Xi2 + X\s + ...Xin) — bX2 — en + s
11 ~
2b
a — b(X11 + X13 + ...Xin) ~ bX2 — C\2 + sXu ~ 21
v a — b(X11 + X\2 + ...Xin-i) — bX2 — C\n + sA in —
and
2b
a - bYjXu - c2
V" i—1A 2 —
2b
The total production level in country 1 is obtained through the summation of the
individual film production levels:
n
'in(a + s) — nbX2 — ci
D \r | "V | 1 V
(n + 1 )b
XD — Xn + X\2 + ... + X\n
This implies that the simultaneous solution of the two functions: XD and X2 the
following expressions for the output levels are obtained:
n
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Then the total output level exported to the third country and the inverse demand
function are given respectively by:
n
(n + l)a + ns - Ylcu - c2
Qd = Xd + X2 = Jr1
(n + 2 )b
and
n
a - ns + Y^cu + c2
pW°» =
In order to set that optimal subsidisation level, the government maximises its objec¬
tive function, given by the domestic welfare level. Then:
n n
WD = P(Q)XD + sXD - ^(chIh) - sXD = P(Q)XD - ^(cuXy)
i=l i=1
where the total cost level is obtained through the following:
a — b(Xi 2 + X13 + ...X\n) — bX2 — en + s
11 ~ 2b
and
XD — X\i = X\2 + Xi3 + ...Xin








a + c2 -f- J^cii — (n + 2)cn + 2s
Xn =
(n + 2)6
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Thus
n
acn + C11C2 + cuEcii — {n + 2)(cn)2 + 2scxi
C\\Xn — l—j—(n + 2)o
n
ac\2 + C12C2 + Ci2^Cii — (n + 2)(ci2)2 + 2scx2
Cl2^12 = l=) X9U(n + 2)6
n
acin + CinC2 + CtaEcii — (^ + 2)(cin)2 + 2scln
Y" lCln^Mn / | 0s,(n + 2)6
Summing:
T2> 77- 77- 71 71
n + Q2XXn + (X^cli)2 ~~ (n + 2)X](cxi)2 + 2sX)cxj
E-ia i=l i=l i=l i=l i=lCliXli - fa + 2)S
Maximising with respect to the subsidy level and solving for the optimal protectionist
measure = 0) leads to the following result:
n
(n — 2)(na + nc2 - 2X] Cxi)
i=1
4n2
Note that the non negativity constraint here requires that for positive production by
the lowest cost firm:
n
(n + 2)c* - a - c2 - X^ cn
i=i
s >




=> 4(n + l)n(^Cxi — nc^) + 2n(n — 2)(a + c2) + 8^Cx» > 0
i=1 i=l
Note that the n firms in the market are ranked as follows:cxx ^ Cx2 ^ ^ cln.
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We know that c\ is the lowest cost in the market. Therefore, the difference:
cn - c* > 0
is positive as firm 1 will either be the lowest cost firm in the market or will operate at a
higher cost. The same applies for all the remaining firms in the market and thus in sum
i= 1
Therefore the lowest cost firm will be providing a positive output. The same principle
applies for total production, where the condition becomes:
3n2 + 2n > 0
thus the total production in the oligopolistic situation is positive.




an + c2n - clt
XD i=1
2bn
and the inverse demand function:
n




Therefore the welfare level is given by:
n n n
[n(a + c2) - 2£di]2 +MnEfei)2 - (Edi)2]
WD i= 1 i=1 i=1
8bn2
Lobbying Contest
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Turning to the derivation of the welfare function in the case where the lobbying con¬
test leads to the elimination of the (n — 1) inefficient firms in the market through the contest.
Then, again, in the second stage, the two competing firms set their optimal production lev¬
els through the maximisation of the profit functions:
n* = P(Q)X* - c\X{ + s^X*
and
n2 = P(Q)X2 - c2X2
Again, the inverse demand function is given by:
P(Q) = a — bQL — a — b(X{ + X2)
Maximising and solving as previously, we obtain:
o, — 2c* + c2 +
36
and
a — 2c2 + Cj — Sj*2 =
36
Then, as in the previous section, we maximise the domestic welfare function with
respect to the subsidy, and obtain the optimal level of this policy measure.
* a — 2c\ + c2
Sl~ 4
By substituting where required, we obtain:
vi v* _ a~ 2cl + c2* =*'" 26
and
a — 3c2 + 2c*
*2 =
46
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The total output and the inverse demand function respectively equal:
_ 3a - 2c* - c2Q ~
4b
and
a + 2c* + c2
~~
4
Substituting in the welfare function, the result is:
yyL _ (Cl ~ 2cl + C2)2
8b
A.2 Welfare Comparison 5 = 1
_ 9^* + r w [n(a + c2) - 2E cn]2 + 8ninH (cu)2 ~ (Ecii)2]
— wD = — 1=1 1=1 1=1
86 8bri2
n
21cj n2 + n(a + c2)E cu - ncj] + 2n(X>H)2 - [(Ecn)2 + 2n2£(cu)
_ wD = —— i=1 i=1 — —
8bn2
The sufficient condition for the difference of the two welfare functions to be positive
and therefore for the lobbying contest intervention to be welfare enhancing is given by the
following expression:
71 71
2n2E(cu)2 - (2n - 1 )(Ecn)2 ~ ci n2
(a + c2) > — ^
n[E cn ~ nc\]
i=1
Therefore, for the lobbying contest intervention to be welfare improving, the sum
of the parameters capturing the market size and the cost of the foreign rival must exceed a
certain threshold. The analysis of this threshold is complex when all the above variables are
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involved, so we shall endeavour to use a simplified example for its examination. Therefore
for the case of n = 2, where the costs of two firms operating in the market are given by c\
for the low cost firm and c.\ for the high cost,
4cf + 13c?
Q, -T C2 > 7T77 c
3(ci - 2c*)
n
Note that the denominator is positive as > ncii therefore the conclusion we
2—1
come to is that, this threshold increases as the level of the operating cost of the two firms
in the market increases. The effect of the high cost firm is greater than that of the low cost
firm, hence if the cost differential is high the threshold increases.
For the case ofn = 3,where the costs of two firms operating in the market are given
by c*x for the low cost firm and ci, c.\, for the high cost firms, where < C\ the threshold
value takes the form:
(cx + C\ — 2c*)2 T" 12ci(ci — Ci) + 6ci(ci — c*) + 6(c2 — Cic*)
a + c2 >
3(ci + C\ — 2c-|)
The same applies to this example, the threshold increases with the country 1 cost val¬
ues, therefore the market size and the cost advantage required for the welfare improvement
also increase.
Therefore the lobbying contest is welfare improving when the market size served
is high and the cost advantage of the national champion exceeds a certain value, which
increases with the number of oligopolistic firms operating in the market under the a'la
Dixit model.
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A.3 Welfare Levels S > 1
A 'la Dixit Oligopoly (with cost asymmetry)
For the case described by the Dixit model,with cost asymmetry,when 5 > 1, the
production stage of the game, where firms set their output, is not directly affected by the
relaxation of the pure transfer assumption, therefore the analysis of stage two is similar to
the corresponding analysis of Appendix 1. The firms, as mentioned above differ in their
production costs, so we have en ^ ci2 ^ ... ^ C\n, Therefore the following expressions
for the output levels for country 2 and country 1 are obtained:
n






na + 2ns — 2^cii + nc%
XD = i=1
(n + 2)6
Then the total output level exported to the third country and the inverse demand
function are given respectively by:
n
(■n + l)a + ns - ~ c2




a - ns + Yj °n + c2
nQ°) =——
In order to set that optimal subsidisation level, the government maximises its objec¬
tive function, given by the domestic welfare level. Then:
WD = P(Q)XD - ^(cltAlt) + (1 - S)sXD
i=1
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n
where the total cost level J2(cuXu) *s obtained through the following:
i=1
72 TL 71 71 71
n &XXij + C2^Cii + (XXij)2 — {n + 2)X^(Ci i)2 + 2sX^Cii
E-y 2= 1 2=1 2=1 2=1 2=1CliXli - (XT2Tb2=1 v 7
Maximising with respect to the subsidy level and solving for the optimal protectionist
measure = 0) leads to the following result:
71
((n + 2)5 - 4)(na + nc2 - 2X) Cu)
„■ ii=l
S =
4n((n + 2)5 — 2)
Note that the non negativity constaint here requires that for positive production by
the lowest cost firm:
71





((n + 2)5 - 4)(na + nc2 - 2J2 cu) a + c2 - (n + 2)c| + X^ cu
=> i=±-
4n((n + 2)5 — 2) 2
This expression reduces to
71 71 71
2(5n2a — 4^ cu) + 4(5na — 2^ cu) + 8cxi(5 — 1) +
2=1 2=1 2=1
71
25n2(c2 — 4c\) + 45(c2 — 4c\) + 85n(^ cu — nc\) + 8n(n + 2)
»=i
> 0
For the first two terms, by assumption a > X^cn-Thus, for a oligopoly to exist
i=1
71
n ^ 2 => n2a > 4 cu ■ Also, c2 > 4c* this is true since by assumption c2 > 2nc[
i=1
and.n ^ 2.Therefore the lowest cost firm will be producing a positive output. The same
principle applies for total production, where the condition becomes:
(n + 2)5 > 0
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This again is positive, thus the total production in the oligopolistic situation is posi¬
tive.
Then, by substituting in the production level expression from above, we obtain the
following:
n
5{an + c2n - 2J2 cu)
XD =- i==1
2((2 + n)5 — 2)6
and the inverse demand function:
P
(a + c2)((4 + n)5 — 4) + 26(^2 cu)
i—1
((2 + n)45 - 8)
Therefore the welfare level is given by:
52{n(a + c2) - 2E"ch]2 + 4(2 S(+ 2) - 4][nf;(Clj)2 - (£ci.)2]
TT/D __ 4=1 4=1 4=1
8b[(n + 2)6 — 2]
Lobbying Contest
Turning to the derivation of the welfare function in the case where the lobbying con¬
test leads to the elimination of the (n — 1) inefficient firms in the market through the contest.
Then, again, the second stage is not affected by 5 > 1, therefore, using the analysis of ap¬
pendix 1 for the lobbying contest under 5 > 1 the optimal production level is given by:
Maximising and solving as previously, we obtain:
X* =
o — 2c* + c2 + 2s*
3b
and
a — 2c2 -f- c* — s*
*2=
36
Then, as in the previous section, we maximise the domestic welfare function (equa¬
tion 1.42) above with respect to the subsidy, and obtain the optimal level of this policy
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measure.
, (a-2c? + c2)(35-4)
Sl (8 - 125)
Note that the existence of a cost associated with the transfer of funds towards the
monopoly implies that this measure is negative. It could however, be more optimal for the
low cost firm as the effect of this tax would be less than the uniform measure's.
By substituting where required, we obtain:
yL _ Y* — (° ~ 2C1 +
1 26(35 - 2)
and
(a + c2)(55 — 4) + 2<5cj
=
(125-8)
Substituting in the welfare function, the result is:
L
_ 52(q - 2c* + c2)2
(35 - 2)8b
A.4 Welfare Comparison 6 > 1
wL-wD =
52(a — 2c* + c2)2
(35 - 2)86
62[n(a + c2) - 2£ cH]2 + 4[25(n + 2) - 4][n£(ci;)2 - (f>H)2]
4=1 4= 1 4=1
8b[(n + 2)5 - 2] ""
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^Denoting (35 — 2) = A and [(n + 2)5 — 2] = 5,the expression in a more simplified form
becomes:
WL-WD =
52a(a + 4(c2 - 2c\)) 52cf 52c2(c2 - 4c*))
8Ab + ~2Ab + 2Ab
[25(n + l)-2](EcH)2 [2(5-l)]E(Cl,)2





S2c2[n(2a + c2) - 4^cw]
i=l
855
The above expression contains both positive and negative terms. The negative will
be compared to the positive, in order to derive the sufficient conditions for welfare increase
through the intervention.
Therefore, comparing:
52a(a + 4(c2 — 2cX)) a2S2n
8Ab t0 ~~ 8bnB




52a2n(n — 1)5 + 452cto(c2 — 2ci)
8ABnb
The above expression is always positive, as by assumption c2 > 2ncx.
Then comparing:
n
r3 2 / / o \ 52c2[n(2a + c2) -5 a 77(77 — 1) + 45 an(c2 — 2ci)
^ i=i
8ABnb 855
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r2 / „ 52c2[n(2a + c2)-4J2cuSJc2(c2 -4cj)) i=l
2Ab 8bB
























Therefore, the intervention is welfare improving when the sufficient conditions hold.
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Appendix for Chapter 2
B.l Proposition 6 & Proposition 7 Proof
The Lagrangian for the joint welfare maximisation problem, where the objective function
is given by:
WJ = W( + W2J = ([U(QJ) - PQJ} + - s{Q( + 7[U(QJ) - PQJ} + UJ2 - sJ2QJ2
takes the form
L = WJ + fh(QJ1-0) + fi2(Qi-0)
Note that the non negativity constraints included in the Lagrangian ensure that at the
potential corner solutions, one firm produces zero levels of output, however the remaining
firm will be receiving such measures leading to production that maximizes consumers'
surplus, but not above.
Differentiating firstly with respect to the policy measure set by country one and then
country two, the following FOCs are derived:
dL
_ dWJ dQi dQj.
ds{ ds{ ^1 ds{ ^2 ds{
dL
_ dW^_ dQi dQj _
ds2 ds2 ^1 ds2 ^2 ds2
Optimality conditions
ft(a~2Cl + 236'+C2—) = 0 Complementarity
210
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<■ - 2c, + 2qf + d - qf
= Q c ,ementarit
36
ft — 2Ci T 2s{ T C2 —
36






Since we have two complementarity conditions, there are four cases to be examined:
Case 1
Mi — M2 = 0 =b
J




_ [2(7 + 0 - l]ft - (7 + C + 4)c2 - (7 + C - 5)ci + (7 + C - 1)s{
(2-7-0
These policy measures do not constitute a solution, as they lead to an inconsistent
system.23
Case 2
Hx = 0 and a — 2c2 + 2sJ2 + C\ = s{ =>
9(7 + C - 0° - 7ci + [9(7 + 0 + 14]C2
S2 = 7(7 + C-2)
7
_ [25(7 + 0 - 32]a + [7(7 + Q - 28]c + [4(7 + Q + 56]c2
7(7 + C — 2)
and
[48(7 + C - l)]a - 53cx + [8(7 + 0 ~ 21]c2 „ n
M2 ~ 21 < U
23 If solved simultaneously, these lead to c\ = c2, not feasible by assumption.
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As //2 < 0, the above policy measures do not constitute a solution.
Case 3
H2 — 0 and a — 2ci + 2s{ + c2 = s2 ==>
j (l-7-C)a + c2 + (7 + C-2)ci
< 0
7 + C-2
sj= -fr + Qq + h + Qc22
7+C-2
and
HX = 6(C2 - ci) > 0
This constitutes a solution to the maximisation problem.
Case 4
a — 2c2 + 2s{ + Ci = s{ and a — 2cx + 2sf + c2 = S2 ==^
si = ~(a — ci) < 0
/ux = —(a — cx) < 0
and
^2 : -(« - c2) < 0
This therefore does not constitute a solution to the maximisation problem .
Concluding the analysis, the only solution to the system is obtained in case 3, and
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and therefore total profits equal:
nJ = nf + uJ9 = o +J —77,7 nJ — n (Q C2)1 — 0 (2— C)26
For the welfare levels, total consumers' welfare is given by:
j
= (a - c2)2
2(2 - 7 - ()2b
and so the welfare levels are given by:
rJ
__ r (a - c2)2WT = C-1 4(2-7-0 2b
and
wj = (a ~ c2)2 + (a — c2)2 (7 + 0((a~c2):
2(2 — 7 — Q2b (2 — 7 — O2^ (2-7-02&
Therefore total welfare is given by:
^
_ U/J , WJ = (a - C2) _ (7 + C)((a — c2^
2 (2 — 7 — £)26 2(2 — 7 — 02&
VFJ = IF7 + IF;
B.2 Proposition 8 Proof
Note that for a duopoly to exist and serve the markets in the non cooperative case, the
following constraint must hold: (C ~ 7 + l)a ~ (3 — 7)01 + (2 — 0C2 > 0. This is
determined by the value of parameters 0 7 and so for each case we examine whether the
constraint holds. In this way the non cooperational profits are determined, so a comparison
to the co-operational levels can take place.
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Case 1: £ = 0,7 = 0 and the constraint becomes: a — 3ci + 2c2 > 0, implying that
both firms are able to produce positive amounts.
jjivc _ 8(a ~ c2)2 + 52(cx - c2)2 - 8(a - c2)(ci - c2)
255
UJc = (Q ~ C2?
45
nc (a - C2)2
165
nj = (« ~ c2)2
45
It is obvious from the above equations that IiJc = IIJ > IIC
Denoting x = (a — c2) and y = (ci — c2), then for > IIJ, the following is
required:
8(a - c2)2 + 52(ci - c2)2 - 8(q - c2)(ci - c2)
_ (a - c2)2
255 45
8x2 + 52y2 — 8xy x2
255 45 >
32x2 + 208y2 - 32xy - 25x2
1005 >
=4>
(2x — 8y)2 + 3x2 + 144y2
1005 >
which always holds, therefore the ranking for this case if given by:
unc > uJc = nj > Uc
Case 2: ( = 0,7 — 1 and the constraint becomes: 2(a—Ci+c2) > 0,therefore the constaint
is binding. Thus the profits are given by:
unc _ 4(fl - c2)2 + 5(ci - c2)2 + 4(q - c2)(ci - c2)
45
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nJc = (Q ~02)2
6
{a - c2)2nc =
9b
UJ = (a - c2)2
b
It is obvious from the above equations that the ranking for this case if given by:
nJc = nJ > nc
For the non cooperative profits to be greater than the Jc situation, the difference
between the two profit levels must be positive:
nivc _ UJC > 0




5(ci - c2)2 + 4(a - c2)(ci - c2)
46
which is true, therefore the ranking takes the form
nnc > nJc = nJ > nc
Case 3: £ = 1,7 = 0 and the constraint becomes: —3ci + c2 = — (3ci — c2) < 0,
implying that the constraint does not hold, and thus the firm in country 2 becomes the
monopolist, serving all markets. Hence the profit levels are given by:
nNC _ (a c2)2
Jc





nj = (a - c2)2
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It is obvious from the above equations that
nJc = nJ = uNC > nc
B.3 Proposition 9 Proof
Turning to the welfare levels, the constraints take the same form as in Appendix B.2, when
the levels of the consumption parameters vary. Note that for the duopoly to exist and
serve the markets in the non cooperative case, the following constraint must also hold:
(£ — 7 + 1 )a — (3 — 7)01 + (2 — £)c2 > 0. Therefore this constraint is also taken into
consideration when each of the case is examined. Hence:
Case 1: C — 0,7 = 0 and the constraint becomes: a — 3ci + 2c2 > 0, implying that
both firms are able to produce positive amounts. The welfare levels are defined as:
wnc = 4(a - c2)2 + 8(d - c2)2
256
wJ° = (q "C2)2
46
= 3(a - c2)2
165
wJ = (a ~02)2
4b
It is obvious from the above equations that WJc = WJ > Wc
Denoting x = (a — c2) and y = (ci — c2), then for WNC > WJ, the following is
required:— IH*7 > 0
4(q - c2)2 + 3(ci - c2)2 (a - c2)2
256 46
—9x2 + 3y2
= — < 0
1006
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Based on the assumptions a > c\, a > c2 and C\ > c2,the difference between these
values is negative and therefore, WNC < WJ . We, at this point, are required to compare
WNC to Wc. Therefore, for WNC > Wc we require that WNC — Wc > 0
4(a - c2)2 + 3(ci - c2)2 3(a - c2)2
256 166 '
— llx2 + 3y2
< 0
4006
Once more, based on the above mentioned assumptions, the difference WNC — Wc is
negative, therefore the overall ranking is given by:
WJc = WJ > Wc > WNC
Case 2: C = 0,7 = 1 and the constraint becomes: 2(q — c\ + c2) > 0, implying that
both firms are able to produce positive amounts. The welfare levels are defined as:












It is obvious from the above equations that WJc = WJ > Wc
Denoting x = (a — c2) and y = (ci — c2), then for WNC > WJ, the following is
required: WNC - WJ > 0
4a;2 + 3y2 x2
256 26
— 17x2 + 6y2
= ; — < 0
506
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Based on the assumptions a > ci, a > c2 and c\ > c2,the difference between these values
is negative and therefore,WNC < WJ We, at this point, are required to compare WNC to
Wc. Therefore, for WNC > Wc we require that WNC — Wc > 0
4x2 + 3y2 5x2
256 186
—50x2 + 54y2
= — < 0
4506
Once more, based on the above mentioned assumptions, the difference WNC — Wc is
negative, therefore the overall ranking is given by:
WJc = WJ > Wc > WNC
Case 3: £ = 1,7 = 0 and the constraint becomes: — (3ci — c2) < 0, implying that
firm 1 is the monopolist in the market. The welfare levels are defined as:
yu-NC _ (a ~ C2)2
26
WJC= (" - C2)2
2b




It is obvious from the above equations that
wJc = WJ = WNC > wc
B.4 Proposition 10 Proof
The Lagrangian for the joint welfare maximisation problem, where the objective function
is given by:
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wJ = w( + w( = ni- s{q{ + nj- s{q{
takes the form:
l = wj + — 0) + fi2(q2 — 0)
Differentiating firstly with respect to the policy measure set by country one and then
country two, the following FOCs are derived:
dL
_ dW^ dQj_ dQj
ds{ ds{ ^1 ds{ ^2 ds{
dL dWJ dQ{ dQi
-J—j = -7-7- + Ml -TT + dJ2~~jT = 0ds% ds/ ds2 ds2
Optimality Conditions
fa(b + dz) + d2(s{ — c\) + b(—2ci + C2 + 2s/ — s2) N"l( 36* + dA + 26(d. + d,) ' = ° ComP'<—
a(b + d\) + di(s2 — c2) + b(—2c2 + C\ + 2s/ — s/) ^"2( W + d,d2 + 26(51 + rf2) » = ° Complementary
,a{b + g^) + ^2(3/ — ci) + b(—2ci + C2 + 2s/ — s2). ^
3b2 + d\d2 -f 1b(d\ + c?2)
. <2(6 + d{) + di(s2 — C2) + 6(—2c2 + Ci + 2s/ — s/) ^
3b2 + d\d2 + 2b(d\ + c/2)
Mi > 0
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^2 — 0
Since we have two complementarity conditions, there are four cases to be examined:
Case 1
th = ^2 = 0
and
j
_ 6(26(ci - c2) + di(a- c2)
2b[d\ + d2) T d\d2
j
__ 6(26(c2 - ci) + d2(a - Ci)
2 2b(d\ + d2) + did2
These policy measures lead to the following levels of profits and welfare:
j
_ (26 + d\)[2b(ci - c2) - d2(a - cx)]2
1 (2b(di + d2) + d\d2)2
j
_ (26 + d2)[26(ci - c2) -di(a- c2)]2
(2b(di + d2) + d\d2)2
(n —
wY =j (a - ci)[26(ci - c2) + d2(a - ci)](46(c?i -f- d2) d\d2)
(n. — r.<
w0J =j _ (a - c2)[26(ci - c2) + d:(a - c2)]
(46(di + d2) + d\d2)
For the solution in case 1, there is a requirement to analyse the Second Order condi¬
tions, which in this maximisation problem need to be negative. Therefore:
d?L —263 + 6(—Ad\ — 5d2) — (di)2d2 — 2bd2{2d\ + d2)
dV = (362 + d!d2 + 26(di + d2))2
d2L
_ — 263 + b(—Ad2 - 5rfi) - (d2)2^i - 2bd1(2d2 + dx)
d2S2 (362 + did2 + 2b{d\ + d2))2
These SOCs are negative for very small values of the elasticity 6 , however for higher
values, the sign of these expressions becomes positive and therefore this solution is not
sustainable.
Case 2
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Hi — 0 and s{ = a(6+dl)+dl(62~C2)+fe(Cl~2c2+2s2)
j —bc\ + 26c2 + c2di — a(b + d\)
S2 = 26 + dx
s( = 0
and
-26(cx - c2) — di(a- c2)
~
26 + rfi








I,— o and SJ = a(b+d^+da (Sl ~Cl)+b(C2~2ci+2a^)
» 2 2 6
s/ - 0
7 -6c2 + 26ci + Cid2 - a(b + d2)
82 ~ 26 + d2
and
26(ci - c2) + d2(a - ci)
Hi 26 -f- c?2
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The corresponding output, profit and welfare levels in case 3 are given by the follow¬
ing functions:
Qi — 0 and Q2 = °22b + d2






s{ = —(a — C\) and s2 = —(a — c2) =$■
fjLx = —(a — ci) < 0
and
M2 = ~(a - c2) < 0
This therefore does not constitute a solution to the maximisation problem .
The two comer solutions are given by cases 2 and 3. The observation for these two
solutions is that they involve one of the two producing firms becoming the monopolist,
when the other firm produces nothing. Essentially, the sign of variables /i: and /x2 will
determine the solution, and thus the monopolist arising. For the solutions derived to hold,
both these under the optimality conditions are required to be positive. Hence:




—2b(c\ - c2) - di(a - c2)
2b -f d\
Note that for these two solutions the requirements are the following:
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In order for the case 2 results to constitute a solution, it is required that /ix = 0 and
> 0 =► '26(ci~2cfc2|^l(°"c2) > 0
In order for the case 3 results to constitute a solution, it is required that /i2 = 0 and
It is obvious from the above that not both these can be a solution simultaneously,
thus, one of the two corner solutions can be the answer to the maximisation problem at a
time. What we need to establish is the conditions under which, each of these becomes the
solution.
(i) Looking at the condition for the case 2 solution:
H2 > 0 => 2b(ci — c2) < —di(a — c2)
This condition holds for low values of the cost asymmetry gap (ci — c2), low b,
high values of d\{di < — 1) and high values of the difference (a — c2), hence for a large
market, as parameter a captures the market size. For these parameter values, the condition
is satisfied, case two is the solution and /r1 = 0. Note that condition also provides with a
threshold value for the market size above which firm 2 will be the monopolist in the market.
Thus
, 2b(c\ — c2)
/r2>0=^a =a>c2
d\
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(ii)Under the assumption that di,d2 < —2,24for case 3 to be a solution, where Q{ = 0
andQi > 0, with firm 2 producing at the one firm monopoly level, the following must hold:
Hi > 0 => 2b(ci - c2) > d2(a - Ci)
This condition holds for high values of the cost asymmetry gap (ci — c2), high b, low values
of d2 and low values of the difference (a — ci), hence for a small market, as parameter a
captures the market size.
Note however that if this condition holds for these values, then the second Lagrange
multiplier,/^, is equal to zero.
Therefore, the observation is that for a small market, a high cost asymmetry gap level
and a small rate of the marginal cost curve decline for the firm in country 2, the firm in
country 2 will undertake all production. The essentially the cost asymmetry gap is great
and although the rate of the MC curve decline is small, the overall effect still leaves the
firm in country 2 as the cost efficient one, thus this becomes the monopolist. If on the
other hand, we have a large market, a small cost gap level and a large rate of marginal cost
decline for country 1, the results are reversed and firm 1 undertakes all production.25
24 This assumption regarding the value of the dereasing rate is essential as this ensures that the output is non
negative in both the cases where firm 1 is the monopolist or firm 2 is the monopolist.
Note also that the MC for either firm can not be negative, so the following restriction must hold:
< ifeand d2 < -£=%r2
25 Note that for these particular values of the parameters, the non negativity constaints for positive production
imposed by firms in stage 2 also hold:
Qi t 0
=> bs2 — (26 + d2)si tab- 2bc\ + bc2 + ad2 — c\d2
Qi h 0
=>■ bs\ — (26 + d\)s2 >z ab — 2bc2 + bci + ad\ — c2d\
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B.5 Cost Efficiency switch market size
When the two firms make a choice over a coproduction agreement, they need to ensure that
the decision over which one will become the monopolist, serving the market is optimal.
This is done through the comparison of the cost asymmetry, under the decreasing marginal
cost assumption, since, total costs increase at a lower rate for firm 1 compared to firm 2,
thus although for low values of output firm 2 maintains the cost efficiency, above a certain
threshold, firm 1 becomes the lowest cost firm.
Thus for quantities produced above Q*, firm 1 produces at a lower cost. We need to
define this level ofQ* and then compare that with the monopoly production level of firm 2,
to define that market size that makes the choice of firm 1 as the monopolist efficient.
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The output level Q* is given by the intersection of the two average cost curves AC\
and AC2 :
= c2 + <*2f
Q' = 2<C' " C2'V
d2-dx
Note that this level of output is positive for l^l > \d2\
(1) For the case ofjoint welfare maximisation with coproduction, to define the market
size a required for firm 1 to be producing, we need to compare this Q* to Q{c, where Q{c
denotes the monopolist output of firm 1. Therefore firm 1 will be the producer in the market
if
Qt° >Q"=> AAv > 2A~7)2b -f- d\ d2 — d\
=4>
Jc ^ , 2(ci — c2)(26 + di)a — a > C\ H
d2 — dx
(2) For the case ofcoproduction, to define the market size a required for firm 1 to start
producing, we need to compare this Q* to Qx, where Ql denotes the monopolist output of
firm 1. Therefore firm 1 will be the producer in the market if
0= > o- =j. - C|> > 2<c' - C2>1 2(26 + dx) d2 — dx
c „ , 4(ci - c2)(26 + di)
a — a > Ci H —t
(d2 - di)
Note that
ac > aJc > aJ
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Therefore for the case ofjoint welfare maximisation, a smaller size for the total mar¬
ket is required to switch cost efficiency between firms, compared to the case of coproduc-
tion.
B.6 Thresholds and Cooperative Agreement Ranking
Note that this comparison takes place for values di < d2,when firm 1 may prove to be the
cost efficient firm in the market, depending on the market size. These critical values for the
market size are given by: ac, aJc, a3





















The observation in this particular setting is that firm 1 will be the monopolist in all
three cooperation agreement regimes and that joint welfare maximisation with and without
co-production lead to the same levels of profits and welfare, therefore, IIJ = I\.Jc and
WJ = WJc. The full ranking for the profits is given:
nJ = ujc > Uc
w3 = wJc > wc
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The observation in this case is that firm 2 is the monopolist in the joint welfare max¬
imisation with coproduction and firm two is the monopolist in the coproduction and joint
welfare maximisation setting. The ranking will be given by:
Profits
nJ > it > nJc
or
nJ > nJc > nc
depending on the relative values of dx and d2
Welfare
W > Wc > WJc
or
WJ > WJc > wc
depending on the relative values of d\ and d2.
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In this setting, firm 2 becomes the monopolist for the coproduction and joint welfare
maximisation co-operational regimes and firm 1 is the monopolist for the joint welfare
maximisation case and the ranking for profits and welfare is given by:
Profits
nJ > nJc > IT
Welfare
WJ > WJc > Wc
For ac > aJc > aJ > a
Subsidy levels
J


















The observation in this particular setting is that firm 2 will be the monopolist in all
three cooperation agreement regimes and the joint welfare maximisation with and without
co-production lead to the same levels of profits and welfare, therefore, IIJ = IIJc and
WJ = WJc. The full ranking for the profits is given:
nJ = UJc > Uc
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WJ = WJc > Wc
B.7 Proposition 14 Proof
The comparison of the cooperative and the non cooperative profit and welfare levels as
described by equations 2.110-2.111 is complicated due to the existence of a large number
of variables. We set C\ = c2 + e , due to the cost asymmetry. To enable us to provide
with a relative ranking however, we shall employ a counter intuitive example in which
the variables assumed to differ will in the limit approximate each other: lirndx —>■ d2 and
lime —> 0. Then the profits under the cooperational regime can be written as:
yrATC _ (a - C2)2(26 + d2)3
(5b2 + 5bd2 + <i2)2
26
We examine the following two cases:
Case 1: dx > d2
For this situation, we have already, through proposition 13, established that the rank¬
ing of the co-operational agreement profits takes the following form:
nJ = nJc > IT
26 Note that the assumption liiri d\ — > d2 and limci— > c2 can also be written as lim c/2— > and
lim c2— > cj ,in which case the profits and welfare levels are given in the terms of the firm one cost parameter
and will assist in the comparison when firm 1 is the monopolist in the market. These are given by:
NC
= (a-ci)2(2b + d1)3
(562 + 5bdi + d2)2
rrrNC
_ (a ~ ci)2(2k + di)(2b2 + Abd\ + d2)
(5b2 + bbd\ + du\)2
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Therefore for nAC > nJ, and II> nc the difference between these profit values
must be positive.
uNC - nJ
(a-c2)2(2b + d2)3 (a — c2)2
(5b2 + 5bd2 + dj)2 2(2b + d2)
uNC - nc
(a - c2)2(2b + d2)3 (a — c2)2
(5b2 + 5bd2 + d2)2 8(2b + d2)
The sign of this difference depends on the relative value of d2
Thus, for low values of d2
lim (n"c - nJ) - 7(Q ~02)2 >o^nNC-nJ>od2^oy ' 1006
the ranking takes the form:
n"c > nJ = nJc > nc
And for high values of d2
lim (n*c - nJ) = (a - c2)2(-oo) < o =» nwc - nJ < o
—►—26
lim (nwc-rr) = (a-c2)2(—oo) < o =>nNC-nc < 0
do,—►—26
=> the ranking takes the form:
nj = n^c > nc > nNC
uNC > nJ = nJc > nc for low d2
Therefore in summary:
nJ = nJc > nc > II^ otherwise
Case 2: d\ < d2
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For a > ac > aJc > aJ, we have established the following ranking for the coopera¬
tive profits :
nJ = nJc > rr
Therefore for II^ > IIJ, and 1TVC' > nc the difference between these profit values
must be positive.
niVC _ UJ
(a - ci)2(26 + di)3 (a - ci)2
(562 + 5bd1 + d\)2 2(26 + di)
uNC - rr
(a - ci)2(26 + di)3 (a - ci)2
(562 + 5bd\ + df)2 8(26 T- d\)
The sign of this difference depends on the relative value of d\
Thus, for low values of d\
lim (uNC - nJ) - 7^a~c^2 >o=>nwc-nJ>o
di—»o 1006
=>• the ranking takes the form:
uNC > nJ = njc > nc
And for high values of d\
lim (nc - nJ) = (a - Cl)2(-oo) < o =* n"c - nJ < o
c£i—►—26
lim (nw - rr) = (a - Cl)2(-oo) < o =>■ n"c - nc < o
d\—>—2b
=> the ranking takes the form:
nJ = nJc > nc > nNC
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For ac > a > aJc > aJ, we have established the following ranking for the coopera¬
tive profits :
(1) nJ > n7c > IT
or
(2) UJ > IT > nJc
Therefore for (1), in order to be able to rank the co-operational and non co-operational
outcomes, for > nJ, > ITJcand II^07 > nc the difference between these profit
values must be positive.
nNC - nJ
(a - ci)2(26 + di)3 (a - ci)2
(562 + bbdx + d2)2 2(26 + di)
niVC _ UJc
(a — c2)2(26 + d2)3 (a-c2)2
(562 + 5bd2 + d2)2 2(26 + d2)
UNC - nc
(a - ci)2(26 +di)3 (a - Ci) 2
(562 + 56di + d2)2 8(26 + d\)
The sign of this difference depends on the relative value of d\, d2
Thus, for low values of d\, d2
lim {uNC - nJ) = > o => n"c - nJ > oov ' 1006
the ranking takes the form:
nw > nJ - nJc > nc
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And for high values of di, d2
lim {UNC - nJ) = (a - d)2(-oo) < 0 => IlNC - UJ < 0
d\—>—26
lim (nwc - nJc) = (a - c2)2(—oo) < o =» uNC - nJc < 0
d>2—►—26
lim (JlNC-Uc) = (a-Cl)2(-oo) <0=^>n7VC-nc<0
d\—>— 2b
=4> the ranking takes the form:
nJ = nJc > nc > nc
For (2), in order to be able to rank the co-operational and non co-operational out¬
comes, for > nJ, > nJcand nwc > nc the difference between these profit
values must be positive.
nNC _ nJ
(a - c1)2(2b + dx)3 (a-ci)2
(5b2 + 5bdi + d\)2 ~ 2(2b + dj
niVC _ nc
(a - ci)2(2b + di)3 (a - ci)2
(5b2 + 5bdx + d2)2 ~~ 8(26+ di)
niVC _ uJc
(a — c2)2(2b + d2)3 (a — c2)2
(5b2 + 5bd2 + d22)2 ~ 2(2b + d2)
The sign of this difference depends on the relative value of d\, d2
Thus, for low values of d\, d2
lim (n"c - nJ) = 7^a ~C^2 > o =» uNC - nJ > o
d\—>0 ; 1006
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=>- the ranking takes the form:
uNC > nJ = uJc > nc
And for high values of d\, d2
lim (n^c -nJ) = (a-ci)2(-oo) < o =>- nwc -nJ < o
d\—>—26
lim (n"c - rr) = (a - cx)2(-oo) < o =*► nwc - nc < o
d\—>—26
lim (nNC-nJc) = (a-c2)2(—oo) <o =»n"c-nJc<o
<^2—>—26
=> the ranking takes the form:
n J = ujc >Uc> n^vc
For ac > aJc > a > oJ, we have established the following ranking for the coopera¬
tive profits :
uj > UJC > Uc
Therefore in order to be able to rank the co-operational and non co-operational out¬
comes, for 11^° > nJ, 11^° > nJcand > IIC the difference between these profit
values must be positive.
UN° _ UJ
(a — Ci)2(26 + d\)3 (a-ci)2
(5b2 + 56dx + d2)2 ~ 2(26 + di)
nivc _ uJc
(a-c2)2(2b + d2)3 (a — c2)2
(5b2 + 5bd2 + d2)2 2(2b + d2)
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UNC - IT
(a - c2)2(2b + d2)3 (a — c2)2
(5b2 + 5bd2 + d?2f 8(2b + d2)
The sign of this difference depends on the relative value of dx, d2
Thus, for low values of dx, d2
lim (n"c - nJ) = 7(q~Ci)2 > 0 =» uNC - uJ > 0rfi-ov ' 1006
the ranking takes the form:
nivc >UJ = uJc > IT
And for high values of dx, d2
lim (n^-n-7) = (a-ci)2(-oo) < o ^ -nJ < o
d\—>—26
lim (n"c - nJc) = (a - c2)2(-oo) < 0 =» UNC - UJc < 0
d,2—>—26
lim (n^ - nc) = (a - c2)2 (—oo) < 0 =*► TlNC - Uc < 0
d2—>—26
=4> the ranking takes the form:
nJ = UJc >Uc> ftNC
Finally, for ac > aJc > aJ > a, firm 2 becomes the monopolist, and as in case
1, we have established that the ranking of the co-operational agreement profits takes the
following form:
nJ = uJc > nc
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Therefore for fTvc > nJ, and Il*vc > nc the difference between these profit values
must be positive.
UNC _ UJ
(a - c2)2(26 + d2)3 («-c2)2
(562 + 5bd2 + d2)2 2(26 + d2)
n^vc _ nc
(a - c2)2(26 + d2)3 (a - c2)2
(562 + 5bd2 + d|)2 8(26 + d2)
The sign of this difference depends on the relative value of d2
Thus, for low values of d2
lim (n^ - nJ) = 7^a ~c^2 > o => uNC - nJ > od2-V ' 1006
the ranking takes the form:
uNC > nJ = nJc > nc
And for high values of d2
lim (UNC - IIJ) = (a - c2)2(—oo) < 0 =*> UNC - UJ < 0
d2—>—26
lim (n^-IT) = (a-c2)2(—oo) <o=^nwc-nc<o
d2—>—26
the ranking takes the form:
nJ = njc > nc > nwc
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Therefore in summary:
Market size Regime Monopolist Ranking
J Firm 1
n^vc > nj = nJc > nc for low d1
a > ac > aJc > aJ C Firm 1
nJ = nJc > IIC > otherwise
Jc ■ Firm 1
J Firm 1
n/vc > n J > nJc > rr for low d1
ac > a > aJc > aJ( 1) c Firm 1
IIJ > UJc > nc > 11^ otherwise
Jc Firm 2
J Firm 1
rFc > nJ > nc > nJc for low d1
ac > a > aJc > aJ(2) c Firm 1
nJ > nc > nJc > otherwise
Jc Firm 2
J Firm 1
n^c > nJ > nJc > nc for low d2
ac > aJc > a > aJ c Firm 2
UJ > IlJc > IIc > otherwise
Jc Firm 2
J Firm 2
n^vc > n J = nJc > nc for low d2
ac > aJc > aJ > a c Firm 2
nJ = IlJc > nc > otherwise
Jc Firm 2
(Table 8: Profit Ranking under decreasing MC regime)
B.8 Proposition 15 Proof
The comparison of the cooperative and the non cooperative profit and welfare levels as
described by equations 2.110-2.111 is complicated due to the existence of a large number
of variables. We set C\ = c2 + e , due to the cost asymmetry. To enable us to provide
with a relative ranking however, we shall employ a counter intuitive example in which
the variables assumed to differ will in the limit approximate each other: lim d\ —> d2 and
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lime —► 0. Then the welfare level under the co-operational regime can be written as:
WNC =rNC _ (a ~ c2)2(26 + d2)(262 + 46d2 + d2)
(5b2 + bbd2 + d2)2
27
We examine the following two cases:
Case 1: dx > d2
For this situation, we have already, through proposition 14, established that the rank¬
ing of the co-operational agreement profits takes the following form:
WJ = WJc > Wc
Therefore for WNC > WJ, and WNC > Wc the difference between these profit
values must be positive.
WNc - \yJ
(a - c2)2(26 + d2)(2b2 + 4bd2 + d2) (a - c2)2
(5b2 + 5bd2 + d?2)2 2(2b + d2)
WNC - Wc
(a — c2)2(26 + d2)(2b2 + Abd2 + d2) 3 (a — c2)2
(5b2 + bbd2 + d2)2 8(2b + d2)
The sign of this difference depends on the relative value of d2
27 Note that the assumption limcfi— > d2 and limci— > c2 can also be written as lirn d2— > dx and
lim c2— > c\ ,in which case the profits and welfare levels are given in the terms of the firm one cost parameter
and will assist in the comparison when firm 1 is the monopolist in the market. These are given by:
Arc
= (a-ci)2(26 + rii)3
(5b2 + 5bdi + d2)2
tttNC
_ (a ~ ci)2(2fo + d\)(2b2 + 4bdi + d2)
(5b2 + 5bd\ + cC\)2
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Thus, for low values of d2
lim (WNC - WJ) = -g(Q - c2)2 < 0 ^ wnc _ wj < o1006
lim (WNC - Wc) - ~U[an~C2'>2 < 0 =► 11*° - IT < 0d2-*ov 1006
=> the ranking takes the form:
WJ = WJc > Wc > WNC
And for high values of d2
lim (WNC - WJ) = (a - c2)2(-oo) < 0 => WNC - WJ < 0
d>2—>—26
lim (WNC - Wc) = (a - c2)2(-00) < 0 =» - VFC < 0
^2—>—26
=> the ranking takes the form:
WJ = WJc > Wc > WNC
Therefore in summary:
WJ = WJc >WC> WNC for all values of d2
Case 2: di < d2
For a > ac > aJc > aJ, we have established the following ranking for the coopera¬
tive profits :
WJ = WJc > Wc
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Therefore for WNC > WJ, and WNC > Wc the difference between these profit
values must be positive.
(a — Ci)2(26 + di)(2b2 -f 46c?! + d\) (a — Ci)2
(5b2 + 5bdi + d2)2 2(2b + dx)
\yNC _ \yc
(a — ci)2(26 + di)(2b2 + 4bdx + d\) 3 (a — cx)2
(5b2 + 5bdi + d\)2 8(2b + dx)
The sign of this difference depends on the relative value of dx
Thus, for low values of dx
lim (WNC - WJ) = ^ <0=> WNC -WJ < 0




the ranking takes the form:
wJ = wJc >wc> WNC
And for high values of dx
lim (WNC-WJ) = (a-Cl)2(-oo) < 0 => WNC - WJ <0
d\—>—26
lim (WNC - Wc) = (a- Cl)2(-oo) < 0 =» WNC - Wc < 0
d\—*—2b
the ranking takes the form:
WJ = WJc > Wc > WNC
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For ac > a > aJc > a;, we have established the following ranking for the coopera¬
tive profits :
(1) WJ > WJc > Wc
or
(2) WJ >WC> WJc
Therefore for (1), in order to be able to rank the co-operational and non co-operational
outcomes, for WNC > WJ, WNC > WJcand WNC > Wc the difference between these
profit values must be positive.
WNC - WJ
(a — Cj)2(26 -)- di)(2b2 + 46di + d\) (a — Ci)2
(5b2 + 5bd1 + d\)2 2(2b + d1)
WNC -WJc
(a - c2)2(2b + d2)(2b2 + Abd2 + d2) (a - c2)2
(562 + 5bd2 + dl)2 2(2b + d2)
WNC _ \yc
(a — C\)2(2b + di)(2b2 + 4bd\ + d\) 3 (a — C\)2
(5b2 + 5bd1 + d\)2 8(26 + ^)
The sign of this difference depends on the relative value of d\, d2
Thus, for low values of d\, d2
lim (WNC - WJ) = ~9(a ~ Cl)2 < o ^ Wnc _ wj < o
di->(T 1006
lim (wNC - wJc) = ~9^Q < 0 => WNC - WJc < 0
a2—>o ' 1006
lim (WNC - Wc) = ~11(fl~Cl)2 <0=> WNC _ yyc < Qdi-ov ' 4006
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=> the ranking takes the form:
WJ > WJc >WC> WNC
And for high values of d2
lim (WNC - WJ) = (a - C!)2(-oo) < 0 =^> WNC - WJ < 0
d\—>—2b
lim (WNC - WJc) - (a - cx)2(-oo) < 0 => WNC - WJc < 0
d2—►—26
lim (WNC-Wc) = (a-Cl)2(-oo) < 0 => WNC - Wc < 0
di—>—26
=^> the ranking takes the form:
WJ > wJc > wc > WNC
For (2), in order to be able to rank the co-operational and non co-operational out¬
comes, for WNC > WJ, WNC > WJcand WNC > Wc the difference between these profit
values must be positive.
WNC - WJ
(a — Ci)2(26 + di)(2b2 + 4bdi + d\) (a — Ci)2
{5b2 + 5bd1 + d\)2 2(2b + d{)
\yNC - Wc
{a — Ci)2{2b -F di){2b2 + 4bdx + d\) 3(a — Ci)2
(5b2 + 5bdx + d2)2 8(2b + dx)
WNC - WJc
(a — C2)2(2b + g?2)(262 -f 46c?2 + d2) (a — C2)2
(5b2 + 5bd2 + d22)2 2(2b + d2)
The sign of this difference depends on the relative value of di,d2
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Thus, for low values of d\, d2
lim (WNC - WJ) = 9^L,Cl^ < 0 => WNC - WJ < 0di—>o 1006
lim (WNC-Wc) = zllilZ<*i-V ' 4006
lim {WNC — WJc) = ~9(a
d2^ov ' 1006
the ranking takes the form:
( NC - Wc —^< 0 =► WNC - Wc < 0■ "v '
( - ^a~C2)2 < 0 => WNC - WJc < 0
WJ > Wc > WJc > WNC
And for high values of di, d2
lim (WNC — WJ) = (a-ci)2(—oo) < 0 => WNC-WJ<0
d\—>—2b
lim (WNC — Wc) = (a-Cl)2(-oo) < 0 =4> WNC-Wc<0
d\—>—2b
lim (WNC — WJc) = (a-Ci)2(-oo) <0=>WNC- WJc<Q
d2—>—26
the ranking takes the form:
Jc ^ ix/NCWJ > Wc > WJC > W
Forac > aJc > a > aJ, we have established the following ranking for the cooperative
profits :
WJ > wJc > wc
Therefore in order to be able to rank the co-operational and non co-operational out¬
comes, for WNC > WJ, WNC > WJcand WNC > Wc the difference between these profit
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values must be positive.
W^C _ yyJ
(a — Ci)2(2b + d\)(2b2 + 46di + d\) (a — Ci)s
(5b2 + 56dx + d\)2 2(26 + dj)
WNC - WJc
(a — c2)2(26 + d2)(2b2 + 46a!2 T- d|) (a — c2)2
(562 + 5bd2 + d2)2 2(26 + d2)
WNC _
(a - c2)2(26 + d2)(2b2 + 46d2 + g^) 3(a - c2)2
(562 + 5bd2 + df)2 8(26 + d2)
The sign of this difference depends on the relative value of d\, d2
Thus, for low values of d\, d2
lim (WNC - WJ) = ~9(fl~ Cl)2 < 0 => WNC - WJ < 0
d i^ov ' 1006
lim (WNC - WJc) = ~9(Q ~ <0=> WNC - WJc < 0




the ranking takes the form:
WJ > wJc > wc > WNC
And for high values of di, d2
lim (WNC - WJ) = (a - c1)2(-oo) < 0 =» WNC - WJ < 0
di~>—2b
lim (WNC - WJc) = (a- Cl)2(-oo) < 0 =► WNC -WJc < 0
di—>—26
lim (WNC-Wc) = (a — Ci)2(—oo) < 0 => WNC — Wc < 0
d\ —>—26
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=> the ranking takes the form:
WJ > WJc > Wc > WNC
Finally, for ac > aJc > aJ > a, firm 2 becomes the monopolist, and as in case
1, we have established that the ranking of the co-operational agreement welfare takes the
following form:
WJ = WJc > Wc
Therefore for WNC > WJ, and WNC > IVc the difference between these profit
values must be positive.
WNC __
(a - c2)2(26 + d2)(2b2 + Abd2 + dj) (a - c2)2
(5b2 + 5bd2 + d?2)2 2(2b + d2)
_ yyc
(a - c2)2(2b + d2)(2b2 + 4bd2 + df) 3(a - c2)2
(5b2 + 5bd2 + d2)2 8(2b + d2)
The sign of this difference depends on the relative value of d2
Thus, for low values of d2
lim (WNC - WJ) = ~9(1Q~C2')2 < 0 WNC - WJ < 0
d2—0 1000
lim (WNC - Wc) = ~11(^~C2)2 < 0 - IT < 0
rf2—»o lOOo
=> the ranking takes the form:
wJ = wJc >wc> WNC
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And for high values of d2
lim (WNC - WJ) = (o - c2)2(-oo) <0=> Wnc - WJ < 0
d,2—>—2b
lim (WNC - Wc) = (o - c2)2(—oo) < 0 WNC - Wc < 0
d2—>—2b
=> the ranking takes the form:
WJ — WJc > Wc > WNC
Therefore in summary:
WJ = WJc > Wc > WNC for all values of d2
In summary:
Market size Regime Monopolist Ranking
J Firm 1
a > ac > aJc > aJ C Firm 1 wJ = WJc >wc> wNC
Jc Firm 1
J Firm 1 WJ >WC> WJc > WNC or
ac > a > aJc > aJ c Firm 1 WJ > WJc > Wc > WNC
Jc Firm 2 depending on the rates dx and d2
J Firm 1
ac > aJc > a > aJ c Firm 2 WJ > WJc > Wc > WNC
Jc Firm 2
J Firm 2
ac > aJc > aJ > a c Firm 2 WJ = WJc >WC> WNC
Jc Firm 2
(Table 9: Wei are Ranking under decreasing MC regime)
Appendix C
Appendix for Chapter 3
C.l Acquisition Price
The foreign firm will make a take it or leave it offer to the selected domestic firm over the
acquisition price, which must at least be equal to the outside option profits, in order to be
accepted by the domestic firm. The foreign firm faces zero profits should it choose not
to enter, implying that it will always choose to enter the market. This is perceived by the
domestic firm approached, as a credible threat of a definite entry. Therefore, the firm, will
face entry by the foreign firm either through greenfield investment or exports, if it chooses
to reject the acquisition. The outside option, for the domestic firm, will therefore be profits
under greenfield investment or exports, depending on the level of greenfield investment,
which in turn defines the optimal choice of the foreign firm.
Here we examine the symmetric case, however for the asymmetric case the approach
would be similar. The foreign profits are given by:
uSe (a + 9 — (n + l)t + nc)2
F ~ (n + 2)2
and
ttsq (a + 6 + nc)2 ^n" " (n + 2)2 " G
for the options of exporting and greenfield investment respectively.
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The above two functions, and in particular the value of term G, define the prob¬
able alternative entry mode, if acquisition is rejected, and in extension the outside op¬
tion profits for the domestic firm. Therefore, if G < G" fl})9 > nfe, the entry
mode is greenfield investment and the profits that the domestic firm would realize equals:
nf9 = ^^+2)1 -Alternatively, ifG > G" II^9 < Ilf.e, the entry mode is exporting and
the profits that the domestic firm would realize equals: II f)® = ^a+^~22Cp ■
The acquisition price is given by the weighted sum of the profits: V = /3II^9 + (1 — /3)
IIffi', when greenfield investment is the outside option, [3 = 1, thus V = II^9, whereas when
exporting is the outside option, (3 = 0, thus V — 11^.
C.2 Proposition 16 Proof
(1) For greenfield investment to be the preferred option compared to acquisition then the
expected profit from greenfield must exceed the expected profit from acquisition. There¬
fore:
£(n£9 - n£ac<?) >
(a + nc)2
_ (a+ (n - l)c)2 (a - 2c)2
(n + 2)2 (n + l)2 P (n + 2)2
_ (a - 2c + t)2 (n2 - 2)a2P) (n + 2)2 + (n+l)2(n + 2)2
Setting the right hand side of the inequality equal to G',the above expression becomes
E(nj9 - njr9) > 0 <«• G < G'
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(2)For greenfield investment to be the preferred option compared to exports the expected
profit from greenfield must exceed the expected profit from exports. Therefore:
£(n£9-n£e) >o^
^ (a + nc)2 — (a + nc — (n + l)t)2<
(n + 2)2
Setting the right hand side of the inequality equal to G",the expression becomes
E{Usf9 - nf6) > 0 &G< G"
C.3 Proposition 17 Proof
(1) For greenfield investment to be the preferred option compared to exports the expected
welfare from greenfield must exceed the expected welfare from exports. Therefore:
E(WSg-WSe) > 0^
2n{a — 2c + t)2 + [(n + l)a — nc — t]2 — 2n(a — 2c)2G >
2(n + 2)2
(n + 2)t(a — (n + l)f + nc) — [(n + l)a — nc]2
2(n + 2)2
Setting the right hand side of the inequality equal to G*,the above expression becomes
E(WSg - WSe) > 0 ^ G > G*
(2) Similarly, for greenfield investment to be the government's preferred entry mode
option compared to an acquisition then the expected welfare level from greenfield must
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exceed the expected welfare from acquisition. Therefore:
E(WSa - WSacq) > 0^>
^ 2(n — l)(a — 2c)2 + (na — (n — l)c)2>
2(n+l)2
2n(a — 2c)2 + ((n + l)a — nc)2
2(n + 2)2
P(a — 2c)2 + (1 — /3)(a — 2c + t)2
+
(n + 2)2
[2(n — 1) + n2]cr2
+
2(n+ l)2
[2(n - 1) + (n + l)2]cr2
2(n + 2)2
Setting the right hand side of the inequality equal to G**, the above expressions be¬
comes:
E(WS9 - WSacq) > 0 &G>G**
(3) The government will prefer the foreign firm not to enter the market when its entry
option is greenfield investment, if the cost is below G***,where
n(n + 2)(a — c)2 2n(a — 2c)2 + [(n + l)a — nc]2 (n + 2)na2 [2n + (n + l)2]cr2
2(n + l)2 2(n + 2)2 + 2(n + l)2 2(n + 2)2
C.4 Proposition 18 Proof
(1) For greenfield investment to be the preferred option compared to acquisition then the
expected profit from greenfield must exceed the expected profit from acquisition. There-
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fore:
E(Jlfu)9 - ufn)acq) > 0 44>
(g + nc)2 (g+(n-l)c)2 (a - 2c)2
(n + 2)2 (n+1)2 (n + 2)2
, n _ M (g ~ 2c + f)2 (n2 - 2)cr21 P) {n + 2)2 (n + l)2(n + 2)2 (n + l)2(n + 2)2
(n2 — 2)g2
Cpttincr (a+nc)2 (a+(n-l)c)2 /o(g-2c)2 . /-, (a-2c+t)2 ,veiling (n+2)2 (n+1)2 +P (n+2)2 +U P) (n+2)2 +
[c] ,the above expression becomes
£(n£(u)ff - nj(in)ac9) > 0 ^ G < G' + [c]
Note that the term [c] captures the difference between the critical value under the
symmetric versus asymmetric case of commarison between greenfield investment and ac¬
quisition.
(2) For greenfield investment to be the preferred option compared to exports the ex¬
pected profit from greenfield must exceed the expected profit from exports. Therefore:
(1) For greenfield investment to be the preferred option compared to acquisition then the
expected profit from greenfield must exceed the expected profit from acquisition. There-
E(uPu)9 -Up(u)e) >0 4^
^ (g + nc)2 — (a + nc — (n + l)f)2
Setting (°+nc)2 (n+1F) = G",the expression becomes
E{Uaf{u)9 - UA(u)e) > 0 44- G < G"
C.5 Proposition 19 Proof
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fore:
E(WA9-WAacq) > 0&
^ 2(n — l)(a — 2c)2 + (na — (n — l)c)2>
2(n+ l)2
2n(a — 2c)2 + ((n + 1 )a — nc)2
2(n + 2)2
/3(a — 2c)2 + (1 — /5)(a — 2c + t)2
+
(n + 2)2
c 2(n—l)(a—2c)2+(na— (n— l)c)2 2n(a—2c)2+((n+l)a—nc)2 . /3(a—2c)2+(l—/3)(a—2c+t)2 . [2(n—l)+n2]<r2
Selling 2(n+l)2 2(n+2)2 ' (n+2)2 ' 2(n+l)2
|2(°'^''V = G**> + = W and the above express.on
becomes
E(WA9 - WAacq) > 0 ^ G > G** + [a]
(2) For greenfield investment to be the preferred option compared to exports the ex¬
pected profit from greenfield must exceed the expected profit from exports. Therefore:
E{WA9-WAe) > 0^>
^ 2n(a — 2c + t)2 + [(n + l)a — nc — t]2 — 2n(a — 2c)2>
2(n + 2)2
(n + 2)t(a — (n + l)f + nc) — [(n + 1 )a — nc]2
+
2(n + 2)2
2n(a-2c+t)2+f(n+l)a—nc—t]2—2n(a—2c)2 , (n+2)4(a-(n+l)t+nc)-[(n+l)a—nc]2 _ r<*
netting 2(n+2)2 2(n+2)2 ~~ U 'lne ex"
pression becomes
E(WA9 - WAe) > 0 &G>G*
(3) Lastly, the government will prefer the foreign firm not to enter the market when
its entry option is greenfield investment, if the cost is below G*** + [6],'where
n(n + 2)(a - c)2 2n(a - 2c)2 + [(n + l)a - nc]2 (n + 2)n<r2 [2n + (n + l)2]cr2
''' =
2(n + l)2 2(n + 2)2 + 2(n + l)2 2(n + 2)2
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and
= , {n + 2)na2 [2n + (n + l)2]q21 J 1 2(n + l)2 2(n + 2)2 J
C.6 Appendix 6
When the optimal choice of the firm is greenfield investment, there are three options that the
government may prefer. The following tables summarize the policy measures provided and
the optimal measures that the firm would be willing to accept for a mode switch. The first
column provides the two modes being compared (e, g, acq),for example Exports versus
Greenfield FDI which appears as (e vs g), with Table 1 providing comparisons when the
preferred mode of the firm is Greenfield Investment (g), Table 2 the comparisons when
Acquisition (acq) is the firm preferred choice and lastly, Table 3 examines exports (e) as
the firm's preferred mode. The second column denotes the information framework we
are in at each point and columns 3 and 4 provide the optimal measures preferred by the
policymaker and the foreign firm respectively. The final column provides the mode switch
C.6 Appendix 6
ion for this mode change to be realized.
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S CjSe(g) q* q SsFe(9)= G"-G G*> G"
A AeG) (~i*G*-G Spte)= g"-G G*> G"
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Mode Switch Conditions when Firm Choice is Greenfield Investment)
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(Table 2: Mode Switch Conditions when Firm Choice is Acquisition)
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(Table 3: Mode Switch Conditions when Firm Choice is Exports)
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C.7 Appendix 7
In the small market setting (a = 10), when /3 = 0, for the set values of variables a, c, t, n, cr,
the following numerical results are derived, assisting in the ranking of the threshold values.
a t c P cr c? G G+[c] G cr (T+[a] (T (T+[b]
Small Market
Cost
10 1 1 2 0 2 1.53 3.91 0.62 0.67 -0.44 -0.27 3.65 3.50
10 1 2 2 0 2 1.41 4.69 -0.69 -0.63 -0.73 -0.56 297 282
10 1 3 2 0 2 1.28 5.44 -1.22 -1.16 -0.77 -0.60 1.93 1.78
10 1 4 2 0 2 1.16 6.19 -0.97 -0.91 -0.56 -0.40 0.53 0.38
10 1 5 2 0 2 1.03 6.94 0.06 0.12 -0.10 0.06 -1.24 -1.39
Tariff
10 1 1 2 0 2 1.53 3.94 0.62 0.67 -0.44 -0.27 3.65 3.50
10 2 1 2 0 2 263 6.75 1.81 1.86 0.75 0.92 3.65 3.50
10 3 1 2 0 2 3.28 8.44 3.12 3.17 206 223 3.65 3.50
10 4 1 2 0 2 3.50 9.00 4.56 4.61 3.50 3.67 3.65 3.50
NLMrtxrofdomestic firms
10 1 1 3 0 2 1.48 3.52 1.00 1.07 0.63 0.68 3.02 291
10 1 1 4 0 2 1.38 3.19 0.93 1.00 0.79 0.81 247 238
10 1 1 5 0 2 1.27 294 0.80 0.85 0.75 0.76 294 1.98
10 1 1 6 0 2 1.16 273 0.67 0.72 0.67 0.66 1.73 1.67
10 1 1 7 0 2 1.07 257 0.57 0.60 0.58 0.57 1.48 1.44
10 1 1 8 0 2 1.00 243 0.48 0.51 0.50 0.50 1.30 1.23
10 1 1 9 0 2 0.98 231 0.41 0.44 0.44 0.43
r
1.15 1.12
10 1 1 10 0 2 0.86 222 0.36 0.38 0.38 0.38 1.02 1.00
0 Parameter variation
10 1 1 3 0 0 1.48 3.52 1.00 1.00 0.68 0.68 291 291
10 1 1 3 0 2 1.48 3.52 1.00 1.07 0.63 0.68 3.02 291
10 1 1 3 0 10 1.48 3.52 1.00 275 -0.69 0.68 5.78 291
10 1 1 3 0 100 1.48 3.52 1.00 176.00 -136.82 0.68 290.41 291
Table 15: Simulation Results for the Small Market
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Similarly, when (3 = l,the numerical values derived are given in the following table.
a t c n P a c G G+[c] G (T (T+[d\ <T (T+[b\
Sroll IVhrkct
Cost
10 1 1 2 1 2 1.53 394 -Q44 -Q39 -1.50 -1.33 365 350
10 1 2 2 1 2 1.41 4.69 -1.50 -1.44 -1.54 -1.38 297 282
10 1 3 2 1 2 1.23 544 -1.78 -1.72 -1.33 -1.17 1.98 1.78
10 1 4 2 1 2 1.16 619 -1.23 -1.22 -088 -071 Q53 0.38
10 1 5 2 1 2 1.03 694 QOO Q06 -Q17 QOO -1.24 -1.39
Tariff
10 1 1 2 1 2 1.53 394 -0.44 -Q39 -1.50 -1.33 365 350
10 2 1 2 1 2 263 675 -Q44 -039 -1.50 -1.33 365 350
10 3 1 2 1 2 323 844 -Q44 -Q39 -1.50 -1.33 365 350
10 4 1 2 1 2 330 9.00 -Q44 -Q39 -1.50 -1.33 365 350
Hnixrafdomesticfims
10 1 1 3 1 2 1.48 352 Q32 Q39 005 QOO 302 291
10 1 1 4 1 2 1.38 319 Q46 Q52 Q32 Q34 247 238
10 1 1 5 1 2 1.27 294 Q45 Q51 0.40 Q41 204 1.98
10 1 1 6 1 2 1.16 273 Q41 Q45 040 Q40 1.73 1.67
10 1 1 7 1 2 1.07 257 Q36 Q39 Q37 036 1.48 1.44
10 1 1 8 1 2 1.00 243 031 Q34 Q33 Q33 1.30 1.25
10 1 1 9 1 2 Q96 231 Q27 Q30 Q30 Q29 1.15 1.12
10 1 1 10 1 2 Q86 222 Q24 Q26 Q26 Q26 1.02 1.00
0 Fferarretervanaiicn
10 1 1 3 1 0 1.48 352 Q32 Q32 QOO QOO 291 291
10 1 1 3 1 2 1.48 352 Q32 Q39 -Q05 QOO 302 291
10 1 1 3 1 10 1.48 352 032 207 -1.38 QOO 578 291
10 1 1 3 1 100 1.48 352 Q32 17532 -137.50 QOO 29Q41 291
Table 16: Simulation Results for the Small Market
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When a large market is examined, which can be approximated by setting a = 100,
the following tables are derived, firstly for /3 = and then for /3 = 1.
For 0 = 0
a t c n P cr c G G+[c] G (T G*+[a] (T cr+[b]
Large IVferket
Cost
100 10 10 10 0 2 8046 221.53 3568 35.70 37.52 37.52 99.89 99.86
100 10 2D 10 0 2 107.29 374.31 11.09 11.12 17.81 17.81 111.08 111.05
100 10 30 10 0 2 12313 527.08 -296 -291 511 510 9644 9642
100 10 40 10 0 2 14396 679.86 -640 -638 -0.60 -0.60 5596 5596
100 10 50 10 0 2 160.79 83261 0.60 0.72 0.70 0.69 -10.31 -10.33
Taril r
100 10 10 10 0 2 8646 221.53 3568 35.70 37.52 37.52 90.89 90.86
100 11 10 10 0 2 90.86 231.44 3691 3696 3878 3877 90.89 90.86
100 12 10 10 0 2 91.50 24567 3821 3823 40.05 40.04 99.89 90.86
100 13 10 10 0 2 97.36 255.22 30.49 30.52 41.61 41.33 99.89 99.86
100 14 10 10 0 2 90.46 26308 40.79 40.81 4263 4263 99.89 99.86
NurrberafdareSdcfims
100 10 10 10 0 2 8646 221.53 3568 3570 37.52 37.52 99.89 99.86
100 10 10 11 0 2 81.07 21302 31.10 31.12 3291 3291 90.24 90.22
100 10 10 12 0 2 7628 20561 27.32 27.34 29.11 29.11 8218 8216
100 10 10 13 0 2 7200 190.11 24.17 24.19 2588 2588 75.35 75.34
100 10 10 14 0 2 6816 19336 21.53 21.51 2315 2314 09.51 60.50
100 10 10 15 0 2 61.71 18824 19.29 19.30 20.81 23.80 64.47 61.46
#Fhrareter variation
100 10 10 10 0 0 8646 221.53 3568 35.68 37.52 37.52 99.86 99.86
100 10 10 10 0 2 8646 221.53 3568 3570 37.52 37.52 99.89 90.86
100 10 10 10 0 10 8646 221.53 35.68 3624 37.67 37.52 100.49 90.86
100 10 10 10 0 100 8646 221.53 3568 91.92 5244 37.52 16271 99.86
Table 17: Simulation Results for the Large Market
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and for /3 = 1





100 10 10 10 1 2 86.46 221.53 23.88 23.90 25.72 25.71 99.89 99.86
100 10 20 10 1 2 107.29 374.31 2.07 2.09 8.79 8.78 111.08 111.05
100 10 30 10 1 2 128.13 527.08 -9.18 -9.16 -1.14 -1.15 96.44 96.42
100 10 40 10 1 2 148.96 679.86 -9.87 -9.85 -4.07 -4.07 55.98 55.96
100 10 50 10 1 2 169.79 832.64 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00 -10.31 -10.33
Tariff
100 10 10 10 1 2 86.46 221.53 23.88 23.90 25.72 25.71 99.89 99.86
100 11 10 10 1 2 90.86 234.44 23.88 23.90 25.72 25.71 99.89 99.86
100 12 10 10 1 2 94.50 245.67 23.88 23.90 25.72 25.71 99.89 99.86
100 13 10 10 1 2 97.36 255.22 23.88 23.90 25.72 25.71 99.89 99.86
100 14 10 10 1 2 99.46 263.08 23.88 23.90 25.72 25.71 99.89 99.86
Numberofdomestic firms
100 10 10 10 1 2 86.46 221.53 23.88 23.90 25.72 25.71 99.89 99.86
100 10 10 11 1 2 81.07 213.02 21.04 21.06 22.89 22.88 90.24 90.22
100 10 10 12 1 2 76.28 205.61 18.65 18.66 20.44 20.43 82.18 82.16
100 10 10 13 1 2 72.00 199.11 16.62 16.63 18.33 18.32 75.35 75.34
100 10 10 14 1 2 68.16 193.36 14.89 14.90 16.50 16.50 69.51 69.50
100 10 10 15 1 2 64.71 188.24 13.41 13.42 14.93 14.92 64.47 64.46
6 Parameter variation
100 10 10 10 1 0 86.46 221.53 23.88 23.88 25.71 25.71 99.86 99.86
100 10 10 10 1 2 86.46 221.53 23.88 23.90 25.72 25.71 99.89 99.86
100 10 10 10 1 10 86.46 221.53 23.88 24.44 25.86 25.71 100.49 99.86
100 10 10 10 1 100 86.46 221.53 23.88 80.12 40.63 25.71 162.71 99.86
Table 18: Simulation Results for the Large Market
le above four tables display the threshold values for a number of variations in the para-
eters. These are used to derive the following rankings that will assist in the analysis in
e man part of the chapter. The values for the parameters have been chosen so as to ensure
at production is positive in all entry mode situations and that the levels of cost and tariff
e not too high relative to the market parameter a. Note that these threshold values in some
tuations have a negative sign. This implies that since G is assumed to always be positive,
hen compared to these threshold values, the greenfield cost will always be greater than
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those and thus the preferred mode will be chose accordingly. For example, if G*** < 0,
then G will always be greater, as it is positive, thus G > G***, therefore greenfield will
always be preferred to no entry.
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^.8 Appendix 8
Symmetry
The separate rankings for the government and firm in the symmetric case can take
lie following form:
Firm











> n;. n*>n*f > n*
Greenfield preferred Acquisition preferred Acquisition preferred
rhis ranking holds generally with the exception of the situation in the small market when
he variation a'2 is high (case 4), in which case, the following holds:
-«
o n* >n° g n*>ri£ G'
►
n; > n*






>n° n* > n° >n*
Greenfield preferred Exports preferred Exports preferred
Dn the other hand, for the government:




Wg >W' ws > w1
w* <W' wg > w wg > wa Wg > W'
wNE >wg WNE >wg wNE > wg
W Nb > W' > wa > w ■




W g > W NE > W" > W 0
Greenfield Preferred
This holds for both base cases (small and large market) and for the small market case 2
(large tariff), case 3(large number of firms), case 4 (high variation) and for the large market
case 4. The following ranking prevails for the case of high cost in the market, keeping the
remaining variable constant.










wNE >ws WNE <ws wNE <ws w NE < wg
ws <we wg <we we >wg Ws > W"
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Int 1 ' Int 2 Int 3 4 Int 5 Int 6 Int 7 Int 8 Int 9
For $ = 1
IfG G [0, G' + [c]] then for both the symmetric and asymmetric cases the government
prefers no entry by the foreign firm, whereas the firm prefers to enter through greenfield
investment.
IfG G [G' + [c], G'\ then the policymaker prefers no entry in both the symmetric and
asymmetric cases, whereas the firm prefers greenfield investment in the symmetric case
and acquisition in the asymmetric one.
IfG G [G', G*] [G*, G***+ [b}},, the policymaker prefers no entry, whereas the foreign
firm prefers to enter through acquisition in both the symmetric and asymmetric cases.
IfG G [6'*** + [b], G***} then the policymaker prefers no entry in the symmetric case
and greenfield investment in the asymmetric case, when the policymaker prefers acquiring
a domestic firm as its strategy in both the symmetric and asymmetric cases.
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If G G [G***, G' ] then the policymaker prefers greenfield investment and the firm
•efers acquisition in both the symmetric and asymmetric cases.
For (3 = 0
If G G [G', G] then the policymaker prefers greenfield investment and the firm
'efers acquisition in both the symmetric and asymmetric cases.
Case 1- High cost
G~ +[6] G"
1
Int 1 Int 2 Int 3 Int 4
Gm+[a]
■ G' + [c] G' G" G
4 W
Int 5 Int 6 Int 7 Int 8 Int 9
For 0 = 1
If G £ [0, G** + [a] = G' + [c]] the government prefers importing from the foreign
rm (thus would rather have the foreign firm exporting towards their domestic market)
whereas the firm would prefer greenfield investment in both the symmetric and asymmetric
ases.
If G G [G** + [a] = G' + [c], G'} , the government prefers importing from the for-
ign firm in both the symmetric and asymmetric cases, whereas the firm prefers greenfield
ivestment in the symmetric case and acquisition in the asymmetric case.
IfG G [G', G*] the government prefers importing and the firm prefers acquisition in
ioth the symmetric and asymmetric cases.
If G G [G*,G"] the government prefers greenfield investment as the foreign entry
node, whereas the firm would prefer to enter through an acquisition.
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For p = 0
If G G [G",G] the government prefers greenfield investment as the foreign entry
mode, whereas the firm would prefer to enter through an acquisition.
Case 2-High Tariff




G" G"+[fl] G' + [c] G' G"'+[b\ G"' G" G
—I 1 1 1 1 1 1 b
Int 2 Int 3
Int 1
If G € [0, G*** + [6] = G*} the government prefers no entry by the foreign firm,
whereas the firm prefers to enter through an acquisition.
IfG G [G*** + [6] = G*, G***] the government prefers no entry in the symmetric case
and entry through greenfield investment in the asymmetric one, whereas the firm in both
cases would prefer to enter through the acquisition of a domestic firm.
IfG € [G***, G"] the government prefers entry through greenfield investment, whereas
the firm would prefer to enter through an acquisition.
For /3 = 0
G"' + [b] =
0 g'= g" g'" G"+[a] G' + [c] g' g" g
Int 1
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If G G [G , G] the government prefers entry through greenfield investment, whereas the
firm would prefer to enter through an acquisition.
Case 3-High number offirms
G~ =G'= G" +|>]
0 G' + [c] G' G~+[Z>] G~ G" G
1 1 1 t 1 1 1 K
Int 1 Int 2 Int 3 Int 4 Int 5 Int 6 Int 7
For P = 1
IfG G [0, G' + [6]] the government prefers no entry by the foreign firm, whereas the
firm prefers entry through greenfield investment in both symmetry and asymmetry.
If G G [G' + [b], G*** + [a] = G** = G'\ the government prefers no entry by the
foreign firm, whereas the firm would prefer greenfield investment as its entry mode in the
case of symmetry and acquisition in the case of asymmetry.
IfG G [G*** + [a] = G** — G', G*], [G*, G*** + [b]], the government prefers no entry
by the foreign firm, whereas the firm chooses acquisition as it entry mode.
If G G [G*** + [b], G***] the government prefers no entry in the symmetric case and
greenfield investment in the asymmetric case, whereas the firm prefers acquisition.
If G G [G***, G"] the government prefers greenfield investment as the foreign entry
mode and the firm prefers acquisition.
For f = 0
If G G [G",G] the government prefers greenfield investment as the foreign entry
mode and the firm prefers acquisition.
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Case 4-High variation
G" 0 G"+[a] G' + [c] G' G~"+[6] G" G' G~' G
Int 1 Int 2 Int 3 Int 4 Int 5 Int 6 Int 7 Int Int 9
For (3 = 1
IfG € [0, G** + [a]], [G** + [a], G' + [c]] then for both the symmetric and asymmetric
cases the government prefers no entry by the foreign firm, whereas the firm prefers to enter
through greenfield investment.
IfG 6 [G' + [c], G*], [G*, G*** + [b]\ the government prefers no entry in both sym¬
metry and asymmetry, whereas the firm chooses greenfield in symmetry and acquisition in
asymmetry.
If G e[G*** + [b\, G "] the government prefers no entry in the symmetric case and
greenfield in the asymmetric whereas the firm prefers greenfield investment in the symmet¬
ric case and acquisition in the asymmetric case.
For 0 = 0
If G G[G",G'], [G',G***] the government prefers no entry in the symmetric case
and greenfield investment in the asymmetric case, whereas the firm prefers exports in the
symmetric case and acquisition in the asymmetric case.
If G e[G***, G] the government prefers greenfield investment in both the symmetric
and asymmetric cases whereas the firm prefers exports in the symmetric case and acquisi¬
tion in the asymmetric case.
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Large Market
Base Case
) G' + [c] C C +[n]-G G- G'"+[6] G'" G* G
1 1 1 1 1 1 1—b
Int 1 Int 2 Int 3 Int 4 Int 5 Int 6 Int 7 Int 8
For P = 1
If G G [0, G' + [c]] the government prefers no entry by the foreign firm whereas the
n prefers Greenfield investment.
If G £ [G' + [c], G'] the government prefers no entry by the foreign firm in both
: symmetric and asymmetric cases, whereas the firm prefers Greenfield investment in the
nmetric case and acquisition in the asymmetric case.
IfG £ [G',G** + [a] = G**], [G** + [a] = G**, G*], [G*, G*** + [b]] the government
:fers no entry whereas the foreign firm chooses acquisition as its entry mode.
If G G [G*** + [6], G***] the government prefers no entry in the symmetric case and
eenfield investment in the asymmetric case, whereas the firm prefers to enter through
quisition in both situations.
If G G [G***, G"] the government prefers Greenfield investment as the foreign entry
)de, whereas the firm chooses to enter through acquisition.
For P = 0
If G £ [G",G] the government prefers Greenfield investment as the foreign entry
3de, whereas the firm chooses to enter through acquisition.
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Case I-High Cost
G~+[b] ~ r" ,L J 0 G' + [c]= G"+M 6 G' G" G• G
Int 1 Int 2 Int 3 Int 4 Int 5 Int 6 Int 7
For /? = 1
IfG £ [0, G' + [c] = G** + [a]] the government prefers exports as the entry mode of
the foreign firm, whereas the firm prefers Greenfield investment.
If G £ [G' + [c] = G** + [a], G**], [G**, G'] the government prefers exports as the
foreign entry mode, whereas the firm prefers Greenfield investment in the symmetric case
and acquisition in the asymmetric case.
If G £ [G', G*] the government prefers exports as the foreign entry mode, whereas
the firm prefers acquisition of a domestic firm.
If G £ [G*,G"] the government prefers greenfield investment as the foreign entry
mode, in contrast to the acquisition option of the firm.
If G G [G \ Gj the government prefers greenfield investment as the foreign entry
mode, in contrast to the acquisition option of the firm.
For 0 = 0
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Case 2- High Tariff
0 G' + [c] G' ° q' G'"+[6] G'" G" G
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 h
Int 1 Int 2 Int 3 Int 4 Int 5 Int 6 Int 7 Int 8
For /3 = 1
IfG € [0, G' + [c]] the government prefers no entry by the foreign firm, whereas the
firm prefers to enter through Greenfield investment.
If G € [G' + [c],G'], the government prefers no entry by the foreign firm in both
the symmetric and asymmetric cases, whereas the firm prefers Greenfield investment in the
symmetric case and acquisition in the asymmetric case.
IfG e [G\ G** + [a] = G*% [G** + [a] = G**, G*], [G*, G*** + [b]] the government
prefers no entry whereas the foreign firm chooses acquisition as its entry mode.
If G € [G*** + [b], G***] the government prefers no entry in the symmetric case and
Greenfield investment in the asymmetric case, whereas the firm prefers to enter through
acquisition in both situations.
IfG G [G***, G"] the government prefers Greenfield investment as the foreign entry
mode, whereas the firm chooses to enter through acquisition.
For (3 = 0
If G € (G",G] the government prefers Greenfield investment as the foreign entry
mode, whereas the firm chooses to enter through acquisition.
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Case 3 - High number offirms
0 G' + [c] G' ° +[a] = G C G""+[6] G'" G" g
Int 1 Int 2 Int 3 Int 4 Int 5 Int 6 Int 7 Int 8
For /3 = 1
IfG G [0, G' + [c]] the government prefers no entry by the foreign firm, whereas the
firm prefers to enter through Greenfield investment.
If G G [G' + [c], G'], the government prefers no entry by the foreign firm in both
the symmetric and asymmetric cases, whereas the firm prefers Greenfield investment in the
symmetric case and acquisition in the asymmetric case.
IfG G [G\ G** + [a] = G**], [G** + [a] = G**, G*], [G*, G*** + [6]] the government
prefers no entry whereas the foreign firm chooses acquisition as its entry mode.
IfG G [G*** + [b], G***} the government prefers no entry in the symmetric case and
Greenfield investment in the asymmetric case, whereas the firm prefers to enter through
acquisition in both situations.
IfG G [G***, G"] the government prefers Greenfield investment as the foreign entry
mode, whereas the firm chooses to enter through acquisition.
For $ = 0
If G G [G", G] the government prefers Greenfield investment as the foreign entry
mode, whereas the firm chooses to enter through acquisition.
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Case 4 - High variation
0 G' + [c] G' ° +[a] = G G' C"'+[6] G" G" G
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 h
Int 1 Int 2 Int 3 Int 4 Int 5 Int 6 Int 7 Int 8
For (3 = 1
IfG G [0, G' + [c]] the government prefers no entry by the foreign firm, whereas the
irm prefers to enter through Greenfield investment.
If G G \G' + [c], G'}, the government prefers no entry by the foreign firm in both
le symmetric and asymmetric cases, whereas the firm prefers Greenfield investment in the
ymmetric case and acquisition in the asymmetric case.
IfG G [G',G** + [a] = G**], [G** + [a] = G**, G*}, [G*, G*** + [6]] the government
refers no entry whereas the foreign firm chooses acquisition as its entry mode.
IfG G [G*** + [b], G***] the government prefers no entry in the symmetric case and
ireenfield investment in the asymmetric case, whereas the firm prefers to enter through
cquisition in both situations.
IfG G [G***, G"] the government prefers Greenfield investment as the foreign entry
lode, whereas the firm chooses to enter through acquisition.
For (3 = 0
If G G [G",G] the government prefers Greenfield investment as the foreign entry
iode, whereas the firm chooses to enter through acquisition.
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C.lOAppendix 10
Simulation results from the comparison of the policy measures.
Small Market






















10 1 1 2 1 2 -5.60 -4.61 3.30 3.24 -5.19 -3.19
10 1 2 2 1 2 -9.53 -9.56 2.27 2.22 -9.13 -6.25
10 1 3 2 1 2 -14.32 -14.83 1.88 1.82 -13.92 -10.16
10 1 4 2 1 2 -19.97 -20.44 2.11 2.05 -19.57 -14.94
10 1 5 2 1 2 -26.49 -26.39 2.96 2.91 -26.08 -20.58
Tariff
10 1 1 2 1 2 -5.60 -4.61 3.30 3.24 -5.19 -3.19
10 2 1 2 1 2 -5.60 -4.61 1.20 1.15 -5.19 -1.47
10 3 1 2 1 2 -5.60 -4.61 0.55 0.49 -5.19 -0.44
10 4 1 2 1 2 -5.60 -4.61 1.33 1.27 -5.19 -0.10
| Numberofdomestic firms
10 1 1 3 1 2 -3.90 -3.53 0.69 0.62 -3.62 -1.86
10 1 1 4 2 -3.09 -2.94 -0.32 -0.38 -2.89 -1.27
10 1 1 5 1 2 -2.63 -2.57 -0.77 -0.83 -2.48 -0.96
10 1 1 6 1 2 -2.34 -2.32 -1.00 -1.05 -2.22 -0.77
10 1 7 1 2 -2.13 -2.13 -1.12 -1.16 -2.04 -0.64
10 1 8 2 -1.98 -1.99 -1.19 -1.22 -1.91 -0.55
10 1 1 9 2 -1.87 -1.89 -1.23 -1.25 -1.81 -0.48
10 1 10 1 2 -1.78 -1.80 -1.25 -1.27 -1.73 -0.43
6 Parameter variation |
10 1 1 3 1 0 -3.85 -3.53 0.62 0.62 -3.85 -1.81
10 1 1 3 1 2 -3.90 -3.53 0.69 0.62 -3.62 -1.86
10 1 1 3 1 10 -4.98 -3.53 2.37 0.62 1.90 -2.94
10 1 1 3 1 100 -116.35 -3.53 175.62 0.62 571.15 -114.31
Table 19: Simulation Results for the Small Market
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10 1 1 2 0 2 -5.60 -4.61 3.30 3.24 -5.19 -3.19
10 1 2 2 0 2 -9.53 -9.56 2.27 2.22 -9.13 -6.25
10 1 3 2 0 2 -14.32 -14.83 1.88 1.82 -13.92 -10.16
10 1 4 2 0 2 -19.97 -20.44 2.11 2.05 -19.57 -14.94
10 1 5 2 0 2 -26.49 -26.39 2.96 2.91 -26.08 -20.58
Tariff
10 1 1 2 0 2 -5.60 -4.61 3.30 3.24 -5.19 -3.19
10 2 1 2 0 2 -5.60 -4.61 1.20 1.15 -5.19 -1.47
10 3 1 2 0 2 -5.60 -4.61 0.55 0.49 -5.19 -0.44
10 4 1 2 0 2 -5.60 -4.61 1.33 1.27 -5.19 -0.10
Number of domestic firms
10 1 1 3 0 2 -3.90 -3.53 0.69 0.62 -3.62 -1.86
10 1 1 4 0 2 -3.09 -2.94 -0.32 -0.38 -2.89 -1.27
10 1 1 5 0 2 -2.63 -2.57 -0.77 -0.83 -2.48 -0.96
10 1 1 6 0 2 -2.34 -2.32 -1.00 -1.05 -2.22 -0.77
10 1 1 7 0 2 -2.13 -2.13 -1.12 -1.16 -2.04 -0.64
10 1 1 8 0 2 -1.98 -1.99 -1.19 -1.22 -1.91 -0.55
10 1 1 9 0 2 -1.87 -1.89 -1.23 -1.25 -1.81 -0.48
10 1 1 10 0 2 -1.78 -1.80 -1.25 -1.27 -1.73 -0.43
I Q Parameter variation
10 1 1 3 0 0 -3.85 -3.53 0.62 0.62 -3.85 -1.81
10 1 1 3 0 2 -3.90 -3.53 0.69 0.62 -3.62 -1.86
10 1 1 3 0 10 -4.98 -3.53 2.37 0.62 1.90 -2.94
10 1 1 3 0 100 -116.35 -3.53 175.62 0.62 571.15 -114.31
Table 20: Simulation Results for the Small Market
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Large Market
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100 10 10 10 1 2 -177.92 -179.75 -126.73 -126.75 -177.87 -42.85
100 10 20 10 1 2 -513.95 -520.66 -249.38 -249.41 -513.90 -246.94
100 10 30 10 1 2 -1014.70 -1022.73 -347.09 -347.12 -1014.64 -615.74
100 10 40 10 1 2 -1680.16 -1685.95 -419.86 -419.88 -1680.10 -1149.25
100 10 50 10 1 2 -2510.33 -2510.33 -467.69 -467.71 -2510.28 -1847.49
Tariff
100 10 10 10 1 2 -177.92 -179.75 -126.73 -126.75 -177.87 -42.85
100 11 10 10 2 -177.92 -179.75 -133.94 -133.97 -177.87 -34.35
100 12 10 10 2 -177.92 -179.75 -139.33 -139.35 -177.87 -26.75
100 13 10 10 2 -177.92 -179.75 -142.89 -142.91 -177.87 -20.07
100 14 10 10 1 2 -177.92 -179.75 -144.62 -144.64 -177.87 -14.29
100 15 10 10 1 2 -177.92 -179.75 -144.53 -144.55 -177.87 -9.43
100 16 10 10 1 2 -177.92 -179.75 -142.61 -142.63 -177.87 -5.47
Number ofdomestic firms
100 10 10 10 1 2 -177.92 -179.75 -126.73 -126.75 -177.87 -42.85
100 10 10 11 1 2 -170.73 -172.57 -127.30 -127.32 -170.69 -38.78
100 10 10 12 1 2 -164.78 -166.57 -127.30 -127.32 -164.74 -35.45
100 10 10 13 1 2 -159.78 -161.48 -126.97 -126.99 -159.74 -32.66
100 10 10 14 1 2 -155.50 -157.11 -126.45 -126.46 -155.47 -30.31
100 10 10 15 1 2 -151.81 -153.32 -125.81 -125.82 -151.78 -28.28
| Q Parameter variation
100 10 10 10 1 0 -177.92 -179.75 -126.75 -126.75 -177.92 -42.85
100 10 10 10 1 2 -177.92 -179.75 -126.73 -126.75 -177.87 -42.85
100 10 10 10 1 10 -177.98 -179.75 -126.19 -126.75 -176.66 -42.91
100 10 10 10 1 100 -184.52 -179.75 -70.51 -126.75 -52.23 -49.45
Table 21: Simulation Results for the Large Market
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100 10 10 10 0 2 -177.92 -179.75 -126.73 -126.75 -177.87 -42.85
100 10 20 10 0 2 -513.95 -520.66 -249.38 -249.41 -513.90 -246.94
100 10 30 10 0 2 -1014.70 -1022.73 -347.09 -347.12 -1014.64 -615.74
100 10 40 10 0 2 -1680.16 -1685.95 -419.86 -419.88 -1680.10 -1149.25
100 10 50 10 0 2 -2510.33 -2510.33 -467.69 -467.71 -2510.28 -1847.49
Tariff
100 10 10 10 0 2 -177.92 -179.75 -126.73 -126.75 -177.87 -42.85
100 11 10 10 0 2 -177.92 -179.75 -133.94 -133.97 -177.87 -34.35
100 12 10 10 0 2 -177.92 -179.75 -139.33 -139.35 -177.87 -26.75
100 13 10 10 0 2 -177.92 -179.75 -142.89 -142.91 -177.87 -20.07
100 14 10 10 0 2 -177.92 -179.75 -144.62 -144.64 -177.87 -14.29
100 15 10 10 0 2 -177.92 -179.75 -144.53 -144.55 -177.87 -9.43
100 16 10 10 0 2 -177.92 -179.75 -142.61 -142.63 -177.87 -5.47
Number of domestic firms
100 10 10 10 0 2 -177.92 -179.75 -126.73 -126.75 -177.87 -42.85
100 10 10 11 0 2 -170.73 -172.57 -127.30 -127.32 -170.69 -38.78
100 10 10 12 0 2 -164.78 -166.57 -127.30 -127.32 -164.74 -35.45
100 10 10 13 0 2 -159.78 -161.48 -126.97 -126.99 -159.74 -32.66
100 10 10 14 0 2 -155.50 -157.11 -126.45 -126.46 -155.47 -30.31
100 10 10 15 0 2 -151.81 -153.32 -125.81 -125.82 -151.78 -28.28
9 Parameter variation
100 10 10 10 0 0 -177.92 -179.75 -126.75 -126.75 -177.92 -42.85
100 10 10 10 0 2 -177.92 -179.75 -126.73 -126.75 -177.87 -42.85
100 10 10 10 0 10 -177.98 -179.75 -126.19 -126.75 -176.66 -42.91
100 10 10 10 0 100 -184.52 -179.75 -70.51 -126.75 -52.23 -49.45
Table 22: Simulation Results for the Large Market
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C.llAppendix 11
Proof of equivalence between subsidy and tax.
The government has two policy options in its disposal: one would be to provide
positive incentives that would make its own preferred option more attractive by increasing
profits for the firm or to provide negative incentives (a tax) that would make the firm's
preferred option less attractive by reducing its profits.
Subsidy in favour of the government's preferred option k (versus the firm's preferred
option I)
Firm's incentives:
E(Il™k) + S™k{l) h E(Uf) Spk{l) F E(Uf) - E(U™k)
Therefore the minimum subsidy the firm is willing to accept in order to switch its
mode is equal to: SpW) = E{U^1) - E(U^k).
Government's incentives:
E(W™k) - S™k{l) >z E(W™1) S™k(l) < E(W™k) - E(W.™l)
Therefore S™k<<V> = E(W™k) — E(W™1) is the maximum level of subsidy the policy
maker would be willing to provide, where m G [A, S1] denotes asymmetry and symmetry,
k G [e, g, acq, ne] denotes the government's optimal choice and I G [e, g, acq, ne] the
foreign firm's choice.
For a mode switch the condition is:
Cjmk(l) ^ Qjmk(l) ^ gmk(l) qimk(l) ^ q
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In terms of expected profits and welfare the condition becomes:
E(W™k) - E(W™1) - E{Uf) + E(Il™k) > 0
Tax against the firm's preferred option I :
Firm's incentives:
E{H^k) t E{U.pl) + (-T™fc(/)) ^Tpk{l) F E(ITpk) - E(U.pl)
Therefore the maximum tax accepted by the firm in order not to switch its mode is
equal to:-T™fc(0 = E(W£k) - E(Uf) .
Government's incentives:
E(W™k) y E(W™1) - (-Tpmfc(0) -Tpmfc« > E(W™1) - E(W™k)
Therefore = E(W™1) — E(W™k) is the minimum tax level the policy maker
would be willing to accept as payment for the firm not to switch its mode. Note that
_rpmk{l) < Q
a. No mode switch
Max Smpk(,) Min SmFk(l)
Figure 1: No Mode Switch
b. Mode switch
<
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Min Sf(,) Max S;kU)
Figure 2: Mode Switch
Thus for a mode switch we must have:
rpTnk{l) ^ rprnk{t) rj^mk^i) ^ rjrmk{V) ^ q
E(Il™k) - E(Uf) - E(W™1) + E(W™k) > 0
=4>
E{W™k) - E(W™1) + E(n™k) - E(Upl) > 0
Thus the condition thatmust be satisfied for mode switch to occur is the samewhether
a tax or a subsidy is used as a policy measure and thus the two are equivalent in terms of a
mode switch framework.
